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ABSTRACT

This was an expioratory study. Its Purpose r'{as to acivance a

phenomenological model of the process by which teachers resolve their

autonomous job-related learning neecis. More particularly, the problem

\^¡as to identify and analyse thecretically the rnajor classes of variables

and the maín kinds of dynamics involved in job-related learning.

In light of its exploratory status, Lhís study was conducted as a

fluid inquiry. First, insights derived by a priori means were used to

posiË an inj"tÍal conceptuaLizatLon of the phenomenon of job-related

learning. This heurisLic model guided the search for substantive data

bearing on this phenomenori. Insights resulting from the intermedíate

stage of the inquiry were synthesized and Ehen compared wi-th evidence

drawn from cognate dísciplines. The propcsitions generated in the thirci

sËage of the inquiry were rrsed to construct an origÍnal model of the

process by whích teachers resolve theÍr professional learning needs.

The nature of the phenomenon chosen for investÍgatíon dictated

thas this study be guí<ied by the interpretive paraCign. A frl¡danrental

a-ssumption unCerlying this rela::'.r'e1y novel approach to studies of human

behaviour is thaË men are not only objects existing in the natural

wor1d, buL also creators of a cultural worlcl of theil o!/n. A further

assumption of the int.erpretive paradigm is Ehat these cultural creations

are knov¡able from subjectsf rationalizations of their actions, or

inferrable from observations of their behavíour in everyday life.

The methodology used for samþling, coilecting and arralyzing the

data, and reportíng the findings was that common to grounded theory and

ethnographic research. The population, a forty-fc¡ur member staff who

taught in a selected junior hígh school in tr^Iinnipeg in the 1975-76 year',



r¡¡as chosen on the strength of a screening which lndicated that it v¡ou1d

be both able and v¡í11ing to furnish relevent infornatíorl. Survey

instruments ádapted from earlier research and- theoretical-sanpllng

techniques !{ere employed for síngling out candídates for focused

obseivation and in-depth interviewing. The observation guide and the

interview schedule v¡ere developed from leads suggested ín the heuristíc

model or from those gained Ín the pre- and early stages in the fíe1d.

Constant comparative and devi-ant case analyses \,lere the principal

techniques used to interpret teachersr understandings of the process by

which Ehey resolved their job-related learning needs. Quasi-statistícal

techniques \ùere use<l, where apPropriate, to test the validity of re-

latíonshíps suggested by gualitative analyses. The natural history

approach r¿as used to present Lhe findings of this study; that í-s, the

evíclence qras pl:esented ín roughly the same order that j t came to the

attenËion of the researcher.

The more interesting conclusions substantiated in this sludy are

summarized below:

1. Job-related learning involves

kinds of variables--those deriving from

background experiences of the learner,

environment in whích Lhe learner works,

varíab1e. This last-mentioned variable

an interplay between three major

the biological makeup and

those steimning from the

and an interpretive intervening

has been treated onlY obliqrrelY

ín previous research.

2. Job-related learníng ís essentially a process of constructing

personal meaning. This construction involves such' dynamics as selective

perception, evaluation of existential sj-tua-tion, and subjective evalua-

tion: of the magnitude and diree.tíon ef potential correlates of learning.

]-f r_.



While rnany of these kinds of dynanics have been identified in previous

research, Eo Ëhe writer's knowledge this study ís the first to have

advanced a compreherisíve groundeci model illustratÍng how the various

dynamics are interrelated.

The model generated in this study irnplies Lhat efforts intended

to assist Leachers to gro\¿7 professionally must rest r¿íth a clear under-

standíng of the ureaning that aspects of their percePtuel field have

for the indivídual learner.

Evaluatj-on of the present research indicated the need for further

study in t¡¿o major aïeas: first, replÍcations using different popula-

tions from the teaching profession or from other behavioural groups;

and, second, inquiries designed to clarify such important concePts as

acÈíon-oríentatíon, psyche group, and random experiential learning.

The use of the interpretive paradigm Ís recommended for such future

undertakíngs.

l_v.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLN,I

DESIGN AND ORGANIZATION OF THX STUDY

The aim of this study T¡ras to generate basic insights into ari

important, but relatively unexplored, phenomenon--the process by

which teachers resolve their autonomous job-related learning needs.

The achievemenË of this aim entailed the use of a three-stage fluid

inquiry desígn. Thus, Ehe study began r¡ith an a priori

conceptualization of job-related learning. This initial

conceptualization guíded the search for substantíve infornation

related to the phenomenon under investigatj-on. The evidence

generated in the inËermediate stage was synthesÍzed and examined in

the light of germane theory. The insights resulting from this

comparison of the empiri-cal and theoretical evidence were used to

consËrucL a phenomenologÍca1 model of the process by which teachers

resolve their job-related learning needs.

The organization of this thesis generally para11els the three

m¡ín stages of the inquiry. Chapters I to III are used to discuss

several naEters which îIere conrlected with the first stage of the

inquiry. Specifically, Chapter I is used to give a rationale for

the subject matter chosen for study, to delimit anci descríbe Ehe

problem that $ras investigated, to provide a conceptual framework for

looking at the phenomenon under consideration, to define the main

terms used, to specify major underlying assrmptions, and to spel1
1
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out apparent lÍmitations.

Chapter II is used to

probleu that was selected for

observational appreciat.ion of

ínvestigated.

further qualify the focus of the

study, and Eo obtain a Pre-

the phenomenon thac was to be

Chapter III is used to díscuss Ímportant methodological

issues that were encountered in this study. The opening part of this

chapter is used to justify the employment of the Ínterpretive

research paradigm (as opposed to the more widely used natural

science paradigp). The succeeding parts of this chapter are used

to descríbe the tools and techniques that were employed, and to give

a retrospective account of the procedures that were followed in both

the in-field and report-\arrÍting phases of this study'

chapters IV and v are used for purposes connected with the

second stage of the inquiry. Chapter IV is used to generate and

analyze teacher's perceptíons relating to the kinds of variables

that r./ere involved in the process by whích they resolved their

autonomous job-relaLed learning needs. The opening part of Chapter

V ís used to examine the influence upon autonomous learnÍng of several

serendipitiously díscovered variables. Chaptel V is also used to

describe and analyze the way that the various empirically grounded

factors of learning impinged on the process by r,¡hich teachers

deternined and resolved illustrative autonomous job-related learning

proj ect.s.

The discussion of chapter vI is connected with the third

stage of the inquiry, namely: to synthesize the major findings

generated ín the study, and to use the resulLing proposiLions to
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construct a phenomenological model of the process by

resolve theír job-related learning needs.

The purpose of Chapter VIf is to discuss Lhe

this study nay have for continuj-ng education practice

some recormendations for further research.

which teachers

implicat.ions

and to advance

IT. NEEÐ FOR THE STI]DY

The issue of staffing our schools with competent teachers is

a long-standing one. Measures to resolve Lhis issue have taken many

forms; for example, atËracting more talenled candidates int.o the

profession, upgradÍng the quality of pre-service Eraining, providing

better supervision, developing more effect.íve teaching materials, and

improving continuj-ng education practice.

In spíte of their iuportance, however' many current

pracEices which have been designed to promote the professional

gro\,rth of teachers are not as effectual as they might be. The

conclusion offered by Harris and Bíssent over a decade ago (1965:8)

underlÍnes the poor repute in r'¡hich Leachers hold in-service, staff

development, and other forms of conËinuing professional education--

even to the present day: "No word is so líkely to be met with a sigh

or a groan as tin-servicet.tt

It was conject.ured that the apparently pervasive

disaffection of teachers wiLh current continuing education practice

night be synptomatic of an uncritical, if sLrongly conditioned, use

by those involved in designing job-related learning opPortunities

for teachers of principles botrEov¡ed from pedagogy. Indeed, the

literature generally upheld this conjecture. Finch (1975), Devore
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(1971), Rubin (197f) and Cawood (1975) prescribed the use in the

planning of professional development Programs for t.eachers of

andragogical (or, adult-centered) principles of learning-

It v¡as further conjectured that the dysfunctions in many

practices intended to foster the professional growth of teachers

could be traced to ân even more fundamental cause--the lack of

appropriate insights into the phenomerlon of autonomous learning.

Again, the literature gave supPort to thÍs conjecture. I'fezirow

(L97L:135) concluded that:

There are few more debilitating influences in the field of
continuing educatiori than the absence of a body of practically
useful theory upon which priorities Ifor guÍdiflg research into
the phenomenon of autonomous learníng] could be predicated.

Knowles in his address, "Research in Adult Educatj-on: PerspecËives

and New Directions," (Griffith, L972) singled out the question of

the way that adults di-agnose their own needs for learning as "an

area of investigaLion that cries out for ínnovation."

Thus, it was Ëhe aim of this study to fill a void in research

on the continuíng education of teachers; namely' to advance an

empirically based research model which identifies and describes the

major variables and dynamics involved in the process by which teachers

resolve their auËonoutous job-related learning needs.

III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of this study vras delimited to an inquiry ínto the

phenomenon of job-relaÈed learning. The literature províded a

preliminary set of perspectives Ëhrough which to investigate

this phenomenon. Mclosi<ey (Boshier, I973:257) observed that
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participation in self-selected learning activities:

Appears to be a complex phenomenon that. depends on a great lnany

variables. A1l one can do [when conducting research into this
phenomenon] is group the relative independent variables into those
influences essentj-ally internal (psychological and cognitive) and
those derived from the índividualts external environuent.

Nattress (1970), Berry (1971), and Haefele (1971) advanced

Ëhe confmon sense proposition that autonomous learning is a multi-

phased process thaÈ consists of at least fi¡o discrete, albeit

integrally related, phases--identification of a need, and resol-ution

of that need.

Several researchers have produced evidence which suggests

t.haË the most appropriate perspective through which Eo vieÌ¡l the way

teachers deal with self-selected professional learning problems is

through the perspective of the participant learner. Matthews (1954)

found that direct feedback from participants r,Ias a more valid source

of relevant information about. the professional devel-opment of

teachers than was information from Peers or suPerordinates. Appropos

t.o this finding, Kowalchuk (1975) observed that teachers and Lheir

superiors tended to be at variance with respect to both program

goals and the way that these goals should be met. Shorey (f970)

contended that as links between theory and practice teachers are

potentj.ally rich resources of inforraation needed to plan productive

in-service programs.

These predications fron the literature--first, that

autonomous job-related learning is a product of interacting internal

and external- influences; second, that it is a rnulti-phased process;

and third, that it can be understood best if it is seen through the

perceptions of the participant--are evidenced in the following
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questions r¡hich guided the presenl inquiry:

1. How do teachers determj-ne their job-related learning

needs ?

(a) hlhat factors in their envirorrment do Ëeachers

pereeíve as motives for learning?

(b) t¡rhat. factors in their personality and background do

teachers perceive as motives for learníng?

2. IIow do teachers resolve job-related learning needs?

(a) Idhat factors in their environuent do teachers

perceive as influences in the way they deal with theír learning

needs ?

(b) inlhat factors in their personality and background

do teachers perceive as influences in the vTay they deal w-ith Lheir

learning needs?

IV. DEFINITION OF TEBMS

The defÍniLions given here are intended to clarify the

more crit.ical and frequently used terms in this study.

The term, job-related learning was used in a generic sense.

Lt subsumed all the self-selected activiLíes in which teachers

participated during the L975-76 school year and which they percej-ved

as relevant to the mainteriance or improvement of their effectiveness

as professíonals. This term included not. only systematically

planned learníng activitj-es (regardless whether these activiËies

were planned by a Leacher himself, or by others), but also randomly

occurring acËivíties thaE a teacher subjectively appreciated as
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an opportuníty to resolve a job-related learning issue. In the

broadest sense, the term job-related learning also included leisure-

time activities that a teacher may have initially perceived as a

vehicle for personal growt.h and that he subsequently appreciated as

a vehicle for resolving an on-going, or emergent, professional need.

The term, job-related learning did not, however, include those

contributíons to personal or professional growth whích could be

traceable to rnâturaËion or other unconscious processes.

Leísure-time was defined as a time which a teacher had at

his ov¡n disposal. Defined Lhis way, leisure, like learning, was

assumed to be a unlquely experienced phenomenon.

The term, phenomenon referred to an experience that. was

knowable through intuition, reasoll, and the senses and which is,

hence susceptible to scientific description and explanatÍon.

Throughout this study, the designation, t'phenonenon," served as a

shorthand referent to any observed form of behaviour undert.aken

by a teacher with the intentíon of resolving a professional

learning need.

A phenomenon can be studied more effectively and precisely

once its boundaries are defined. The seminal work of Tough (L967

and t97I) guided the setting of Ëhe "boundaries" that rüere used in

situations in this study where a particularízed meaning of the

general phenomenon of job-related learning r¡/as required. Thus a

job-related learning activity that comprised of a cluster or sequence

of similar acts Lhat were not interrupted much by other activities

and that were held together by a similarity of intent, location,

and time frame (approximately thirty to sixty mj-nutes) was termed a
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learning episode. A job-related learning activity that consisted of

tv/o or more related episodes and that occupied a minimum time of

seven hours during which tj-me a t.eacher inËentionally sought to gain

and retain for aË. least Ëwo days certain clearly identifiable,

knowledge, skills, and attitudes Ëhat he evaluated as necessaty fot

the performance of his professional role was termed a learning

proj ect"

C ONCEPTUAL FRAMET¡IORK

' Two broad conceptualizations guided this study. Murray's

Needs-Press Model guided the development. and elaborat.ion of an

heuristic uodel of the process by which Eeachers resolve theír

job-related learning needs. Kel1y's Personal Construct Theory r,las

used to help explain major discrepancies betvreen the model of

job-related learnÍng that v/as portrayed by the literature and the

model that was inferred from an analysis of empirical data. The

underlyíng postulates of these conceptualizations are discussed

briefly belor¿.

In trying to explain human behaviour, Murray (L962) Look into

account not only the needs Patterns of individuals, but also the

potential of the environment to resol-ve these needs. lle suggested

that certaín aspects of the environmenE Dose a threat to or frust.rate

an individual in his efforts to meet a given goal. ile hypothesized

that an individual affected this way would seek that type of

environment which he perceives to have the potential to meet his

needs. Conversely, an indÍvidual would shun an environment that he

percei-ves as a threat to the achievement of his goa1. More
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explicitly, Murray suggested that forces \rithin Lhe individua]

(Murray labe1led these forces as "needs" and defined them as "an

organic potenti-alit.y to respond in certain v7ays under certain

conditions p. 62)" seek ouL or respond to various objects or

total situaLions ín the environment, which he labelled, "press".

But rn¡hereas Murïay only hinted that learni.ng is a subject.ively

medj-ated experÍence, Ke1ly made this assumption explicit . Indeed,

Ehe cenÈïal postulate of his Theory of Personal Constlucts echoes

t,his assumption: "A Personts processes are psychologically

channelized by the way in which he anticipates events (Ke11y, 1955:

46)," A close examination of this postulate reveals that it

contradicts typical behaviourist concePtualizations of learning--

that learning is an accidental product of an interplay between

variables in t.he learnerts biological makeup and circurostances in

his biography. Kel1y, hearkening back to Dewey (f933), contended

that learning should be seen as a purposive attempt to predict and

make sense of ¡he fut.ure: "Behaviour is mants way of changing his

circumstances, not proof that he has submitted t.o them (Bannister

and Fransella, I97L:191)."

VI. ASSLT¡,PTIONS

This study lras predicated on four underlying assumptions.

one majoï assurlption was that indíviduals have a unique meaning

structure that influences their behaviour. This assultrption is

summed up ín Thomastdictum, "If we define a situation as real, it

is real in its corlsequences (Rist, 1973: L7)."
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A second assumption \das that the constructions of reality

by individuals regardíng the process by whích they resolve their

job-related learnj-ng needs are directly knowable from their accourits

about this process, or inferrable from surrogaËe data and observations

of their behaviour in everyday siËuat.ions.

A third basic assumptíon v/as that t.he process of job-related

learning is a generaLLzed process (i.e., operative under a large

variety of conditions). The perceptions of reality by individuals

about their job needs nây vary; so, Eoo, may their responses Lo the

perceived needs: but the dynamics by lvhich individuals resolve

their job-related learning needs will remain constant.

A fourth basic assumption $7as t.hat assurances to respect the

psychic timetables of the subjects, and to t.reat informat.íon they

provide confj.dentially are sufficient condiËions for a free and

unqualified disclosure of relevant information.

VI]. LIMITATIONS

This study had several

limitations and the st.eps that

outlined below.

apparent. limitations. These

were taken Lo counteract them are

One broad limitatíon \,/as a methodological one. Each of che

techniques that u'.as used to collect the data had inherent t¿eaknesses.

For exarnple, the response to an interview question may have been a

reflection of an intervieweets unconscious bias tov¡ards the

interviewer as much as it nay have been a response to the question

that was posed. To counteract this kind of limlcation, a variety of

valj-dation measures r¡/ere undertaken; for example; information secured
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by means of the questionnaire was checked against information derived

by other means of dat.a collection. It was recognized, nevertheless,

that these validation measures díd not necessarily guarantee either

the validity or the reliabílity of the inforr¡ation that was collected-

Another liro:itation of this study sterrmed from its design, the

fluíd inquiry design. This kind of design entails t.he examinaLion of

a phenomenon over a period of Lime. As Schwab (f964) has noted, a

researcher using this kind of design may not be able to detect sone

of the less percept.ible changes that may creep in and materially

influence the ultínate nature of the pher.omenon beíng studied. Care

$ras, Ëherefore, Laken to monítor constantly the processes under

scrutiny and to take account of possible spurious ínfluences.

Still another límitati-on stenmed from observer bias. Pelto

(1970) conrended rhat this kind of bias is virtually unavoidable.

He suggested that it is, nevertheless, possible to mj-nimize observer

bias by two naín expedients: by training oneself to recognize and

expose to the readerts scrutiny onets preeonceptions, on the one

hand, and by using external valídation, on the other hand. In

deference to Peltots Ínstructions, the major ontological and

epistemologícal preconceptions underlying this study \^7ere noted

earlier in this chapter (under the heading, "Assumptions.") Mean-

while, the reading consultant who visited the subject school on a

regular basis was called upon to validate representative observations

roade throughouE the various stages in the inquiry.

k¡hether oï not there r¡/as a further lirnitatj-on in this study

hinges on the \^/ay one defines Ëhe related concepts of objectivity
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and replication. Boelen (Giorgi and ot.hers, 1971) proposed two

meanings of objectivity that are gemane to the present discussion.

Objectivity Day be understood, first, as a total independence

betr.,reen the observer and the observed; and, second, as a respectful

openness to the r+ho1e of our existence. Thus, if one accepts only

the first meaning of objectivity described by Boelen, one nay assess

this study as \"ranting, to some degree, in this requisite of

scientific inquiry. (Albeit, a case has been made in Chapter III of

this study that the problen sefected for investigation practically

precluded the degree of independence between the observer and t.he

observed, which is the hallrnark of studies guided by the natural

science paradigm. Rather, the phenomenological orientat.ion of thís

study dictated the use of the more apPropriate scientific principle,

that of disciplíned subjectivity.) 0n the other hand, if one accepts

Èhe second and more appropriate (insofar as the aims of the present

study r^rere concerned) meaning of objectivity--namely, an attitude of

respectful openness to the -¿ho1e of our existence--one can conclude

that, this study has observed an important principle underlying

scientific inquiry. As Boelen has argued, an attitude of respectful

openness'to the "qlorldtt one is lnvestigatÍng (in this case a

phenomenal world) contributes to the likelihood that the reality of

Ëhat world will reveal itself as Ít really (i.e., objectively)

exis ts .

Further, Boelen (Giorgi and others, 1971) ídentified tv¡o

meaníngs of the term "replÍcation": identical replication and

replication of general themes. Identical replication, Boelen rightly

concluded, is impossible in studies in which unique experiences
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constitute the data (this is not to deny, as St.ebbins, 1975 has shovm,

that unique experiences cannot be shared). IIowever, replicatj-on of

general themes is not only possible, but also more appropriate in

studies (,the present orie included) that are exploratory in intent,

and that focus on a process that is assumed to be operative under a

wide variety of conditions.



CHAPTER II

REVTEI,Í OF RELATED LITERATURN

In their article, "The Role of Relevant Literaturer " Conway

and McAlvey (1970:409) argued that a review of the literature should

be regarded as a "const.antly expanding body that permeates all aspects

of the research process. " Their argument i-s particularly valid when

applied to studies which have a fluid inquiry design; for it is

virtually iurpossible to antícipate the exact iËem of literature that

will prove relevanË as the resolution of the research problem proceeds.

Since the design of this sLudy entailed several overlapping

stages, the decision r,¡as made to abandon the more customary practice

of concentrating the bulk of the review of the literature in one

chapter, usually in Chapter II. Instead, Ehe review was developed in

such an order as to reflect the dominant concern in each major stage

of the i-nquíry. There T¡Iere three dominant concerns in Lhe beginning

stage of the inquiry: firsL, Lo clarify the focus of the problem and

to indicate major inplications this focus would have for the design

of the study; second to relaEe the phenomenon chosen for study to the

broader context of human behaviour, in general, and adulE learning,

in particular; and, third, to identify f.or heulistic purposes some

variables presumed to impÍnge on the phenomenon chosen for study, the

process by which teachers resolve their autonomous job-related

learning needs.

L4
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I. STL"DYING JOB-RELATED LEARNTNG: LESSONS FROM

RELATED RESEARC}I

A survey of the literature indicated that the bulk of early

studies which were intended to advance our understanding of Ehe way

adults deal vrith problematic learning situations tended to have one or

more of the following characteristics: they were predicated on the

assumption that learning is, by and large, a normative enterprise;

they focused on the ac¿ of participat.ion, rather than on the process

underlying the partícipatíon; and, they relied heavily on research

tools borrowed from the natural sciences.

Several critics have shovm that the above-noted characteristics

of early studies rendered them inherently unsuited for an inquiry int.o

the process by which the individual learner identifies and resolves

his job-related learning goa1s. Brunner (f970) pornted out a critical

flaw in research desigrrswhich focus on aggregat,e behaviour. He

argued that such designs rest on the tenuous assumptíon that all

uembers of a particular group will exhibit sinilar responses to similar

learníng opportuniLies. Collican (I974) criLicized clientele analysis

research on like grounds. She contended that these kinds of desígns

generally focus on differences among groupsi in so doing, Lhese kinds

of designs tend to obscure differences wiËhin groups. Houle (1961)

specified some key linitations that are inherent in research designs

r,rhich use the act of particÍpatíon, rather Lhan the partícipant' as

the starting point of research. He sËated that

it Iresearch which concentrates on the act of participation]
deals with simple acts of individuals' not with their t¡hole
pattern of educational effort. It describes what men do and not
what they think about why they do it. It delimits and routinizes
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the scope and ventures irito learníng (p. 8) .

Douglah (1970) acknowledged the utility of survey and correlational

studies for validatÍ.ng hypothesized reLationshÍps betr¿een certain

independent variables and educational effort. But, Douglah contended,

these kinds of designs carl contribute very little insight into the

reasons behind such educat.ional effort. For example, survey and

correlational designs cannot explain why certain motivational forces

influence sone adult.s to take an acËive part in an educational program'

but fail to bestir other adults to respond posltively to a simjlar

learning opportunity.

A survey of the literature further indicated that some

progress has been made in countering inherent weaknesses in early

research into the phenomenon of job-related learni-ng. The refinements

contributed by Tough are esPecially per¡inent to the design of the

presenË study. In one of his early works (L967) Tough developed a

probing interview technique by which he was able to obtain more

informatíon about the extenË of adultsr autonomous learning efforts

than would have been accessíble through such conventional means as

the quest.ionnaire. In a later work Tough (1971), advanced the

revolutionary concept of learning projects. The use of t.his way of

operationalizi-ng learning, when coupled with the use of the probing

ínterview technique, enabled researchers to obtain more comprehensive

firsL-hand informat.ion about an adultrs r'¡hole pattern of educati-onal

effort than had hitherto been possíble. 0n Ehe substantíve leve1,

Tough delineated the major steps by which adults pursue self-planned

learning projects. In this connectíon, he produced evídence which

suggested that self-planned learning is j-n effect a form of self-
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teaching. That is, the self-teacher sets objectj-ves based on

perceived needs, mobilizes resources intended to resolve these needs,

and courts feedback about his Þrogress. In the Process, the self-

teacher establishes a net\.Iork of linkages with various aspects of

hj-s social and physical environment. The linkages Ehus established

have í.mportant implications for the r,ray adults conCuct fuiure

learning projecËs.

Several researchers (lvicCatty, I975; Ifiller and Botsman, L975)

have used refinements originated by Tough t.o study the conLinuing

educaËion efforts of a v¡ide range of ,professional groups. Most

directly related to the present inquíry, Fair (1973) invest.igated the

way neophyte teachers respond to job-related learning issues.

Uis sturly supplemented the probing interviev/ technique developed by

Tough vith an eropirically derived listing of some typical

learnÍ.ng problems encountered by beginning teachers ' This latter

device proved to be an effective prod in helping the participants

to recall nany learníng activities which might not othenlise have

surfaced. Substantively, Fair confirmed the findings of Johnstone

and Rívera (L966), Coolican (1974) and others, to the effect that

teachers' learning efforts are by and large self-pl-anned attemPts

íntended to resolve indÍvidually perceived professional problems.

II. JOB-RELATED LEARNING: THE BROAD CONTEXT

Mezirow (197I) and Smith Q974) ' among others, exposed a

grave lack of appropriate theory to guide research into the various

aspects of adult learning, including the way adults resolve their

job-related learning needs. Rubenson (Bergstern, L971) offered the
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corrrrnon sense advice that, in the light of t.his situation, one must,

start from a wider frame of reference and use experiences from the

behavioural sciences. Part,icipation in job-related learning \.,ras seen

as one of the various forms of socÍal behavíour directed to achieving

a specific personal goal. Tv¡o fields of behavioural scíence that

\.{ere seen to have particular relevance to the aims of the preserit

study were the fields of motj-vation and adulË learning. Accordingly'

a revier¿ of pertínenÈ literature was undertaken. The more pertinent

insights resulting from this revlew are discussed briefly. To

facilÍtate reading, the key poínts in ihe discussion are underscored.

The MotivaLional Bases of Learning

Learning is a fundamental hurqan

forces/reasons irnpel learnÍng? How are

affected by subjectíve experiences? The

interesting, if relatively inconclusÍve,

other basic quesËions.

response. i'trhat underlying

these basic forces/reasons

literature afforded several

perspectives on Ëhese and

One of the more traditional víews of human learning is the

needs reduction theory. Developed by Freud and his followers, this

theory holds that an organism's motivaLion to perform sterns from the

necessity to fulfill basic biological drives. A varíation of this

view is that human behaviour is motivated by the desire to avoid

physícal pain or anxiety.

The Third Force school of psychologists rejected the needs-

reductíon view of human learning on the grounds that such a víew

renders nan as a victim specËator. Psychologist.s from this school
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contended that nan is a proactive creature, tending to grov¡th and

positive striving !çyq!4_l!g,4efe satisfaction of biological needs.

For example, Shostrom (L964) noted that man's aggressive nature is

matched by an innate capacÍty for intimate contact with others.

Maslow (1968) evolved a hierarchy of prepotent needs which incorporated

both lower level needs (physiological, safety, and social) and hígher

level needs (belonging, self-esteem, and self-actualj-zation). Rogers

(L969) \ùas even more adamanË in rejecting the needs-reduction theory;

he suggested Lhat if left Eo himself, m¡¡'s innate forces for growth

will emerge. For a final example, Ke1ly (Bannister and Fransella,

L97L¿19) argued that "mnn is not the victin of his autobiography

though he may enslave [sic] himself by adhering t.o an unalterable

view of what his pasË means. Thereby, he fixates his present.'t

Ilavighurst (f965) asserted that developuental tasks serve as

moËivators of behaviour. According to this development tasks theory,

the individual learner j-s portrayed as passing Ëhrough a life cyqle

in which his needs and the social roles he is expected to play cha

as he moves from one gror¡/th level to another. By analogy, it can be

inferred that. each level of professional gror./th is' likevrÍse,

accompanied by specífic learning needs.

tdhite (Sergiovanni and Carver, L974) observed that ao

important Ehrust of human motivatj-on is to knorT the world' to shape

that r¡orld, and to get what one wants from it. The competence

motive is expressed by teachers, as by other professíonals, as a

desíre for job mastery. Teachers so motivated work to apply--indeed,

to match-their skills, abilities, and competencies against the

problems of the job. Gellerman (Sergiovanni and Carver, L974) echoed
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White's belief that the job provídes the individual r¿ith the

opportunity t.o match his skills against the environment. He spelled

out some ways in which perceived situational factors rnodify this

"matching. " llhere a particular task is percei-ved as neither absurdly

easy, nor prohibitively complex, the competence moti.ve uray be

exercísed and a considerable reward rlay be enjoyed. Obversely, where

a task is highly routinized or unduly difficult to perform adequately,

a strong competence noLive may lead Lo frustraËion, resignation, and

even dependency.

A frequenËly cit,ed concept in motivation literature is that

of achievement syndrome. Rosen (1965) asserted Ehat the achíevement

syndrome (which he belÍeved t.o be a product of primary and secondary

socialization) influences the Índívidual learner to strive for

excellence. In his extensive work, McClelland (1953) established

empirically the importance of the achíevement motive as a correlate

of continuous efforts for self-improvemerìt.

The cognitive dissonance theorists províded further insights

ínto the complex phenomenon of motivation to 1earn. Bigge (1964)

suggested that a personts needs cause a psychological t.ension whích

leads a person in the directj-on of the force j-n order to cope with it,

or to surrender to it by altering his cognitive structure. Thus, in

a job situation a teacher nay try to respond to the motivatíonal

force impinging upon him (Say, a new curriculum.) through the

at.tainment of further knowledge, through substitute efforts, or by

rationali zat-ion.

Boshier (1971) proposed a novel addition to traditional-

cognÍtive dissonance formulations. He contended that there are some
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people who knowingly seek out learning opportunities in order to

disrupt their comfortable state of equilibrium. These people do this

because they believe that the disequilibrium thus Índuced will

eventuate in a higher level of equilibriuro and, concom-itantly, in a

greater sense of personal growt.h and sense of accomplishment.

The theories reviewed Eo this point. have focused on the

individual learner. Because the teacher is a member of many

"societles, " it was thought beneficial to look at the question of

motivation to learn from the perspective of social transaction.

Lippítt and Fox (1971) asserted that, just as in the study of

adolescent learning, so in the study of adult learning, the total

context of the learning siEuation must be borne in mind. Lippitt and

Fox added that heed nust, therefore, be given t.o such factors as

interact.iorrs among peers, administTative policies and socioemotional

climate, physical ecology, grouping policies, and availability of

learni-ng maËerials; for these kinds of factors shape both the nature

and the extent of learníng that will occur.

Sullivan (1953) build his interpersonal theory on the

assumption that man is a social- animal. As a consequence of this

nature, nanfs motivaËing patterns are governed by the dominant values

of the particular socieEy of which a given individual is a nember.

M,ants cultural matrix, Sullivan elaborated, outlines his aspirations

and provides the very symbols and concepts with which he thinks.

Somervhat reminiscent of the needs reductionists, interpersonal

theorists suggested that nan's behaviour is the result of the search

for relief from tensions brought on by the erpectations of society.

Anxíety \ras seen by interpersonal theorists as the most comPelling of
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such tensíons; hence, it is a potent.ially powerful motive for

learning behaviour.

Miller (1967), li-kewise, appreciated the cruciality of the

social mílj-eu in explaining learning behaviour. Ile argued that

personal learning needs do not operate in a vacuum; rather, "they are

shaped, conditioned, and channeled by the social structures and forces

of the human society in which each individual is born (p. 11) . "

Moreover Mi1ler contended, this "shaping" is a highly siLuational

process. Il is a fr¡nction of the particular facilitating and

inhibiting forces characterízing each int.eraction betr,¡een the learner

and his environmenE.

Adult Learning: Some Defining Characteristics

A critical evaluation of motivat.ion literature suggested thaË

life attributes associated with the age of a learner would impJ-nge on

the way the learner would define and resolve his learning needs.

Reflections on insíghts gained by the researcher in the course of

adninist,ering a contínuing education program suggested a similar

hypothesis. A search of the literature undertaken Eo "Lest"

these ad hoc hypot.heses brought to light several important ways in

which adult learning t,ends to be different from adolescent or child

learning. These distinguishing characteristics of the adult learner

are discussed in the reviev- belovr.

\,Iriters from many disciplines have singled out autonomy as

perhaps the most distinguishing nark of adult learníng. DerÍving

his vier¿ from clinical practice, Rogers (Kidd , Lg73:44) pro'claimed:

I have yet t.o find an individual who, when he examlnes his
situation deeply, and feels t.hat he perceives ít clearly,
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deliberately chooses dependence, deliberately chooses to have t.he
j-ntegrated direction of himself undertaken by another. i'Ihen all
the elements are clearly perceived, Lhe balance seems invariably
in the direction of the painful, but ultimately rewarding, path
of self-actualization or grovrth.

Stensland, an early student of adult learning, sLated (Sheats,

1955) that the difference between adult and other education lies in

t.he origin of the educational effort. The adult learner, Stensland

explained, not only selects, he also directs his ovm learning.

Angyl and Snygg, the personality theorists, noted (Kidd, L967)

that the hurnan organism develops in certaj-n predictable ways; that is,

it. seems to move away from reliance upon control from external forces

towards greater self-responsibility, self-government, and autonomy.

In like vein, Horney (Kidd, 1973244) sËated Lhat "the ultirnate driving

force l¡etrin¿ adult learningl is a person's unrelenting v¡il1 to come

Eo grips vri-th himself, a wish to gror.r and to leave nothing untouched

Ehat prevents growth. "

Both the so-named participation and Ín-service research

provid.e convincing empírica1 support for the view that adul-t learníng

is by and large a self-governed enterprise. Johnstone and Rivera

(1965:37) found that "a much greater than anticipated proportion of

adults fapproxirnately forty percent] " in their nation-wide sample

had been engaged in some form of self-pianned learning.

Using broader operati.onal definitions of learning and more

sensitive data-collecting devices, a number of researchers found

that the phenomenon of autonomous learning \^/as even Ìnore extensive

than Ëhat shown in Johnstone ancl Riverafs surwey. By way of

illustration, Bergevin (1967) classífied learning into two main

categories : syst.ematically orgarlized and random experiential.
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Bergevin's analysis revealed that approximately two out of three

learners in his study ínitiated and directed their learning outside a

formal institutíonal framework. IJith the aid of focused, indepth

interviews, Tough (1971) generaËed evidence whÍch also revealed self-

planned learning to be more cofiImon than rvas previously thought.

Approxinacely seventy percent of his seven-population sample undertook

self-planned learning projects in a twelve nonth period.

In his research Johnson (L97I) pinpointed several predominant

reasons hrhy teachers particípated i-n. in-service activities, no,sl.

being praguatic and goal oriented: Lo inprove performance in the

classroom, to develop professional self-respect, and to make a

contribution to research. Closely scruËinized, all these reasons are

at least tangentially related to the principle of self-directed

growth

Sinilarly, SergÍovanni and Carver (1973) generated data

which underlined the importance that teachers tended to place on the

growt.h principle. Sergiovanni and Carver found that T,ihíle teachers Ín

their samples r¡Iere generally satj-sfied wíth having met their lower

level needs (narne1y, security and social warnath), they were

appreciably less satisfied with the degree to which they had r,ret

thej-r higher order needs (namely' esteem' autonomy, and self-

actualízation). .

The literature further suggested that adulË learning tends

to be more goal-oriented and pragmatj.c than is characterÍstic of

child or adolescent learning' 'rn his sËudy' älou1e (1961) focused on

the r.¡hole paÈtern of an adult's learning. On Èhe strength
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of his findings, I{oule proposed a typology which classified learning

int.o several predominant orientations. The most corrtrnon type of

orientation that he found among his subject.s vras goal-orientation.

IIoule explaÍned that a learner so oriented uses education to accomplísh

fairly clearcuÈ, personal objectives.

Based on data from their nation-wide sample, Johnstone and

Rivera (1965) reached the following conclusion about the

distinguishing marks of adult learning:

It was quite clear from the results of our study that the
major emphasis j-n adult learning is on the practlcal . on
the applied. Subject, matter directly useful in rhe
performance of everyday tasks and obligations accounted for the
most signifícant block of the total activiËies recorded (p. 3).

More specifically, respondenËs in JohnsËone and Riverars sEudy cíted

the following as the most frequent reasons for participating Ín

educat.íonal activities: to become a better informed person, to

prepare for a new job or occupation, and to learn about the job they

already had.

Much the sane kind of concluslon--that adult learning is

closely linked with pressing practical problems--has been reporteci in

in-service lj.terature. Brim and Tollet (L964) ínvestigated the

quest.ion of the Íray teachers themselves felt about in-service

educatj-on. They found that nine out, of ten Ëeachers in their sample

"agreed" or "strongly agreedil that "The teacher should have the

opportuníty to select the kind of ín-servÍce v¡hÍch he feels will

sËrengthen hís professíonal competence." The same proportion of

teachers in this sample felt strongly that a primary purpose of

in-service should be to upgrade on-the-job oerformarrce.
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To cj-te further variations on the theme that adult learning

is highly specific, prag:natic, and tangible, Devore (f971) and Kozol

(L972) noted that teachers in their samples preferred learning

opportunítíes that were oriented to specific, cli-entele-identÍfied

problems. Fair (1975) found that a large proportion of the deliberate

learning efforts of neophyte teachers r{ere motivated by ehe survival

insËinct; that is, by pressing job-related problems. \lard (I974)

defended míni courses on the strengËh of his experíence which showed

that rlrini courses üIere betËer suited than were customary expedients

for meeting on-going, individualized needs of teachers.

The literature suggested, stiIl furLher, that. the way adults

view time and respond to experíences in their background,

differentiates them from younger learners. Several rvríters elaborated

on these differences in time perspective andfox examined Lhe

inplications these differing perspectives had for the way these two

populations identj-fied and resolved their learníng problems.

Neugarten (1968) contended thaE the most basic attribute which

distinguishes the adult from the younger learner is the way each

víews tirae. She stated that with adulLhood there coües a re-

structuTing of time perspective. Instead of seeing life as time-

since-birth, the adult begins to look aË life as time-left-to-live.

Accompanying such a re-structuring, Neugarten added, is a feeling on

the part of adults that tiure is finite and that one has only so much

tille to accomplish somet.hing.*

*Gould (L972) referred to this press of time
Sheehy (I976) had an equally ominous designatÍon for
thirty-fíve and forty-five--"deadline decade. "

as tttine squeeze.tt
the years between
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The way that. a shortened tine perspective (among other factors

associated with adulthood) influences adult learníng behaviour has

been extensÍvely examined. Suffice it for present purposes to cite

the proponents of two opposing vi-ewpoints Ín an ongoing debate.

Cuuming and llenry (1961) represent the conception of adult learning

which is epitornized in the folk idiom, "You can't teach an o1d dog

new tricks.'r More to the point, Curming and l{enry posited the

"Disengagement Theory." Thís controversial theory suggested that a

foreshortened time perspecti-ve when coupled with oLher delimit.ing

factors, such as social deprivati-on, decreases a receptivity Ëo and

capacity for significant, learning.

Among the earlÍest challengers of the disengagement thesis

was I'fcClusky. He explained (1958) that when an adult protests that

he is too old to engage in a particular learning venture, he may not

be giving a t.rue account of his physiological and mental functions;

rather, he may be betraying a low estimatíon of his capacity to learn.

Neugarten (Kuhlen, L967) offered a para1lel qualifier of Ëhe

disengagement thesis:

It becomes increasingly Ínescapable that !,/hat counts in
adulthood, is not the level of a particular ability, but what
the indivÍdual makes of the ability: and that is not the social
or even biological condition that meets the eye of the observer,
but r.¡hat the individual himself interprets Lhat condit.ion to be.
[Ernphasis mine.

Kidd (1973) surunarized further evidence which rebuts the

thesis that increasing age and other physiological factors attendant

upon ageing are the major causes of the steady decline of learning

activity on the part of adults. Kidd's evidence showed thaL a

positive mental attitude could have a strong countervailing influence
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upon an adultrs capacity to learn throughout life.

One presumed result of the disengagement-erigagenent debate,

has been a growing acceptance of the view thaË adulthood does not so

much preelude further learning as it influences the nat.ure of future

learning. For example, Neugarten (1967) claimed that wider

experience and other facËors thaË ccme rvíËh maturity predispose the

adult learner to bring a rnore fixed "set" and a greater emoËional

involvement to hj-s learning project.s than would be the case for more

youthful learners.

For a furLher example, I,Ihipple (1957), gave reasons why

planners of adult programs should pay heed to past experíences of

adult students. Not only does past experience provide life examples

for generaLízíng, but by virtue of the emoÈional overËones of such

experiences, it also affects how the adulr will view future learnÍng

opportunities. Moreover, wider experience gives an adulL an ability

superior to youth in learning relationally. That is, adu.l-ts have a

greater capacity to perceive hov¡ newly learned facts nay affect

themselves or others.

For a final example, Knowles (1970) took a phenomenlogical

tack in cormenting how the fact. of adulthood modifies the way adult.s

l-earn. Knowles stated that as a person matures, he experiences a

gradual drift away from a state of dependency and toward a stat.e of

increasing self-directedness. The condition of self-directedness

inclines the adult to respond to learning needs coÐ.nected v¡1th

changing social roles and developmental tasks. Thereby, the adult

changes his learning style frou one of nostponed application of
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knowledge and reliance on subject-centered learning (which style

characterizes pre-adulc learning) to iurnediacy of applicaËion and

experience-based learning.

ITI. CORRELATES OF JOB_RELATED J,EARNING AS

EVIDENCED IN THE LITERATURE

Consj-stent with fluid inquiry design, one of the first tasks

of a researcher is to generate educated guesses about the kinds of

variables that nighÈ be involved in the phenomenon he is investigating.

The conceptual model suggesÈed that the phenomenon of job-related

learning could be understood in terns of two najor classes of

variables--those external to, and those inhering in the person of the

learner. A survey of the literature yielded numerous examples of

these two classes of variables. To facilítate reading, and to

emphasize t.heir heuristic status, Lhe resulËs of uhe survey are

suromarized in table form (see Tables I and II presented imaediately

below) .
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TASLE I

External Variables Presumed to Inpinge on the
Process by lühich Teachers Resolve Their

Job-Related Learning Needs

Variable Bibliographic Sources

[IisËorical imperatíves

Cultural nilieu in which the
teacher works

Internal inËerest grouPS

Group needs disposition

Cremin (Lortie , L975); Selznick
(0rCallaghan, I976)

Sullivan (I953); Mil1er (1967)

Jennings (Rubin, l-971-)

Maslow (1968)

SocieËal expectations Getzels and Thelan (lIyrnan, 1968)

Availability of suítable resources Rubín (197f); Fair (1975)
for good role perforîrance

Rate and scope of curricular I^la11en (Devore , L97L)
change

Local staffíng and recruitnent Sergíovannj. and Carver (L973) t
policies, communicati-ons and Harris and Bissent (1969)
feedback channels, supervisory
style and planned professional
development.al opportuni ties

Accrued modes of solving problems Lazarsfeld (I972)

Socioemotional climate and peer Lippit and Fox (1971)
relations
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TA3LE II

Personal Variables Presumed to lrnpínge on the
Process by trihich Teachers Resolve Their

Job-ReIated Learning Needs

Variable Source

Àoa

Educat.ional level

Length of teaching experience

Orientation to continuing education

I(inds of satisfactions preferred

Responsiveness to novel learning Easks

Cognitive style

lleed for achievement

Kidd (1973)

Kuhlen (1963)

Shorey (1970)

Sheffield (Solomon, L964)

Lortie (1975)

Finch (1975)

Messiclc (L976)

McClelland (Sergiovanni
and Carver, L973)

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSÏONS

This overvier,¿ of the literature served, first, to clarify

the focus of the problem that v¡as investigated in thi-s study. The

evaluations of related empirical research suggested that future

inquiries int.o job-related learnj-ng should look at this phenomenon

not so much as manífestations of aggregate behaviour, but more as

individual patterns of response to self-perceived problerns. These

evaluations suggested, further, that future research should view

job-related learning not as a unitary, reflex-like act, but as a

complex, purposive phenomenon. Perhaps less directly, though no

less crucially, these evaluations of previous research called for
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openness and inventj-veness on the part of the researcher in choosing

a desÍ-gn and a methodology which r,¡i1l enable hirn to capture,

ínterpret., and communicate findings about a phenouenal reality.

The review served, second, to bring a light or to underscore

basic, if oblique knorøledge relat.ed to Ehe process by v¡hich Leachers

(qua adults) resolve theír professÍonal learning needs. To suumaríze,

the literature substantiaËed the corTrmon sense generalization that. the

ori-gins of learning are mu1t.i-causal. Put in classical terminoloow

the literature depicted learníng as a product of'an interplay betrveen

a variety of biological, psychological, and social forces. Further,

the líterature specified t.he important $rays in which motives express

themselves. For one pertinent example, the liEerature suggested that

roÈives rnay have a proactive, as well as a reactive, nature. But more

ímport.anËly insofar as the definiËion of the problem in this study was

concerned, the literature gave not.ice that whatever r^7ay motives

express themselves (indeed, whether they roanifest themselves at all),

they seem to be influenced to a greater degree than has hitherto been

explicitly acknowledged in empirical research by highly subj ective

cons idera ti-ons .

The revievr served, Ehird, to bring to líght several defining

characteristics of adult learning. The findings from a large body

of empirical research suggested that adult learning differs in degree,

if not Ín essence, from the learning of children and adolescents.

Thís research showed tha| adult learni-ng tends to be more autonomous,

more directly related to the solution of irmnedÍate, self-perceived

problems, and more deeply rooted in background experíences (More
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correctly, in t.he meaning adults have wrested from given experíences)

than is characteristíc of the ways children and adolescents learn.

The review served, finally, to identify a wide range of

variables presumed to impinge on the process by which teachers

resolve their auËonomous job-related learning needs.



CIIAPTER III

METTIODOLOGY: ISSUES AND RESPONSES

The broad purpose of this chapËer is to discuss major

philosophical and methodological issues Ímplicit. in the decÍsion to

invesËigate a subjective phenomenon, specifically, the process by

which t.eachers resolve their job-related learning needs" The more

specific purposes of this chapter are as follows: first, to present.

and justify the interpretative research paradigm that guided the

present study; second, to díscuss specific tools and techniques that

\^/ere appropriated Ín order to isolat.e and systenatically manage

foreshadowed problems in collect.ing and analyzing the daÈar and 9n

presenting the findings; and, third, to detail problematj-c

methological issues that \.rere encountered in Lhe various stages of

the study and to discuss the measures that were taken Eo cleal r¿ith

the more thorny issues.

I. THE INTERPRETIVE PARADIGM: A RATIONALE

Kuhn (1970) and Phillips (1971), among others, counselled

researchers to adapt their research methodology to the nature of the

problem they are investigating. Since the problem of this study \das

to examine a subjective phenomenon, the decision was made Ëo be guided

primarily by the interpretíve paradigm. The revíew which follows

provídes a justification for this decision.

The major attributes of the natural science paradigm are

J+
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generally r,rell known. As Shíprnan (1970) has noted, a study guíded by

the natural science paradigm typically comprises of a sequence of

clearly distinguishable stages. A theoreÈical perspectlve, such as

that of functionalisn, is adopted from the biol-ogical or physical

sciences. Propositions and hypotheses are deduced, and independent

and dependent variables are identified. Suitable statistical tests

are chosen, and appropriate data-gathering instrumenEs devised. If

the study is an experimental one, controls are incorporated into the

cìesígn" Data are collected, Eabulated, counted, and anal-yzed. The

analysis provides the basis, first, for accepting or rejecting the

research hypotheses and, ultimately, for confirming or modifying the

theory under scrutiny. Further, Shipman pointed out, studies

following the natural science paradi-gn are evaluated by several strict

canons: namely, parsiniony of design, sËringency of controls, freedom

from subjecËive conLaraination, and susceptibility to public

verification, replication, and predicLion.

Doubtless, Èhese and other hallrnarks associated r¿ith Ehe

natural science paradÍgm help to account for the continuÍng good

repute in v¡hich Èhis paradigrn is held by the empi-rical research

community at 1arge. Indeed, as Apps (1972) has testifíed, there is

sti11 prevalent the attitude that "unless the classical scientific

approach is followed ruhen doing empirical research, then true

knowledge hasn't been obtained (p. 59)."

The ritualistic adherence to classical norms of inquiry,

especially in studies of human behaviour, has been extensively

críticízed Ín the last decade or tr¡o. To cite some representative

schools of criticism, one group of critics di-sputed an assurnption
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that is t.aken for granted by supporters of the natural science

paradigm; namely, that this approach is a virtual guarantee of

objectj-vity. Ìtragel (1961 tL2) otf.ered the follovring criticisn about

Ëhe supposed objectivity of classical science methods:

Nor should the formula be read as claiming that the
practice of the scientific method effectively eliminates every
form of personal bias or source of error which might othervrise
impair the outcome of the inquiry.

Kelly (1955) contended that incantatory insistence on being purely

"objective" does not enable the researcher to escape the moral issues

which are implicit in the study of human behaviour. The declared

aims of pure science--prediction and control--take on rnoral

connotations irmrediately that we realize Lhat it is human bei.ngs

Ëhat we are proposing to predict and conLrol. A theory of human

behaviour is, therefore, not only a staËement about people, but also

an attitude tor¿ards Lhem and a way of relating to them. Fabian

(1971) offered a related criticism of the supposed objectivity of

scÍentific investigation. Methods in themselves aside, Fabian

pointed out that in certain genres of investigation (for example,

ethnographic investigations) "objectivity lies neither in the logical

corisistency of Lheory nor in the giveness of data, but in the

foundation of hunan intersubjectivity (p. 12)."

Another group of critics exposed several representative

kinds of lirnitations that could result when researchers attempt to

apply designs borrowed from the naËural sciences to studies of human

behaviour. Selznick (1966) criticized purists' insistence on using

cause-effect designs in sociological studies. This enphasis, Selzníck-

suggested, deters researchers from proL,ing into the causes of
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unanticj-pated occurrences that nay be uncovered in the course of an

inquiry. Speier (1973) exposed a similar shortcoming that results

when cause-effect designs are carelessly appropriated from the

natural sciences in research deal.ing vrith human phenornena. Speier

cont.ended that the over-reliance on cause-effect designs leads not

only to the disregard of the conditions of the nonent, but also to the

foreclosure of potentíally fruitful inquiries into ongoing human

behaviour.

Still another group of critics spelled out some rypical

negat.ive outcomes that have resulted frou the unreflect.ing use by

social scientists of various aspects of the natural scíence paradigm.

Mills (1959) blamed this use for the domínance in the research world

of a sterile, abstracted empiricism. Runciman (I972) stated that one

result of carelessly appropriating the tools and techniques of the

natural sciences to the study of psychology and sociology has been

the proliferaEion of elaborate analyses of dubious r:lerit. Using

carícaÈure, Ma1vi11e (1975) shorved how subservience Eo a given norm

of scientific inquiry, (ín this case, the single-minded quest for

pure facts) could lead to counterproductive outcomes.

. \¡/e spend all our time gathering these brightly coloured
rocks--the fact wit.h which r¡e have become infatuated, of late.
rnto higher and higher piles we gather these facts, never rùant.ing
to stray too far away for fear someone uright take them away from
us. And so we remain, trapped by our or,un pebbles, unable to use
lhem because v/e are too busy collecting others, and \.,/e are unable
to explore the rest of the world (p. 14).

In the passage quoted below, Von Eckartsberg (Giorgi and

others, L97L:329-330) illustrated how wholesale borrowings from the

natural sciences (Ín this case, the laboratory experÍment) for the

study of human social behaviour could actually disÈort the goals of
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scl_ence.

considering the conLrived nature of the experiment itself,
the deception involved in creat.i-ng social pressure, the buÍlË-in
rest.rictions that isolate the subject socially without recourse
Lo actively seeking confirmation and social support, we can ask
whether conclusions Ehus demonsËrated bear any resemblance to that
manifesËed in everyday situations in which social- isolation
seldou prevails and categorj-cal judgement in Ehe face of a sí1ent
preserit najority is rarely requl_red. Does following such
procedures not lead to empty abstractions and truLhs
operationally defined? 0r, consider the matter of scientific
control and "predíctive power." I^le may try to predict the
performance ín statistical averages of groups of oeople with
knovm homggeneous characterisËics in high controlled
circwtrstances, but we cannot in confidence make generalieations
or speci.fic predictíons regarding any single individual or any
situation without having to relativize everything by including
idl-osyncratíc, conËextual- considerations which put us right back
into the realm of everyday life.

But one of the earliest and most convinclng arguments for

disqualifying the wholesale application of the natural science

paradj-gm t.o studíes of human behaviour vras advanced by polyani (1959) 
"

He asserted that the natural science paradlgm is predicated on a

Ëenuous assumption--that human behaviour is necessarily repetitive,

mechanistie, and, by implication, incapable of creative, self-initiated

change.

Thus criËics have exposed several problems Ín employing the

natural science paradigm for research on human behaviour. Such

criticism has, doubtless, contributed to the legitimation of a

relatively ner,r approach to the study of human behaviour. This new

paradigm, whích is discussed in detail below, both justified the

phenomenological perspective on reality and accredited the use of the

so-named "soft,t' or qualitative research methodology.

Phenomenology has been variously defined; indeed, i_t Ís stil_l

in the process of being defined. Nevertheless, for the purposes of
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this sËudy, it was deemed to have several major characteristics

which help to distÍnguish it from the more traditional ways of lookíng

at reality. First, its concern for Ehe subject that is being studied

differs from the concern typically shov¡n by adherenEs of the natural

science paradigm. Psathas (Ritzer, L975:121) sumned up this argument

upon which this distinction turns:

The distinction betrn¡een the naËural sciences and the socíal
sciences is based on the fact that men are not obj ects
exÍsËing in the nat,ural world to be observed by the sci-entj_st,
but Ëhey are also Ehe creators of a world, a cultural world of
Lheir own. Their overt behaviour is only a fragment of their
total behaviour. Any social scientist who insists that he can
understand all of man's behaviour by focusing only on that part
which is overt and uranifest in concreËe, directly observable acts
is naive. . The challenge to the social scientist r¿ho wishes
to understand social realíty, then, it to understand Ehe meaning
thaË Lhe actor's act had for him. rf the observer applies his
or,rn categories or theories cofrcernj.ng the meanings of acts, he
may never díscover the meanings these same acts had for the
actors themselves. Nor can he ever knov¡ how social reality isttqreatedtt and how Ehe subsequent acts of human actors are
performed in the context of their understanding.

Second, supporËers of phenomenology claim that E.hey focus

more sharply, than do the followers of the natural science paradigrn,

on Daramount realiËy and natural attiËude. schutz (Ritzer, L975:I22)

defined "paramount reality" as "a reality so basic and mundane that we

are not dírectly cognízant of it." rn this state, schutz explained,

"Man is oblivious to the fact that it is he who constitutes the social

wor1d." As a corollary of this belief, the phenomenologist does not

grant social facts an objective existence; unlike the 1ogical

positivist, Ehe phenomenologist postulates t.hat such "facts" have only

the appeararrce of objective facticity. such "facLs," to paraphrase

Kelly (1955), are reflecËions of Ëhe way man has .construed reality.

A third distinguishing characteristic of the phenomenologícal
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outlook follows 1ogically from t.he two forementj-oned characteristics.

Phenomenologists prefer a microscopic focus. They believe that it is

at Ëhe face-to-face 1evel of j-nteract,ion thaË reality construction

proceeds. Schutz (Rit.zer, L975) and Berger and Luckrnan (1966) were

of líke mind in their raËionalizatíon of the micro focus in the study

of huuan behaviour. They argued that face-to-faceness has Ehe

írreplaceable character of non-reflectivity and inmediacy that

furnj.shes the fullest possibility of truly entering the 1ife, mind,

and definitions of the other.

The acceptance of the phenomenological thesis as an

i-nterpretation raised critical methodological issues insofar as the

Present study \ras concerned. The discussion which follows idenLifies

two of Ëhe more basic of these issues and provides the rationales

behind the measures that were taken to resolve them.

One basic issue that had to be reckoned with was the

selection of a rnindset Ëhat would permit optinal access to a

subjective (moreover, relatÍvely uncharted) phenomenon--che process

by which teachers resolve their job-related learning. Cor¡unon sense

suggested that an attitude of open-minded respect for all types of

dat,a that come into the researcherts purview during the course of an

inquiry would be in order. Sirnilarly, Blurner (1969) urged researchers

to respect the nature of the empirical world that they were

investigating. Researchers can show such respect, Blumer cautioned.,

not by substituting pre-formed images for firsthand knowledge, but by

getting close to the area they elect to study and diggÍng deeply into

iËr Phillips (1973) proposed a similar mental attiËude towards

inquiries into psychosocíological phenomena. central to his proposal
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is an evocative concept of play. "P1ay," Phi-llips contended, "is

different from the usual and the everyday in that it is not engaged

in for the sake of some final goal (p. L62) . " Because it is engaged

in for its own sake, a play(ful) approach to sociological inquiry

would al1ow us (i.e., researchers)

to confront our o\¡rrr experíence, Lo pay attention to ruhat we
have seen, heard, felt and wondered about,, and what we already
know. By assuming a more playful stance, r¡¡e can perhaps free
ourselves from the dogmatism of method and see things as
if for t.he f irst time.

Another critical issue that. had to be resolved hlas that of

selecting an appropriaÈe mode of explanation, namely one that would

make sense of each of the major kinds of empirical daLa that were

generated in this study. Phillips (f973) provided particularly

i-nstructive viewpoints on thís issue. Specifically, Phillips

differentiated between tvro main understandings of the term

"explanatÍon." Cíting t,he work of I'ieber, Phillips noted that one kind

of explanaËion, erklarendes verstehen (or more commonly, covering law

explanatíon), is achieved when a behaviour in questíon can be

designated as part of an understandable (i.e., logical) sequence of

acËions. Applying this usage of explanation to qualitative studies,

a phenomenon would be deemed to have been explained if it can be shov¡n

Ëhat its occurrence can be extended beyond the case Ín question. put

in oËher words, an explanation is saj.d to have been achieved when an

observed phenomenon is a behavioural manifestation of an underlying

pattern, functÍon, cause, or motive. Another kind of explanatÍon,
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actuelles versteherl, (or, more coilmonly,

is achj.eved by presenting arguments which

question. Consistent \^/ith the actuelles

explanaLion, are explanations which cite,

subjects saËisfactions, desires, Dotives,

possible grounds for observed behaviour.

"Behaviour is thus described, explained,

thaË the situaËion entj-tled the actor, or

uanner (p. 171)."

empathetic understanding:t)

justify a behaviour j-n

versËehen mode of

appeal Eo, or impute to

reasorrs, and purposes as

As Phillips concluded,

and evaluated by arguing

act.ors, to act in a certain

II TOOLS AND TECHNIOUES USEÐ

Eoth the rationale for choosing to be guided by the

interpretíve research paradigm and the broad rnethodologj-cal issues

this decj-sion implied have been explained in the foregoing part of

this chapter. The purpose of thÍ-s part of chapter rrr is to descrÍbe

and justífy the maint'.-t tools, instruments and techniques that were

used to collect and analyze daEa rerated to the phenomenon by which

teachers resolve their job-related learning needs.

Dat.a Collection

The resolutj-on of the problem of this study required the use

rçRitzer (L975) ríghrly poinred our Lhar rhis kind of
understanding is predicated on the observer's having special training
and skills which allow hi¡n to see thíngs which would escape the
layman. In the vernacular of Mil1s (1959), such an observer would
have Lo possess a Itsociological imagination."

**Tools and techniques that r,¡ere devised to cope wit.h emergent
data collection and data analysis problems are discussed cont.extually
in Chapters IV and V.

'. -ì'i':',:.\.\ / ,:. '
\i
\ìi
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of tr,/o major kinds of data collection techníques--those designed to

elicit informatíon about the factors which impinge on the job-related

learni-ng of teachers; and those desÍgned to elicít teachers'

undersËandings of the way the factors thus substantíated were relat.ed

to the major phases of the process by whÍch they resolve their

job-related learníng needs. The discussion below focuses on Ehe

utilíty of several key t.echníques and Eools that v¡ere used ín this

study Ëo obtain the requisite kinds of data.

DocumenÈs. Wiseman and Aron (1970) advised that reliable

detail about a phenomenon one ís investigatíng could be inferred from

a variety of usually readíly avaílable surrogate sources. These

kinds of second hand sources, while they have only a quasi-legal

status, neverËheless have the por¡rer to "governt'much of the social

behaviour of a subculrure. By virtue of this power, analyses of such

sources of information as Ínterdepartmental memoranda, bulletin board

ar¡.rrouncements, in-house newsletters, polícy manuals, school time-

tables, supervisory assignment sheets and grafitti can (indeed, did)

provide useful data about several concomitants of teacherrs learning;

for example, group expectations and reward systems.

Fact sheets. Shorey (f970) and Dickinson (1971), among other

researchers ínto adult learning, have shown that information aboul

life attributes can provide important clues regarding the likelihood,

if not the manner, in vrhich teachers resolve their job-related

learning needs. Accordingly, where thís was permitted, fact sheets

were used to obtain such information as age, academic qualifications,

teaching experience, and avocatj-onal inEerests.
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Questionnaires. The "Continuing EducaËion Orientation Index"

was used to select the initial group* of candidates for indepth

observation and interviewing. Sheffield (Solomon, L964) the designer

of this instrument, found a posit.ive relationshíp betr¿een "learning"

and "personal goal" orienËations of adults and their tendency to

participaËe in continuing education activit.ies.

As well, questionnaires were utílized to generate data for

Èesting ad hoc hypotheses related to t.he central problem of this

study. For exampl.e, Inghamts "Leisure Activity Index" and his

"Leísure Sat,isfact,ions List" (Solomon, 1964) ruere used for identifying

major kinds of leisure-time pursuits of che subject population. The

resulting insighËs (In particular, informatíon linking leisure-time

activities and Ehe personal and professional growt.h of teachers)

helped, in turn, to guide Èhe constructíon of the interview schedule.

Non-partícípant observatj-on. Collins (Denton, L974) stated

that clues i-nto human behaviour can be inferred from observations

of people in everyday situations. These situations, Denton noted,

can be studied frou three different perspectives--first, second, and

Ëhird person. The fírst person perspective yields findings about

the ínner reali-ties of the actor. This kind of data is discoverable

through such t.echniques as in-depth interviewing. The second person

perspective provÍdes Ínformation about a shared reality. This kind

of data can be inferred frou an analysis of dialogue. The third

*Following the
r/ras expanded to include
information.

principles of theoretical sampling, thís list
oËher subj ects r¿ho could provide pertínent
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person perspective provides informaËion about ínstituËional norms.

People relate to one another on the basis of certain shared

expectaËions regarding ro1es. These kinds of relationships, Denton

concluded, are discoverable to a greater or lesser degree through

intensive and repeated non-participant observation.

Illustrations of the kinds of questions that vrere used to

probe into the inner realit.ies of individual subj ects in this study

can be f ound in the intervíer.q schedule (See Appendix E'. pp 274-22I) .

Given inrmediaËely below are illustrations of the kinds of questions

Ëhat were posed to guide observations, fírst, about realities shared

between individual members, and, second, about the realitÍes shared

among the sËaff members of the subject school. From the second

person perspective:

Given an opportunity Ëo consult any one of a number of peers
regarding a professional problem, vJhom does a given indívidual
consult? l,'Ihen a further need for consulLation presenLs itself ,
does this sane teacher consult the same peer? If not, is it
because he has through prevíous experience losÈ faith in this
parËicular peer's ability to help hin? Or, is iL because the
teacher in question has been confronted by an entírely different
problen?

From Ëhe third person perspecËi-ve:

At a staff meeting, who initlates motions for concrete plans
for change? Fiov¡ does the administrator field these kinds of
motions? How do individual members vierv such motions? If the
reactÍons are ones of approval, is Ëhe approval consistent with
theír previous reactions Ëo essentially similar issues raised in
the pasÈ? I^Ihat oËher evidence ís there that the membership at
large ascribe similar meaníngs Lo Ehe issue of change?

Ïnterviernrs. The data collection Ínstruments and techniques

díscussed to this poi-nE were suited for unveiling the major kinds of

factors that influenced teachers to participate in job-related

learning. But a further aim of this study v/as to generate and
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anaLyze data relating Lo t.he undersËandíngsJ. Eeachers had about the

way the substantiated kinds of factors bore on the process by which

they identífied and resolved their professional learning problems.

The discussion belor,¡ focuses on the røay the intervievr technique was

adapted in order to meet both of these broad aims.

As Glaser and Strauss (L967) have recornmended, some of the

firsË Ëasks of an investigator who is involved in basic research are

as follows: t.o conduct a cursory analysis of the area of interest;

to cull out irrelevant categorj-es of data; Ëo forr¡ulate a series of

propositions about the phenomenon selected for study; and then to

develop an interview schedule t.hat ruaps out the major areas of inquiry.

The resulting guide (see Appendix E, p. 213) helps rhe investigaror

to focus on pertinent experiences of each subj ect. The following

excerpt from an actual interview transcript. demonstrates how the

focused interview was used to substantiate the ínfluence of external

norrnative forces upon the subjects' job-related learning. The

specifíc íssue in this instance vTas a proposal by the school board Ëo

instituËe a new staffing policy. The Ëwo purposes of the 1íne of

questioning sketched below r¡/ere, first, to elicit teachersr

perceptions about the controversial proposal and, second, to test the

provisíonal hypothesis that teachers r,¡ou1d construe this proposaL as

xBlau and Seott (Lofland, 1971) sËated thaE t\^/omain kinds of
"accounts" r"y be used to explaín (more appropriat.ely insofar as the
desígn of this study is concerned, to give reasons for) observed
actions--dispositional and situational. The disposj-tional accounLs
provide clues to the question, i^Ihat are the past experiences and
characteristics of a participant whích foster a given educational
action? Sit.uational accounts, on the other hand, shed light on the
condj.tions in the imrediate envi¡onment/sj-tuat.ion that promote
certain kinds of educational endeavours.
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a spur to do something (say, acquire more effective v/ays to integraEe

reading into content area teaching) that would be likely to i.mprove

their professional stock. The wording of the queries v/as as follov¡s:

Interviewer: I understand that the l(ildonan North School Division
has adopted, or ís about to adopt, a ner¡r sÈaffing
policy, the unit staffing poliey. Have your heard
any details about this proposal?

I'Ihat, in your opiníon, may have prompted the school
board to change their long-standing staffing policy
at this tirne? Do you think that the architects
of this new policy savr it it as a r¡/ay to counteract
the effects of inflaríon?

Do you think that the new policy will have
implicatÍons for you personally? Namely?

The group interview was used to complement the focused

ínterview technique. One advantage of the group technique is its

por¡7er Lo reveal aurbiguiÈies and conf licts in group norms and values.

A further advantage of thj-s basically unstructured technique is that

it often yields serendípitous findings, particularly on highly

sensitive topics which subjects may not v/ant to discuss openly without

Peer support. In the present study, group intervier¿s T¡rere conducted

in a variety of situations in the subj ect school--in the staff lounge

during noon break, at team meetings, at emergency task group meetings,

and in informal get-togethers in Ëhe ha11way. As we1l, group

interviews ürere conducted in a variety of sÍtuations outside the

school--aÈ a team meet.ing in the home of a team member, at an "afLer

four" sessíon in a loca1 beverage room, and at the annual camping

field trip in a provincial park. on most such occasions, prior to

joiníng a given group, a series of questíons and ad hoc hypotheses
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relating to t.he problem of t,his study \^rere prepared. On other

occasíonsr opporËunties were sej-zed to direcL the content and flow of

díscussion torrards the roodel-building aims of this study.

As anticipated, the validity of data obtained by the group

technique \,ras at timesjeopardized by group pressures. when instances

of this kind were detected, the suspect data were validated against

daËa obtained frour supplementary sources.

Data Analysis

A major aim of thÍs study r¡/as to generat,e a phenomenological

uodel of the process by which teachers neel their aulonomous job-

related learníng needs. The implications this aim had for ellciting

germane data have been noted above. The purpose of thís section of

chapter rrf is to discuss Ehe procedures and tools that were used Eo

peruit the researcher to drar,¡ valid inferences from the data that

were collected.

Theory-building--a model. A basic Ëool that undergirded the

analytical process in thís study \^/as an adapted version of Zetterberg's

model of theory-building (1965). According to rhis model, rhe mosr

rudimentary building unÍt is a discrete experj-ence. Such experiences,

when they are rendered into an abstraction, constitute a concept. A

series of related concepts j-n antecedent-consequent relationships,

meanwhile constítutes a proposition. rnterrelated propositions make

up a theory.

To accoumodate the phenomenological bias of this study,

Zet.terberg's model was modj.fied in one important respect. The notion

of entitleüent was used in place of the notion of antecedent-consequent
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relationship. As discussed earlier in this chapter (p.42 ) , a gíven

behaviour may be "explained" by imputing to subj ects certaj-n uotives

or purposes, or by arguing that a particular situaEion entitled an

actor t.o behave in a cert.ain manner.

Analvzing sub.iective data: basic tools and techniques. The

analysis in this study required the researcher to roake progressively

higher levels of inferences about an amorphous body of subjective

experiences. The procedures that r¡rere follor¡ed and t.he representative

kinds of techniques that were used in order to accomplish chís multi-

step task are described bríefly below.

A critical first step in the treatment of subjecti-ve data was

to Ery to undersËand the r¿elter of unÍ.que experiences that came Eo the

attention of the invesËigator. In this study, several techniques

developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and by several ethnographers

r{ere appropriated to thís end; naraely, gestalt polarization,

typífication, and matrix fornulation. These techniqueq served to

classify Ehe data into various categories based on the sÍmilarities

(or dissimiliarities) auong individual experiences. In essence, each

of these techniques enÈailed the isolating of a datum and then placing

it into a particular category (or ce1I, in the case of matrices)

through inductive reasoning. The end product from this step in t.he

analysis is a theme, pattern, or corrcept.

The purpose of the succeeding step in the analysis was to

describe the relationships betweeen the different categories of

experiences generated in the prelÍminary step. This step was

accomplished by the use of two complementary techniques borrowed from
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grounded theory research methodology--constanL comparative analysis

and negative instance analysis. Constant comparative analysis

entails the researcherfs making observations about a phenomenon, (say,

job-related learning), constructing a tentaEive hypothesis about a

relationship between certain variables (say, between a nelr tenure

policy and the decision to complete a course leadj.ng to a bachelor's

degree) involved in the phenomenon beíng ínvestigated, developing an

observation schedule which incorporates these factors, and then

proceeding to gather and analyze data abouË Lhem. This cycle of ad

hoc hypothesizÍng, collecting, and analyzing was continued until

dat.a suggested by the provisional hypotheses r^ras no longer forth-

coming.

To permit possible falsification of a finding yielded by way

of constant coruparative analysis, a search for negative evidence was

conducted. i¡Ihere negaËive evidence was found, the original hypothesis

\,t7as reconstructed so as to make it congruent with the new evidence.

The process of constanË comparative analysis was then repeated and

conti-nued unt.il t.heoreEi-cal saturation was reached" But, where no

negative evidence could be found to contradict, or otherrvise warrant

qualifying, a provisional hypothesis, it was concluded that the

relationship suggested by this hypothesis was in all probability a

valid one. Abst.ractions resulËÍng from this step in the analysis are

ca1led proposit.i.ons .

In the third step of the theory-buí1ding process, inducti_on

procedures and techniques described in conjunction with the preceding

steps v¡ere used Eo make higher order abstractions about the inter-

relat.j-onship between the various propositions. These higher-order
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abstractions are given the stat.us of theory.

III. IN THE F]ELD: A RETROSPECTIVE LOOK

Prior to entering the field, a number of measures r¡/ere taken

to isolate and systematically manage a large variety of acuÈe

philosophical and nethodological problems Ehat tend to impede a

researcherrs ability to obtain a body of verifiable observational

data. The more prepotent of these measures have been discussed in the

t\,üo preceding sectlons of this chapter. I1owever, as lJax (1971), among

other noted fieldworkers had forewarned, it is virtually impossible

to antícipate in an a priori way specific ethical and other lcinds of

issues that a researcher r¡í11 encounter once in the field. Given

these kinds of circumst.ances, it was thought prudent to heed this

conruon sense advíce gÍven by Fabian (I97L:25):

hlhat is urgently requÍred Ito resolve unanticipated issues] is a
genuinely dialect,ical positíon, one in which analytical procedures
lnot to neglect data collection and data presentatÍon procedures]
are deternined by reflectíon on the nature of the encounËered
phenomenon and on Ehe nature of that encounter.

The purpose of Ehis sectj.on of Chapter III is to recall

illustrat.ive problernâtic issues that were errcountered during the course

of the investigat.ion to explain the measures that were taken to deal

wj-th them. To facilítate reading, the discussion fol-lows a primarily

logical organization.

Selecting the site for the study. A priori reasoning and

related research experi-ence suggested the broad criteri-a for choosing

an appropriate site for this study. First, the site had to be

psychically accessible; that is, both forrsal and informal groups in a
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prospective site had to show evidence of at least. passive interest j-n

becoming the subjects of the study. Second, the siÈe had to have a

sufficiently representat.ive populations in terms of such previously

substantiat.ed correlates of adult learning as age, academíc

qualification, and length of professional experience. Third, the site

had to evidenee a clear-cut thrust tov/ards job-related learning. The

lit.erature (Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968) suggested a further criterion

for selecting a site for a case study; it had t.o have characteristics

such that would minimize possible experirnental effect.

With these criteria in mind, overtures r./ere made to

superintendents in i'Jinnipeg area schools for pernission to explore

the feasibility of using a school in their jurísdication as a site for

the present study. Subsequent reconnaíssance visiLs intended to

narro\,/ dov¡n the list of eligíble sites (according to pre-established

criteria) brought to the fore a rnethodologícal dilemma: whether the

supposed gains (for example, the reduced risk of biased reporting) to

be derived from working in a 'rstrange" situation vrould offset t.he

supposed gains (for example, more efficient recovery of germane data)

Eo be realized. from working in familiar surroundings (i.e., in the

school divisíon in which Ehe researcher had been employed for twelve

years irnmedÍately preceding the year that. the present study was

initiated) .

The literature suggested that the possible loss of objectivity

which míght result when a researcher conducts an inquiry in a familiar

setting could be offset by countervaíling gains. Lofland (197L)

contended that pre-existing conditions of trust afford a researcher

an enormous advantage over a researcher new to a surroundíng. The
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researcher fa¡uil-iar with a surrourlding can move about. freely and

collect relevanË data, unrestricted by socially defined constrictions"

Similarly, I^/iseman and Aron (1970) intimated that a researcher who

is acquaínted with an organízatíon or behavioural system is in a

beLter position, than is a researcher not so-acquainted, to

appreciate the more subt,le ways that forces inherenE in a system bear

on the phenomenon under investi.gation.

The literature also suggested some count.er measures researchers

who are conducting their study in a familÍar setting can take in order

to minimize the possibility of personal bias creeping into their rvork.

Erickson (L975) proposed the notion of "dísciplíned subjeetivity't as

an antidote for possible personal bias. By this ErÍckson meant that

the researcher approaches his locus of interest. "as if for the first

time." SmiLh (7g74) argued that fore-knowledge abour a situation or

phenomenon one wishes t.o study can enrich the research process--if

this previous knoruledge* is used in dialectfc counterpoint to knowledge

discovered in the field.

These predicted advantages, coupled wíth the anticipated

economy of tÍme, influenced the decísion to choose a school familiar to

the researcher as the site for the study. The question, which

particular school Lo use for the study, \ras resolveid by putting into

play two further 
"or*on 

sense criteria: one, the overt and. genuine

(as opposed to polite) interest on the part of the staff as a ivhole

*Previous knowledge referred not only to that knowledge which
had been acquired before Ehe researcher had begun fieldwork, but also
theknowledge obtained from the literature that came to the attention
of the researcher during and after the time spent in Ëhe field.
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and of the administration to participat.e in the study; and, Ewo, Lhe

judgernent, of the researcher as to whÍch of the schools that luere

willing to participate would also be rhe mosr likely to be able to

provide Eheoretícal1y relevant information. The smal1 "p" political

issue was handled by way of a letter (See Appendix A, pr 196) to the

principals of the four junior high and three senj-or high schools in

the 1ocal school division. The letter sought permission to address

the respective staffs of these schools i¿ith a vier¿ to explaining the

nature of the problem that would be investígated and inviËing rheir

cooperation in resolving this problern. The replies from the

principals indicated that three of the invj.tee schools would not be

in a position to give the desired degree of cooperation. Accordingly,

arrangemenEs \,Iere mtde to address the staffs of Ehe four remaining

schools. Analysis of the responses to these addresses brought dov.rn

to tr"ro the number of schools that were deemed eligible (according to

the pre-condition of real inËerest Eo partícipate in the study).

A further screening r^7as then undertaken with the intent to

choose a site that shor^red the most promise of providing information

both about the correlat.es of learning and Ëhe way teachers perceive

these correlates to be related to the process by which Lhey meet their

job-related learning needs. This screening entailed Lhe use of a

specially consËructed survey, the purpose of which T¡ras to gauge the

degree of manífest disposition Eot/ards job-related learning (See

Appendix B, p.I97,'). The screeníng also included. informal

conversations with individual staff members of the two schools in

question. Taken toget.her, these and earlier screenings indicated

that one of the schools, henceforth to be knor"m as Mossdale Junior
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High School, possessed to a greater degree than did any of the other

school-s the important features that. would roake it amenable to a

productive ethnographic study. To cite perhaps the three most

critical of these features, Mossdale Junior High had a reputation

withín the local school dívÍsion as a trairblazer in innovative

practices and reflexive thinking. It was belíeved that thÍs feature

would increase the likelihood of the researcherts locating numerous

and vari-ed instances of job-related learning. It was further

believed that this feature would permit betLer rationalizations by

the subjects of their learníng decisions"

Another critical feature which influenced the decision to use

Mossdale Junior High as Lhe site for thÍs study was Mossdale's

record of conEÍnuous visitsr. by interested educators from both inside

and outside the system. rt was be1Íeved that this feature would

minimize the chances for the contamination of data through

experimenÈal effect..

Stil1 anot.her feature which favoured Mossdale as the

preferred sit.e for the present study was the clear-cuË indication by

staff as a whole of a real interest in the problem that was posed and

of becomíng co-partriers in efforts desi-gned to resorve this problem.

This high leve1 of expressed interest Tras deemed an important condition

for increasing the likelihood of a free and fuIl disclosure of

*It. was appreciated that this record of contínuous visits
could result in a reluctance on the part of the staff as a whole or
of individual teachers to accorunodate yeL another intrusion.
However, reconnaissance lrips yielded no evidence tilat this would
be the case.
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theoretically relevant information.

Gaining entry, building rapport, and mappíng. I'Iiseman and

Aron (1966), anong other students of ethnographic methods, have r^¡arned

of difficulties that might be encountered in gaining entry into a

sÍte, more parti-cularly inLo the culture of the site one proposes to

study. In light of the precautions that were taken in selecting the

síte, it díd not come as a surprise, however, when Lhe foreshador¿ed

difficulties failed to material'ize. Indeed, only a handful of remarks

to Ehe effect that "admínistration must be up t.o something again"

surfaced. To forestall murmurings of this kind, care \¡ras taken during

Ehe succeeding phases of the study to avoid giving cause for the

charge of being arr accomplice of either the administration, or of

another facËion in the school.

In keeping with the ethnographic tradition, the first days ín

the fÍe1d r¡Iere spent in setting the groundwork for good rapport and

in getting a "feeling" for the site. For a period of approxirnately

Ëwo weeks regular visits were made Èo Mossdale with a view to learn

who was who in the school; to explore the physíca1 plant; to uncover

normative patterns of behaviour; and, in general, to obtain a

composite picture of Mossdale as a distinct behavioural system. These

reconnaissance visits revealed the expected: that the senior staff

members (in years of tenure at Lhe school) were the acknorvledged

leaders in ínterpreting the school's educational philosophy; thaE the

library T/¿as regarded by many of the staff as a symbolic affirmation

of Mossdale's belief in individuaLízed learning; and that Mossdale

seemed to be in the throes of re-discovering its mandate. Reflections
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on these illust.ratlve "first impressions," Índicated that they

closely paralleled the impressions thaË had been acquired from

incj-dental visit,s Lo Mossdale over a span of several years prior t.o

the year in which this study rvas undertaken. This cl-ose paralleling

of "findings" raised the possibility that flav¿ed observational

techniques r¡rere being used. Indeed, a cursory analysis confirmed

that two factors could account for the observed corrsonance between

pre-sËudy and beginning-of-study impressions--Ëhe inertia to use a

nornaEive frame of reference, and an inclination to give undu.e

weight t.o first impressions.

The evaluations of initíal trial efforts intended to describe

subjective reallty influenced the research strategy that was followed

in the succeeding stages of this study. These evaluatj-ons confirmed

the viabílity of Lhe interpretive paradigm; they demonstrated that

the best framernTork by which to understand a subject's thinking

concerning a given phenomenon is that of the subject, not that of the

researcher. Accordingly, delíberate care \¡ras taken to validate each

daËum j.n order to ensure that it reflected faithfully the subject's

own understanding of a phenomenorì. ín question.

A further important lesson Ëhat was learned in the initial

encounters wíth the subject population (and which eventually paid

dividends in the form of theoretically relevant information) was t.he

necessity to heed Bruyn's advice (f966), Lhat the researcher should

respect not only the fornal, but also Ëhe informal, psychic schedules

of those he observes. This lesson lras demonst.rated by the unexpected

refusal of the members of one departmenl to become candidates for

focused observation and in-depth intervíewing. This refusal was
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surprisíng in that members of this particular department had earlier

both voted in favour of permitting the use of lfossdale as a study

site, and had given other indications of a bona fide interest in the

aims of this study. It was discovered somewhat later that these

requests for greater involvement in the study \i/ere construed by the

individual members of this departnent as i11-timed impositions on

Ëhe time and energy required to organize the annual field trip.

Once this obstacle T¡ras overcome, each member of the department in

question acceded to requests for (and in some insLances, volunteered)

pertinent infornatj.on.

Sampling. Prior knowledge and j_nformation gathered in the

first two weeks in the field were used to construct provisional

hypotheses regarding the way teachers would perceive personal and

environmental factors to have impinged on their job-related learning.

The objecEive of the succeeding period of observation r^/as to generate

data by which Eo t.est the provisional hypotheses. To meet this

objective, a way had to be found Èo single out subjects in Ëhe

populati-on who not only wou1d, buË also cou1d, furnish theoretically

relevant infornation. This issue v¡as resolved by using sampling

procedures borrowed from the natural science parad.i.gm, on the one

hand, and from t.he interpreË.Íve research paradigm, on the other hand.

The initial list of prospects for focused observation and

in-depth ínterviewing was obtained by anaLyzing responses to a survey

instrumenË ("Continuing Learning Orientation Index") which was

administered to members of the staff who were present at the schoo]

on a pre-selected date (May 19, L976). As already menrioned (p. 57)
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Lhree members of one department balked at the invitaËion to

participate and, accordingly, did not complete the "Index." Two oËher

mernbers díd not complete Lhe survey because they happened E.o be away

on an out-of-town field trip on Lhe day the survey r¡ias distributed.

One other member who happened Eo be absent on the day the form was

distributed was given an opportunity to conplete ít, but "didn't get

around t.o ít." In all, therefore, thirty-eight of the forty-four

member staff completed t.he forrn.

tr¡iLh Lhe two-fold objectíve of reducing the List of prospects

for more intensive study to a manageable liroiÇ and while minimizing

the chance of biasing the results, a number of criteria rvere brought

into play. The rank order score on the learning orientation measure*

in the ttContÍnuing Learning Orientation Index" rvas used on the

assumption that this measure would reflecL a subjectts degree of

involvement in job-related learning. A further assumption behind

using rank order scores on the learning orientation measure \,ùas that

those subjects who had high scores r¿ouId be more likely, than would

those subjects who had low scores, to provide extensÍve, theoretically

relevant information. Life attributes were used as a criterion on

the belief that these factors have the povrer both to modify rhe

selection of learning goals and to influence the manner in which a

subject. resolves a learning problem. Organízational attributes v/ere

taken into consideration in selectíng candi.dates for more intensive

study on the strength of the reconnaissance visits to the subject

'lThis instrument provlded
adult learning--social orientation

tr¡o further measures related to
and personal goa1,
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school: these visit.s suggested that certain kinds of formal and

informal arrangements in the school would be more tikely, than would

other kinds of arrangements, t.o foster job-related learning.

The screening yielded what was, in effect, a stratified,

judgerrental sample consisting of fifteen* Eeachers and representj_ng

such potential modifiers of learning as degree of learni_ng

orientation, life attrÍbutes (for example, age, gender, years of

formal schooling, and teaching experience), and organizational

att.ribuEes (for example, department membership, interdisciplinary

team uembership, and status).

The ruethod used to select the candídates for more direct

involvement in the study lùas an oblique illustratíon of theoretical

sampling. As described by Glaser and Strauss (L967), theorerical

sampling ent,ails studying a number of similar situati.ons, identifying

qualitati-ve similaritíes and differerrces between them, and then

testing the supposed (hypothesízed) relationshíps through fieldwork.

Looked at more closely, theoretical sampling is a process whereby the

researcher concurrently collects, codes, and analyzes data before

decidÍng what data to collect next and where to find more information

in order Eo test emerging theory. The criterion for determining when

to stop samplj-ng is the category's theoretical saËuration.

Thus the saurpling in this study was adapted to meet specifi_c

'tFour of the teachers in this sample preferred for a vari_ety
of reasons, to be excluded from more focused observation and
ínLerviewing. Their places were assigned t.o four stand-by candidates
rvho rnatched the personal characteristícs of those teachers who opted
out of more direct j-nvolvemerit in the study.
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problems errcountered in the field. In the begínning stage of the

fieldwork a form of statistical sampling was devised to help to

identify subjects thought to be bearers of representatj-ve attributes

related to the phenomenon of job-related learning. Theoretical

sampling principles $/ere then applied in guiding the theory-building

thrust.

Collecting and analyzing the data. 0bservations made during

the napping period of the study indicated Lhat Lhe majority of the

subjects regarded Ehe concluding monËhs of the school year as "hectic

limes, indeed." Care was, therefore, taken to forestatl possible

detrimental effects of the pressure of tine and other similar

circumstances upon t.he researcher's ability to collecL a body of

t.heoretically relevant, data.

In spite of these kinds of precautj-ons, there were still

several instances when ad hoc measures had to be taken in order to

salvage the likely loss of potentially critj-cal data. For example,

t.he members of one of the interdisciplinary teams agreed to provide

informatiorr concerning their perceptíons about the relationship

between interdisciplinary team organízation and aspects of job-related

learníng. I,Ihen the researcher arrÍved for the appointment, he was

meL wíth a "?lease, oh no, not nowl" look. It was evident that a

dispute had occurred and that the indj-viduals involved were

embarrassed about it. Because this conflictful situatíon \.'7as seerl

by the researcher as an occasion to test previously constructed

hypotheses about the influence of interdisciplinary teaming upon

job-related learning, the decision was ruade to go on with the group
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intervíe!,r, as scheduled. I{or,vever, on the judgement that lhe meeting

could turn out to be counter-productive, a provision was made in the

opening remarks to the group for a diplomatic exit. After a delay

of approximately ten minut.es, it. became evident that this particular

neet.ing rvould rot. be fruitful for anyone corrcerned and thaL it would

be prudent Lo arrange for another meeting date. Eventually another

neeting did take place--this tíme under more auspicious circumstances.

A probe into the reasons for the previously exhibited hostility

revealed that Ehe adversarÍes held different, but apparently

reconcilable, philosophies about such issues as Ëruancy, accounting

to parents, and chaperoning of students on out-of-tov¡n field trips.

More importantly, insofar as the present study is concerned, the

data thus salvaged served as building blocks Ín fornulating

propositions about the way different forms of conflict deriving from

teaming or other formal arrangements impinge on the job-related

learning of teachers.

AnoËher Íllustration of a methodological issue which had to be

reckoned r,Iith during the data collection and data analysis period was

that of dealing wit.h unsolicited offers of information or chance

discoveries'of ínformation that on the face of it did not. appear to

have dírect significance for the present study. Cor¡rnon sense and the

counsel of ethnographers (Glaser and Strauss, L967; pelto, L97O)

suggested that the thÍng to do in these kinds of circumstances r.¡as to

bank such happenstance information, pending an opportunity to study

more closely its possibilities for shedding light on the phenomenon

being investÍgated.

This solution (banking) hínged on solving tv/o more basic
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problems. One problem vüas to find a method for recording the

different entries--data seen as having the potential for inforning

or quali.fying theory on the one hand, and data seen as definite

building blocks of grounded theory on the other hand. The second

problem r¡/as to find a vTay to compare these tvro types of data so as

to mâxirtÍze the wresting of critical understandings related Lo the

phenomenon of job-related learning. The first of these basic

problems r,ras met by eroploying fairly standard ethnographic procedures

outlined by Lofland (1971) , for example, by establishing separate

files for the different types of data; by complementing r¿here possible

t.he written record with tape recordings, and by following a strict

regimen of setting aside a part of each day in the field to reflect

on the possible signÍficance to the problem of the present study of

inËeresËing happenstarice data.

The second basic problern, that of deriving meaning from

happenstance daLa \,ras met by figure ground analysís. Thís analytic

technique/. is predi-cated on an assumpÈion held by critics of art (for

exauple, S1ade, L970), that human beings have an innate tendency to

oscillate betr,reen two complementary kinds of patterns. The sinplest

of these paËËerns, according Lo Slade, Ís the off-on, light or dark,

yÍn and yang of figure and ground. To explaín ho¡v this technique was

applíed in Ëhe presenL study, specific data were treated as fígure

(or as having dírect significance for Ehe questíon at hand) in one

v.It is important to remember in connectíon r'¡ith this technique
that the question as to which pattern is Lo be treated as figure and
which pattern is to be treated as ground cannot be resolved by
looking at the ínherent qualities of a given pattern.
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ground (or as havíng indirect importance

another instance). For example, the

4Þ

1n

infornation volunteered by a subject regardíng an event in the

school's history \,ras given figure st.atus in analyses designed to

uncover situational correlates of learnÍng, but. this same information

was given ground status in analyses designed t.o shed light on factoïs

i-nfluencing the process by which leachers resolve their job-related

learning goa1s.

IV. I'IRITTNG THE REPORT/PNNSTTITTNG THE FTNDINGS

Erickson (l-973) stated thaË ethnograohic research is comprised

of two overlapping components--inquÍry (or, what is done in the field)

and report (or, what gets wrítten). The adaptations and inventions

that were needed to resolve illustrative problematj-c siËuations in the

field were discussed in an earlier section of thj-s chapter. rt now

remains to specify and descrj-be some of the defining features of

ethnographic research and to note the implicat.ions these features

had for Ëhe way that the report was written.

Several wríters have characËerized ethnographic research as

a fluid, somer¡hat lnaphazard enterprise. Bussis and others (\976)

suggested that this kind of research should be regarded less as a

destinati-on Lo be arrÍved at and more as a direction to be headed..

Spindler (L974) pre-dated this observation in his contenrion that

models used in ethnographic research are more orienting than

defj.nitive. such uodels help rhe researcher to get started on the

journey of discovery, but leave hÍ,m very much t.o his or^m devices
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once the journey has begun.

Schwab (Ford and Pugno, L964) pointed to another

distinguishing characteristic of ethnographic research; it generally

embraces to a greater degree than does research based on the natural

scíence paradigm the ríchness of the suo*ject rnatter under scrutiny.

This richness derives prirn:rily from the fact that ethnographic

research places the researcher face-to-face with the cornplexities of

a concrete experience. This vantage poÍnt permits the resourceful

invesËigat.or to gather a storehouse of understandings an individual

has about a given phenomenon.

These overriding characteristÍcs of ethnographic inquiry had

important implications for Ëhe st.rategies that had to be adopted in

writing the report. An important issue that was raísed by the

somewhat eccentric flow of t.he inquiry was that of organizing the

report in such a \¡/ay Ëhat it would be intelligible to the reader.

The natural history approach suggested by Becker (1970) was judged

as the most appropriate vehicle to meeË this ideal of ethnographic

reporting. As described by Becker, the natural history approach

consists of presentíng evidence that came Lo the attenti.on of the

researcher during the successive stages of his conceptuaLízation oÍ.

the phenonenon under invest.igation.

A retrospective examínation revealed that the conceptual-

ization of the vtay teachers resolve their job-related learning needs

occurred in several discrete, but overlapping, stages. First, there

r¡/as an iunge-ing* of the phenomenon of learning. This image-ing

*This term r,¡as coined by Schwab (Ford and Pugano (196a))
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suggested Ëhat learning would be a product of a complex interplay

between factors deriving from within the indivj_dual learner, on the

one hand, and those emanating from the environment in which he works,

on the other hand. At this stage of the conceptualizatlon, it is

recalled, there r,ùas a strong hint that adultness r,¡ould act as a key

variable in job-related learning. Ileanwhile, there f¡ras at this stage

only a dim appreciat.ion of the way the subjective element r¿ould

impinge on this kind of learning. In any case, the image of learning

that \,7as held at the Ínitial stage of the inquiry is implicít in both

the conceptual framev¡ork depicted in Chapter I and in the literat.ure

reviewed in Chapter II.

The analysis of informatj-on gathered in the field gave reason

for qualifying the heuristic model of learnÍng that was posited at

the outset of the study. The shíft to Lhe second stage of the

conceptualization, whereby the subjective element in educational

decj-sions is more ful1y acknowledged, is evidenced Ín the discussion

in Chapter IV and indicated more explicitly in Chapter V.

The third stage in the corrceptualization of the process by

which Leachers rneet theír job-related learni-ng needs occurred, by

and 1arge, after the field ruork proper had been completed. As

evidenced in the discussion in Chapter VT, this stage is marked by

a rather profound appreciat.ion of the significance of the subjective

element. in spurring, or deterring, job-related learning.

A further methodological implication for reporting r,/as

oecasÍoned by the richness and variety of the data that were collected.

I.Iays had Ëo be found that would preserve the integrity of a given

experience, and yet avoid the trap of shabby relativism. A way also
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had to be found to respect the integrity of each major kind of data

thaË v¡ere collected.

For the mosË part, the literature afforded practical guide-

lines for treating the primarily qualitative data generated Ín the

present study. For examples, Erickson (1973), Spínd1er (I97/+), and

Nisbett (L976) gave justification for the use, in instances where

greater explictness vras crit.ical in rendering a given experience

intelligible to the reader, such devices of fíctÍon as carícature,

vignetting, and metaphor. Selznick (1966) gave the rat.j-onal-e, while

Lortj-e (1975) and Hoen (1975) provided excel-lent models, of the use

of stTuctured chronology and ot.her devices of historiography in

gett.Íng a firm grip on Ehe evanescent nat,ure of much of the data.

Barton and. Lazarsfeld (McCall and. Sinunons, 1969), among others,

provided guidelines for treating quasi-statistical material.

In i-nstances where reference to the literature failed to

yield suitable suggestions for solving particular report problems,

reliance was placed on inventions. These contingent solutions are

explained in their appropriate conlext.



C}IAPTER IV

IlOh- TEACHERS RXSOLVE THEIR JOB-RELATED LEAR],{]NG
NEEDS: MAJOR FACTORS IN THE PROCESS

The resolution of the problem of this study entailed

generat.ing and anaLyzing data related to two basic questions: first,

What kinds of variables are involved in the process by which teachers

resolve their autonomous job-relaEed ]earning needs?; and, second,

I^Ihat are the dynamics behind this process? The purpose of this

chapter Ís Eo discuss findings generated in response to the first-

nentioned question. This discussion is organized j-nto three maín

parts. In the firs.t part a brief hisËorical account of the

development of the subject school as a unique institution and a

demographic analysis of the 1975-76 staff of this school are given.

Ïn the next part, the major imperatives for learning traceable to the

subject schoolfs history and culture are described. rn the next part,

the substantj-ated imperatives for learning are analyzed in light of

the heuristic model and other relevant theory.

I. CORRELATES OF JOB-RELATED LEARI'IING

The variables identified in Tables I and II (pp. 30-31) were

used Eo guide Lhe search for variables perceived by teachers of Moss-

dale Junj.or HÍgh School to be related to their job-related learning.

This search began with a probe into the history of Mossdale Junior Fligh

school and a demographic analysis of the then current (7975-76) staff

of this school. The results of the probe are presented by way of a

68
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descriptive chronology, r¿hile the attributes of the staff are

discussed with the aid of tables.

rt Ís cusËomaïy to begin a case st,udy wittr a brief hístory.

This custom has been defended on prirnarily pragmatic grounds.

Malinor¿skí (sroith, L974) asserted that "the first and basic ideal of

ethnographic fieldwork is to gÍve a clear and firm outline of the

social constituËion and to disentangle Lhe laws and regularities of

all cultural phenomena from the irrelevancies"" Levi-Strauss (LorËie,

L975:1) offered a complementary argumenr:

By showing institutions in the process of transforming
hístory makes it possible t.o abstract the structure
which underlies the meny manifestatíons and remalns peruanent
t.hroughout a succession of events.

selznick (L966) claimed that history provides imporrant. clues about

Ehe personality of an institution.

A further reason for beginning this study v¡ith a brief

history is derived from a fundamental aim of thÍs study--to discover

not only the interpretati.ons of the staff, but also to understand the

unique learning-related constructions of reality of individual

teachers. This kind of understanding would be facilitated by a

knowledge of the historic events which teachers are likely to have

encountered, whether directly or vicariously, and which would thereby

have had the potential to shape their learning goals.

Planning the school. The educational specificaËions for
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Mossdale Junior High school*' give important clues about some of ics

distinctive characterÍstics. This school was planned wiË.h ". the

intention to provÍde a team-teachi-ng situation in all subject areas."

Due at.tention vras also given to the fact that certain disciplines

namely, art, home maklng, industrial arts, and music r¿ould require

special facilities and teaching approaches. Another baslc feature of

Ifossdale Junior High school, as evidenced by the specifications, vras

the centrality of independent inquiry Ín the Leach1_ng-learning

strategíes of the school. As reference to the floor plan of the

school (Figure 1) indicates, the physical plant reflects the emphasis

that was given to t.hese two f eatures.

The plan provided for a large-group instructional_ area which

could be divided, as needs arose, into smeller unit.s capable of

accorunodaËing groups of 10, 100, and 150 students. The plan also

called for small-group areas, thirty-six in total, each capable of

accommodating up Lo fifteen pupils "and so arranged that each pair of

roous could open to become part of the material resources center.rl

rn addítion to Ëhese "spaces", the plan called for indepencient inquiry

areas which \^/ere to be distributed throughout the school, specifically

in areas adjacent to the science and home rnaking labs, industrial arts

shops, gymnasium, music room, art room, and the naterlal resources

center. The materÍa1 resources cenler, appropriately located at the

hub of the school, was Eo provide open space for 225 students,

xln the interesËs of anonl-rnith, specific places and persons
referred co in this study have been assígned fictitious names.
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includÍng space in independent study carrels. The material resources

center r,ras to be stocked wíth materials that r¿ould facilitate

independent inquiry. A few minor modifications were mnde in the first

few years of the schoolts existence, but. none of major substance.

To obtain ínformaLion on the philosophical underpinnings of

Mossdale Junior Hígh school, a number of inEerviews were conducted.

Recalling the "gossip" that was circulated at the time the school was

being planned--t,o the effect that the superinËendent was parËial to

the team Eeaching approach and r.¡as, lherefore, coinmitting the nevr

school to this approach-:-Ëhe decj.sj-on was made to interviev/ Lhe then-

and still incumbent superinËendenË of Kildonan North School Divísion.

I,trhen confronted with Ehis widely held view, Dr. Linder of f ered this

accounting:

It's funny how an afterglow persisËs long after t.he flame that
had gi-ven it life has been extinguished. Not that thaË's exactly
the case here. r au, nevertheless, as convinced today as r was in
1968 that tean teaching is a viable approach. I'Ihether or not its
fu11 potential is realized, well that depends on many things--
besides the physical planc. But we need not go into that.

Nor did I try to disguise my alleged team teaching bias when
plans for Mossdale Junior r,/ere being drawn up. As I reca11 it,
however, I took pains to avert charges of undue advocacy. At
mosË, I wanted my idea, as otherts ideas, Eo survive on merit.

Moreover, you know my other bias: r think that the community
should have a voice in deciding the kinds of educational
opportuniËíes it \.zant.s its children to have. Thar is why r st.ruck
on the idea of eonvening a Joint planning Committee. (This
corn¡nittee \,¡as comprised of citizen members and E.rustees, as well
as edu.cators and an architect.)

Subsequent interviews rvit.h various members of the planning

Comrittee "exonerated" Dr. Linder. Said one cítizen member:

Those were the years when Ínnovations v/ere the rage. I
remeuber saying to myself, "Thj-s open area stuff doesnrt make much
sense Ëo Ee; but who am r to second guess Ëhe others in the group
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r,rho see it (the open area concept) as an antÍdote to the
restlessness of our youth?t'

Another cit.i.zen member recalled that he had welcomed the

opportunity to have a say in t.he way thaË schools were run. "So

long," he added, "as the school teaches my chitd the baslcs, r don't

rea11y care what new, or o1d, methods teachers use."

A cursory analysÍs of the corrmunity structure lends further

credence to Dr. Linder I s contenËion that Mossdale Junior Hígh School

r¡zas at least as much a creature of the t'¿in archit.ects of hÍstory,

time and p1ace, as íË was of the supposed influence of a single

individual . This school was located i-n an area of t/innipeg which was

at Ehat time experiencing an influx of people from a variety of

backgrounds, but principally from the "white collar" occupaEional

class. This influx eventuated in a curious admixËure of those who

\^rere generally receptive to the examination of institutional roles,

and t,hose who vrere, for a variety of reasons, suspicious of change.

Indeed, if there r¡ras a commonality of belief in this lÍberal-

traditionalÍst continuun, it was that education is a valuable

cornmodity. To be sure, each of the several identifiable groups in

this continuum had its oT,ün notions as to the proper role of the

school. Thus, to put it into the rvords of a trustee member of the

Joint Planning cousnitËee, Mossdale Junj-or tiigh school "was obliged,

ríght from iLs inception, to lisËen to the beats of "different

drummers.tt

As a ratepayer Ín the Kildonan }Iorth School Division and as

the princípal of one of the division's large elementary schools, Lhe

Principal-Eiect, Mr. Schell , r¡/as a\^/are of the different, and sometimes
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competing, vÍe\,/s of his constituents;

Many of them (ratepayers) confided Eheir apprehensiveness
abouË the official announcements that Mossdale would be operated.
on the principles of openness and flexibility. But, they adopteda wait-and-see atËitude when they learned that r vTas to be the
new school's first principal. As you know, r had the reputation
of being a traditionalist.

Asked why, gíven his educationa-l- philosophy, he en'ertained

such a poËentially explosive job opportunity, Mr. schell explained:

r had been príncipal of Linden ElemenËary for fourteen years
and, to be frank about it, r was bored with the job. tn faãt, t
was for a fernr years prior to that tlme seri.ously considering
get.ting out of teaching altogether. Let's just say that r r¡as
ready for a change. Inlhen this opportunity came up, r saw it as
the challenge I had been waiting for.

As is now the custom in the Kildonan North school Divisi-on,

the prj.ncipal-elect T¡/as granted paíd leave (in this case, eight

months prior to the scheduled opening of the school) to plan the

school. This reputatj.on as a traditionalist notwlthstanding, Mr"

schell resolved to "gÍve this experiment eveïy chance." Accord.íngly,

in hiring staff, which task he completed. by che end of March, 1969,

Mr. Schell took care to inform all the applicants for teaching

positions in the new school (t'and there \,/ere many, so T¡re could afford

to be choosey") that flexíbility, respect for pupils' rights and

needs, and team teaching would be the watchword.s of Mossdale Junior

High School. In keeping with his resolve, Mr Schell gave his newly

hired staff (which rías cornprised ín the main of transfers from within

Kirdonan North school Di.vision, a fer,¡ teachers "fresh from Faculty,"

and a handful wiÈh experience in other school divisions), free rej_n,

within the parameters already sËated, to decide upon the kind of

program the school would offer in the fall of L969.
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Mr. Schell T.^/as vrary of the possibility that this kind of

leeway could lead to attempts by the moïe assertive members of the

staff to exert undue influence on program directions. Iïowever,

because of other pressing dem¡nds ("I had to get the ruddy building

completed on tiue."), not to mention his determination Lo give staff
as much input as he "could reasonably tolerate," Mr. schel] did not

supervise Ëhe planning of the program as closely as he "assuredly

r¿ould have in (his) former school." Nevertheless, when Mr. schell

examined the final drafts for the program in each subj ect, he was

satisfied that "reaIly, just.ice had been done ro the philosophy of

the new school . t'

Year r. Mossdale Junior High Sehool opened its doors in

sept,ember, 1969, ttaccording to schedule," the loca1 ner¡/spaper reported.

A1so, according Ëo schedule, nine hundred. adolescents descend.ed upon

the yet uneompleted building. rt was not until November of that year

that the industrial art.s wing was ready for occupancy and not until
February, 1970 chat the gymnasium could be fully used. "To add to

our \,,/oes, nany of the supplies needed for individualization somehow

failed to ¡oaËeria7íze. so, there r¡/e r¡rere ., " recalred a charter

member.

Another charter member (There are still ten of the origÍnat

sËaff on the l-975-76 staff .) observed that "Those riüeren't exactly

halcyon days. can you imagine the picnic we had with t.hat mess of,

of whirligigs--al1 new to the school-?"

"The temperature in uy room r¡ras a constant g0 degrees

round. Fortunatery, Fahrenheit," reminisced. sti1l another of

the

the

year
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origínals.

Yes, some teachers were disillusioned by the trials of that
first year. can't say r blame theu. No track record to go on.
ParenË buzzing incessantly wanËing to know, "what t s going on
there?" Some of us faking it. Letts face it, "totems, i"r,
teaching, those terms \..rere not in our vocabulary until we had. set
foot in that place. i^Iould have quit at christmas, but v¡e had just
boughË a home and teaching jobs were becoming scarce, and.
But r sure fler¿ out of there when June rolled around. r hear
Ehings have levelled off there.

A teacher member of rhe previously mentioned Joint planníng

commiËtee recalled the "first, days" of Mossdale Junior High school as

follows:

r wouldn't trade that experience for Ehe world. sure it was
pure he1l. But what junior high school isnrE? particularly
when it's just opened its doors?

About team teaching, Íf the t.heory said it should work, r for
ol1e' that is our Ëeam, was determined that it would work. And
guess what? It did. Not without some trying moments, mind you.

. BUE by the end of that first year there was talk of
scrappíng the,idea. And guess who spoke up against it [scrapping
Ëeam teachl-ng] ?

Asked to evaluate Year r in the life of Mossdare Junior High

School, Mr. Schell offered this, now reflexive, response:

I expect you r^/au.t to know why I quit. Irve answered this
questi-on a Ehousand times and I still don't know for sure. IE
v/as an accumulatj.on of things, I suppose. Reasons I already
mentioned. Some of my experiences here hastened what nor¿ seems Ëo
have been inevitable.

0h, it's little rhings. Things 1i-ke principals giving a
Èeacher they knew to be r¿eak a favourable reference" Just to be
ríd of him. At someone elsets expense, unfortunatelyl

And supplies noE coming in on time. I just couldn't go on
giving that 'teconomic crunch" excuse--even if this was getËing to
be quite a problem. You know where the principal's office is
situated? rt has a big windor¿ facing south. r just couldn'E work
ín this office for the better part of the afternoons; ít got so
hot. hrhen I requested blinds, central office reminded me that
Mossdale Junior r¿as already over budget. so r had to use store
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for blinds. Then just before the official opening
I got ny blinds. ApparenË1y, the Erustees didn't
of thej-r "showcase of educational planning in Lhe
School DivisÍon" tarnished by a piece of brov¡n

Then the salary Ëussle. someone in the teacherst union
decided that r should get the same salary as a principal in an
established school.

rt was these kinds of 1Ltt1e things that hastened my d.ecision
to pack it up.

irfhat hurt most about this decisi.on was Lhat the teachers r/üere
on the whole, such a dedicated 1ot. They worked their butts off.
For an ideal, r must. surmise. perhaps iË was Ehe llawthorne effecE
Ëhat buoyed them up. Interestingly, some of the finest. (I
remember Ehem referred to as the "conservative fringe" by some of
the younger staff members. ) have perservered. unÈil the piesent
day.

Years II-VI. Years II to V in t.he history of Mossdale Junior

I{igh School were characterized by a series of efforts coping with a

taken cumulatively, enabled thevariety of problems which, when

school to define its identity.

consistent v¡ith its child-centered philosophy, the major goal

of Mossdale Junior High School in year II was

developmenc of a professíona1 teaching staff

l,Ihen I finally got up enough nerve t.o
busj-ness wor1d, few who knew me well were
those who didnrt know my situation puË on
so|t smirks .

take that step into the
surprised. l'{eanwhile,
perrna press "I told you

ttto promote the

thaL is prepared Lo

accept and r¡ork with students in a positive way. " A complementary

the development of a total school program LhaË

students.r' As means towards these ends, the

school changed from a departmentalized stïucture to a Band system.

The Band System \Àras comprised of six interdisciplÍnary teams for the

core currículum subjects; namely, language arts, mathematics, science,
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and socíal studies. This change, which occurred. half way through

the 1970-71 school year, was accourpanied by frequent. traumatic

experiences. "trIe felt Ít had Eo be done, and the sooner the better,tt

explained Mrs. Fergus, the incoming principal. "The alternative would

have been to contÍnue to violate the school's underlying philosophy,
flet Ëhe needs of the pupils determine our beliefs and practices and

not t,he other \^ray around, r as I understood it."

A teacher who experienced this change agreed, albeit

grudgingly at first, r,,¡ith both the diagnosis and prescriptíon

suggested by the new principal.

Our t,eau was just ironing out the kinks we had observed in
the previous yearts operation. Mind you, some of the teams were
teaus in name only. irlhat sold us on Lhe Band System, ês I c.an
recall, vras Ehe argument by Gord [Mr. sigmon, currently the vice-
principal at Mossdale Junior IIÍgh School, is commonry called by
his fanilíar name ] thaÈ under the Band system r/üe would not need.
Lo know as many kids, thereby contributi-ng to a betLer teacher-
student identification . . especially so far as the grade vrr's
are concerned. Also in November of that year Mrs. Fergus arranged
for che administration, including the teau leaders Lo see first-
hand the Band system in Lansing, Michigan. r recall distinctly
that a1l of us who Ëook that tour agreed, r should say, conced.ed.,
that the plan seemed to be working very well there.

Another teacher who has since been Eransferred to another

school (at his o\^rrr request), had this to say about. the circumstances

of the changeover to the Band System:

Maybe the scheme had merit, but what possible merit could there
be in changing plans i-n rnid-stream? rn point of fact, the change
was made at the end of semester r in January, rg7L. rt was like
going to bed in one country and waking up in anot.her and strange
counËry.

Ir[hy do r think Ëhis actíon r¡/as taken rvhen it was? Far be it
for ne to guess at the whims of a r,zoman. could be, it just could
be that Mrs. Fergus wanted to show us doubting Thomas'sthat she
could be as decisive as any of her male counterparts.

According to several charter members, years III, IV, and V
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\¡rere ufleventful compared to the cataclysmic years I and II. yet there

\,/ere noter¡/orthy developments in these roiddle years. For one, the

staff at Mossdale Juníor Ï{igh School busied itself in working out the

structural mechanisms of self-government. In this connection, attempËs

¡¿ere made to clarify the roles and responsibilities of administrators

and teau leaders.

Anot.her noter¿orthy developmenË which occurred in Year III of

Mossdale's exístence \^tas a deliberate thrusË to indívidualize learni.ng.

The supervision of this Lhrust was assigned to Mr. sigmon, the newly

appointed vice-Pri.ncipa1. 0n the recomnendation of Mrs. Fergus, Mr.

sigmon r¡ras to spend fifty percent of his t.ime on curriculum

developmenË. The vari.ety of ways that teachers interpreted this

appointment can be inferred from the following Íl1ustïatÍve comments

of several rnembers:

I.Iith Mr. sigmon at the throttle things began to perk. For one
ühing, Gord always had a game plan.

At first $¡e T¡zere surprised when Gord was appointed vp at
Mossdale Junior. Tle didn't think he could, or rather, wourd want
to handle the discipline part of Lhe vp's job. And, God knows,
we had our share of it. But we found that he could when he had.
to. 0n1y, he preferred ot.her roles. lie was . well , he was
the one who acquainted us r¡ith such Lhings as Bioomts taxonomy.
At least now I know the difference betrveen cognitl"ve and affectj-ve
objectives. Ilets sti11 the one person that r turn to \.,7hen r have
questions abouË teaching.

Those of us who have worked with Gord--and in rny case, it goes
back to the beginning of Mossdale Junior lligh, except for the iine
he r^zas on Educational Leave around L972 or 1973--respecË his
learning very much. 1111 bet there's no one in this school who
reads as widely as Gord does.

Sometimes, however, I thi-nk he expects loo much from us.
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tsesides, r have ny orrn priorities. So sometimes r have to behave
a bir hypocritically. r (and r know others who do the same thing--
so as not. t.o hurt his feelings) nod approval of his strategies(this is one of hÍs favorÍLe words), rhen r do ny ovm thin! until
I'n good and ready to do his thing.

Year IV rras remembered best as the "year of the big curriculum

drive.tt Here is one teacherts react,ion to this preoccupation:

rf¡o still at a Loss what the point of this m¡nia was. our
fearless leader kept churning out Lhis stuff . conceptual
frameworks, etc., etc., etc. And we were obliged to spend our
ínservice days, everi narry of our staff neetings listening to his
treat.ies. some of the meetings used to go on and on, soroetimes
ti1l six o'clock. Then r had Eo drive acïoss the city.

Thi-s view \./as not, however, shared by the rnajority of t.he

teachers who rnade observations on the rnajor developments of year IV.

The following senti¡nent is typical:

Thís kind of thi-ng, t.hese discussions and workshops on
curricuh¡m, or rvhatever, theytre a mixed blessing. They sap a
1ot of precious time and energy, buÈ how else could Ëeacher" .op.
in t,hese hect.ic times of change?

In Year V of its existence, ìlossdale Junior lligh School

underwent a series of Ëests. The corunents below both describe the

nature of these tests and suggest their cumulative effect on Lhe

schoolts search for "ful1-fledged member" status.

I call the 1974-75 school year as the year of the Grear
rnvestigation. r couldn't believe it. This guy from the school
board office came, looked us over, asked a batch of questions,
and then r,¡ent a\¡ray. A few weeks later he came back and told us
that \^7e were "okay". said his study showed that, compared with
other junior high schools in the division, we vrere as good.
rmaginel us? Bu11y for him. some of the older Ëeachers told
me Ëhat in the schoolrs firsÈ years there had been flak frors sone
parts of the corununity. But that it should coue to thisl

Most of the teachers who r^rere questioned about the events of

the 1974-75 school year $tere everÌ more chagrined than this incredul-ous

teacher. One teacher charged:
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rË?s fellow teachers who r.¡ere badmouthing us. (They stil1
are, I'11 bec.) probably because they feel uncomfortabler¿ith our imâge. I would be nighrily surprised if Ehe
superintendents' department didn't deliberately creat.e Lhe imageof our being an alternat.ive school fapparently as a means for
rebuking "unprogressive" teachers] .

The speculation as to the origin of the bad "press" that was

given to Mossdale Junior High school is echoed. in Lhe following

accounÈs:

r happened to visit this person in this particular school,
whích must for obvious reasons remain nameless. There, Ëo myhorror, r noticed Lhe names of graduates of our school urarkeá withthe school initials, MJ, on each class list. But were the namesof students of other feeder schools identified in this manner? r
guess notl

Even the principal of one of the schoors more or less blamed
us publiely for the poor perforoance of some of our "soci-a1passes". seems Lo me that central office issued a dj-rective
against v¡hat r would term unethical conduct. That didn't stop
them though. A while later, a ieacher from this same school tol_da teachersrmeeting at another school in the school division that.at least the pupils from school xyZ knew their basics.

There were stil1 other interpretations as to the reasons for

"Ëhe investigationtt.

rt was a product of outside forces, as well as of goings-on
ín the school. r trace it to the fact that our custod.ianrs report
on breakage r¡Ias lengthier than reports frou other schools. I{erman
has such a penchant for detail, and . . at any rate, the
Ínference r,ras made that our school rlras more staãt lthan other' schools in Kildonan llorth School Division].

As you know, other things were happening in the Kildonan North
School Dívision at that time--austeriÈy, the d.ebate on the unitary
systeu' and program budgeting. r would have to say that concern
over money thíngs brought it fthe investigation] on and. that
educational questions came inËo the picture someti_me 1ater.

?he effects of "the investigation" and other academj.c events

are nicely summed up in the words of David Me1vil1e, the school's
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resident philsopher:

How did ir (the invesrÍgarion)
course. I¡Ie felt put upori, treated
Now Ëhat itts over Itm glad. I.lhy?
r¡e? I think r¡/e lrere, dont t you?

affecL us? Negatívely, of
like errant children and

I,Je were vindicated, werentt

The Staff: Major Demographj.c Characteristics

substantive information on a variety of demographic factors

presumed to be correlates of job-related learning r¡rere obtained by

neans of facË sheets. This information is surmarized in Table rrr"

The classes used in conjunction with each rnajor variable in this table

were chosen for descriptive purposes. (rt is, however, acknowledged

wiËh Barker, 1968, that demographic vari-ables can under certain

ci.rcumstarlces exert a normative influence upon a group. )

Inspection of Table III reveals several prominent charact.er-

istics of the Mossdale Junior Hígh School staff. Reference to segmenr

A of this table shows that. the Mossdale staff was, as is typical of

higher grade schools, generally (Lortie, r975), a predouinantly male

staff. Male Ëeachers outnumbered fernale teachers by a ratio of

approximately three to one.

So far as age is concerned, the Mossdale staff r¡ras a

relatively young one. Nearly half of Ëhe teachers r¡/ere under Lhe age of

thirty. The acting principal said. that rhis youthful_ness was "a good

thing; for people of younger years are still willing to experiment

with fresh ideas. "

rn terms of 1eve1 of fornal academic education, the staff of

l{ossdale could be saíd ro be highly qualified. All bur four of the

forty-four Eeachers on staff had completed requirements for at least

one university degree. 0f the tr,renty-three teachers rvho alread.y had
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TABLE III

Frequency Distribution of Teachers of Mossdale
Junior HÍgh School by Selected Life Attribures

AttrÍbute Frequency

A. Gender

Male
Female

Total

Age (As of January 1, 1976)

24 or under

25-30

31-35

36-40

4L-45

46 or over

Total

EducaËional Achievement
(Years of fornal education

1

2

J

4

5

6

To Ëa1

beyond high school)

B.

32
L2

44

2

2I

8

9

2

2

2

2

¿J

13

4

44
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TABLE III (contj.nued)

Attribute Frequency

D" Teaching experience
(In years, including the
L975-76 school year

I year

2 yeats

3 years

4 years

5 years

6 to 10 years

11 or more years

Total

Tenure at Mossdale Junior High
(In years, includÍng the
1975-76 school year)

I year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

6 years

7 years

Tot.al

tr

5

5

I

I
t

o

I4

44

11

6

1

7

5

4

10

44
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one degree, seven r.rere r^iorking towards a second degree. of the

thirteen teachers who had completed two degrees, several were

comteDprating "going for the masters degree." one teacher, the vice-

principal, already had a master's degree, while three more t.eachers

had begun rDasterts programs of study. (rt struck t.he researcher that

Lhe quest, for higher acadeuic qualifications seemed to be more in

evidence at Mossdale than at any of the other junior and senior high

schools in the Kildonan North School Division. )

Reference Ëo segnenE D of Table III reveals a bimodal

distribution insofar as the Ëeaching experience of the Mossdale sËaff

rÀras concerned. One-half of the staff had five or fewer years of

Èeaching experience. To quote the observation of one member belonging

to thi-s class, they were'rsti11 learning the ropes." of the other

half of the staff, eight had between six and ten years of experience,

whíle fourteen of the staff had eleven or more years of teaching

experi-ence.

Reference to segment. E of Table III reveals another fnteresting

fact about the composition of the Mossdale staff. Approximatell/ one

in four teachers \¡rere ne\¡/ to the school, while nearly the same

Proportion had been on staff from the time lvlossdale opened its doors

seven years ago in L969.

Direct experience and the literature suggested that each of the

attributes listed in Table rrr would influence in complex v/ays the

learning behaviour of Eeachers. subsequent ethnographic inquiry

yielded fÍndings which confirmed this coumon sense generalization.

The roajor porÈion of these findings is discussed under the headÍng,

"The Learning Needs of Mossdale Junior High school reachers," (p. 103)
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in this chapter. As

dÍscussed in several

well, a small portion of these findings

contexts in Chapter V.

IS

LEARNÏNG IMPERATIVES STEMMING FROM MOSSDALE'S
HISTORY AND CIILTURE

rn the foregoing chronology, critical events leading to the

development of Mossdale Junior lIigh school as a d.istinct.ive

instituËÍon rùere traced. The purpose of thís part of chapter rv is

Ëo discuss illustrative learning-related meanings these events" along

v¡ith events occurring in rhe then current (1974-76) school year, had

for the sËaff as a whole or for individual teachers. To facili-tate

reading, the more nonnative influences for learning stemming from

Mossdale's formal struct.ure are outlined by way of a focused

narrative: meanwhile, the more idiosyncratic influences for learning

stemning from Mossd.are's informal culture are presented through the

expedient of vignetËes.

Mossdalet s Forual Structure

The goals of an insti-tution may be written or "understoodr"

specific or general. rn the case of Mossdale Junior High, the goals

were clearly spelled out. In 1973, the líldonan North School Division

produeed a goals statemerit whÍch accepted the general aims of education

as enuncíated by the Department of Education: "the developmenE of

broad literacy, and the promotlon of democratic citizenship." More

speeifically, the Kildonan North school Division cormritted. member

schools to a corplenent of five ains: communj_cation, personal_ and

social development, creaËivÍty, systenatic thinking, and skill

II
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development. These aius were, in turn, undergirded by a series of

illustrative behavioral and expressive objectives. rn pursuing

these aims and objectives, schools w.ere urged to make provisions for
contÍn'uous progressr to viel¡I subject dísciplines more as vehicles for
attaining primary educational aims (than as end.s in themselves), to

neasure t.raditional disciplÍnes in terms of thei.r capacity to

contribute to the fÍve developmental areas specifically and to the

total curriculuu, generally. The statement of General Airos and

Objectives further admonished Leachers to refrain from consciously

fitting the five development.al areas into existlng subjects. Finally,
the statemerit cotrmitted the individual schools to develop a unique

program within these paraueËers.

An analysis of the Goals statement indicated Ehe presence of

uany vest,iges of the original philosphical base of Mossdale Junior

High school. trüi.tness the following examples: "thar d.ífferences of

individuals would be recognized;" "thaE the schoor would promote

individual progress:" that "basÍc skills of comunication be

developed;" t.haË "thinking r¡ould be stressed;" and that the teacher

would noË be a mere t'dispenser of knowledge, but rather a guide who

would provide appropriate content and direction for students in.
matters of learníng. "

"'[,Ie see very 1íËtle difference between the Divisional aims and

Ëhe aíms of our FoundÍng Fathers--other than the fact that the

Divisional aims are more clearly articulated.," connenLed. Mr. siguon.

"And we try as much as possÍble to encourage teachers to live up to
these aims. tt
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Data generated by the analysi-s of documents, focused

observations, and discussions among staff members revealed that formal

organizational encouragemenË of job-related learning took many forms.

The Goals Statement was given a prouinent place in the school's

handbook. An August, L975 bulletin to parents and students

acknowledged the schoolrs acceptance of the five developmental goals.

"Hardly a staff ueeting goes by without theur fadnini.strators]
mentioning our obligations Ito impleroent the goals]," voÍ.ced a staff
member. Finally, daily bulletins alerted teachers to an assortment

of how-tots: hovr Ëo bring creativÍËy into science classes, how to

integraÈe basic reading skills into subject disciplines, and how to

foster personal and social development via field tríps, to mention a

sanpling of such staff circulars.

Not only were teachers bombard.ed r'ith information on

opportunit.ies for job-related learning, Ëhey were also encouraged in
many \^7ays to take advantage of these opportunities:

This is my first. year at this school, although it Ís not myfirst year of teaching. r fínd that both the principal and vice-principal here are ready to litera11y bend over backr¿ards to makeit possible for us to go to conferences or things like that--bytaking over our classes, for instance.

rrrmediately upon receiving a request for funding, r phone boththe superintendent of personnel and the p.D. (professional
Development) chairmen from our tt1oca1" advising them that theywill be contacted shortly by so-and-so about rãquesting fi.nantial
support for such-and-such. (es you know, Marvin Husek (the
personnel superíntendent) has a modest p.D. budget, as does our
1oca1 teachers association. ) Then r write a letter to each,justifying the request. This leaves an onus on the Ëeacher to
fo11ow the matter up and

. ìJatura11y, I'm prone to do a better job of justifying a request
ffor fundÍng] if r feel convinced thaË rhe intended p.D. activityfalis within rhe general divisional goa1s.
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Yes, r must admit that. iË was easier for me to spring Klaus
Dibbner to atterid the York Reading Conference because reading has
been for the last couple of years, r understand (Ìtr. palardy
assumed Ëhe position of Actíng principal in the L975-76 school
Èerm, during which time Mrs. Fergus hras orì educational leave") a
particular sore spot at Mossdale Junior.

Mr. Palardy inherited two other problems (besides the read.ing

problem alluded Ëo in Ëhe conment irnmediately above) which he was

anxÍous to solve. One was "comlunity cormunicaËion and involvement,;"

the other l,ras "comunicaLion with feeder schools and high schools. "

rt can be seen by reference to the chronology (p. 76) that cerrain

sraff members had Ëe1t smitten by adverse coumerrts by members of the

conmuníty and by teachers from sister schools. To resolve the first-

mentioned problem, Mossdale Junior l{igh School staged an "open House"

early in Ëhe school year (October 10, 1975). perusal of the

announceüent v¡hich advertised this evenË reveals some apparent reasons

for the administraËors' sponsoring it. The displays would provide

tangíble evidence Ehat Mossdale teachers were doing their job. The

invit,atj.on t,o "meet the read.ing specialisE" would. allay fears (whether

warranted or not) that the school had reneged on its responsibility to

teach the 3 Rts. There was another reason: "Favourable feedback,,,

Mr. Palardy confessed, t'would do r¿onders t.o some of the taggrievedt

on our sËaff." But even more importantly, "preparation for the open

house will conpel (or, encourage, if you will) teachers to look more

íntently at their programs--to see if they were meeting the school's

obj ectives . "

The part played by the adminístrators in promoting p.D. was

also evident Ín other happenings in Lhe school. AE the instigation of

Mr. si-gmon, several teachers experimented wÍth cooperative t.eaching.
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rn one such experÍment, the social studies and geography teacher

collaborated in teaching a uni-t on "peoples of the l^Iorld."

Mr. Sigmon put the idea into our heads. Donna and. r have been
cooperating on and off for some time. llothing formal . v¡e're
members of the same interdisciplinary team and only a door
separaËes our roous.

I can recall only one occasj_on lof cross teaming]
I was working back and forth with t.his teacher and the
involved. Duríng the course of this, Dr. Linder came
speciall-sË--for this v¡as cross teamingl l^fe were kind
because the only reason we taught thÍs way was because
equipment. 0h, I suppose the visit could be construed
orr the back. I,Ie werenrt looking for it, however.

thÍs year.
V"P. got

in with a
of amused
of the
as a paE

In a similar experiment, three Ëeachers were involved, including

the two Ëeachers referred to above. "one of the teachers seemed. to

need help, being ner¡¡ to a junior high setup," observed Mr. Sigmon, "so

r thought of teaming hin with some of our uore experÍenced teachers.

Frankly, r hoped this r¿ould set an example for more such cooperative

teaching. "

Formal inservice days were another vehicle by which

administrators tried Eo advance Ë.eachers t coutpetencies Ín meetíng Lhe

school's goals. Specific parts of the agenda for the team-building

workshop, which v¡as held in March, 1976 substantiaËe thÍs concrusÍon:

Mr. soles will introduce the partÍcipants to specific
strategies for identifying object.íves, group decision-maki_ng,
corrnunicalion, and impleuent.ing actÍon as a group. These
stTaËegies and insights could assist teachÍng t.eams to organize
and coordinaËe their curriculum. rt could also assist staff
members to help students to acquire Ëhese strategies.

Meanwhile, another workshop on the agenda

rn¡ill r¿ork through some specifíc straËegies that can help team
members to identify each otherrs stïengths and weaknesses in
assisting adolescents Ëo develop inte11ectually, personally and
socíally .
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The agenda further Eest.ified that support would be given, on request,

to t.eams planning a team teaching uniL: "rf resource people are

required, or visitations are requested, arïangements can be raade for

an inservice, say ín April."

Learning ImperaËi.ves Stenrming from
Mossdalets Informal Culture

Analysis of field notes and interview protocols indícated Ehat

the influence of t.he informal group culture upon the job-related

learni.ng was both complex and pervasive. The analysis further revealed

t,hat much of the observed influence sternmed from a dynanic Lension

between and among a variety of the atore promínent subcultures. The

t.ension that, was observed to have the Dost unremitting influence on

the learning behaviour of ì{ossdale teachers was that between the sma1l

"ctt conservatives and the smal1 "1" 1ibera1s. As the following

characterization by Mr. Sigmon reveals, t.he differences betv¡een these

tvo subgroups were fairly standard ones. The conservatives Eend.ed. to

select those kinds of learning objecti-ves and to forrn those kinds of

associations which they perceíved would promote a disciplíne-centered

curriculum (that is, one based on faculty psychology). For their

part' the liberals Eended to favour learning goals which they perceíved

to be allied with a process curricul-um (that is, one based on a

di-agnose-prescribe-evaluate cyc1e. But, as Mr. sigmon acknowled.ged.,

siËuational considerations could (and, indeed, did) influence teachers

to choose learning aims that they may not have been consistent with

their professed ideology.

There is your tradítionalíst wing. As you can appreciate, most
of the senior (And r don't necessarily mean older.) members of our
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staff belong to this group. They are the people who tend to
identify wiÈh the back-to-basics movement. r suppose they feel
vindicated now--nov¡ that the wheel has come full circle. one
thing r respect them for is that they--i.re11, most of them--haven't
stopped t.he search for rrevrer and better vrays to rn fact,
several from thj.s group have served on Department of Educatj.on
commitËees. For exarnple, stephanie Dudek recently chaired. a
qsmñi¿¡qs that revísed the mathematj-cs curriculum in E.he provi.nce.

Then you have the sna1l "1" liberal wing" This wing is really
a composite of two elements--Lhe diagnostic and Ehe developmental.
The diagnostic element refers to the keeners concerned about
reading. Even before our reading clinician came upon the scene,
which T¡/as at the beginning of the 1975-76 school year, most of the
people in this wing were already quite thoroughly aequainted \^/iËh
the diagnose-prescribe-evaluate paradign" George rtein's coming
has helped t,o confer legitimacy of Ëhis group. Myself, r have
some reservations abouË the "diagnostic" approach; it presupposes
an s-R model and can become quite manipulaLive" so far as the
developmental wing goes, we believe that a teacher's major function
is to identify alternative Ëeaching strategies and learning
experiences and to er<pose kids to them. üle may never know exactly
what the causal relationship is betr¿een a particular student and
a partÍ.cular learning experience.

0f course, itts awk¡+ard to pin a teacher to one end of a
continuum or another. The saue teacher can Eake a certaín
position Ëo one kid and Rea1ly, so much depends on thej-ssue. The same teacher rnay sid.e wiËh the Lraditionalists on a
1av¡ and order issue but with the developmental '¡ing on a strictly
pedagogical question. There's always an element of inconsistency(in trying to "pin" people to a given orientation--whether for
social reasons, or because of personal experience, or

Further analysis of the field notes brought ro the fore a

large number of variables which stermed from the various subcultures

of Mossdale Junior High School and whích hrere construed as imperatives

for learning by individual teachers, or groups of teachers.

RepresenEative kinds of these lnfluences are discussed, with the aíd

of vignettes, below.

Vígnette llJ- illustrates an interesËing ambivalence displayed

by many teachers of Mossdale. Their wish to shed the "trailblazer"
image (and, thereby, to be released from the learníng obligations
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remain in the linelight (and,

psychic rewards; for example,

to pay the penaltÍes, in this

reading to junior high's).

o.l

accordingly, to reap the resulting

honours bestorued on their students; and

case having to learn how to teach

as several teachers referred to these

or ç¡ou1d not, meet the challenge

Vignerre //1

Iüet11 never live dovm our "arternati.ve school" image. Like iL
or not, the superintendent.s expect us to be trailbLazers. Gord.
has his "impossible dreanns." sinée the school first opened., hers
been playing variations on the interdisciplinary theme. Nov¡ the
most Persistent tune one hears around here is the DR (Developurental
Reading) Lune. Thatts one thing they didn,t terl us at Faculty--
that we'd be teaching reading to junior hi-ghrs. one has to wonder
what Ëhey're doing about reading in t.he elementary grades these
days. Frankly, r sometimes v¡ish we could shed this inage of being
at. the vanguard of every new idea that happens along . : . so T¡7e

could l'Io, hold Ehe phone. on second thought, r would not
rea11y r^rant our image to change--even if, to be honest about iL,
this is not a Ëotally accurate one. I rather relish telling thÍs
parade of visitors, you included, that \.retre not your ordlnary,
run-of-the-mi11 school. of course, r don't tell them this in so
rnany words. I.Ihat r do instead is show them the fruits of our
labours. You know--projects completed by kids, prizes ,¿on by our
studenÈs. And, by the way, this includes ar¡ards in such things as
mnfþsma¡fss, and essay writing, and public speaking, and . .
As you well know, w€tre not even supposed to be a t'basics" schooll

vignette ll2 revears a motive for learning that was born of a

tension between t.hose who believed they should live up to concensually

derived goals (or, the "Lrust,"

goals) and Ëhose ruho could not,

impled by the acceptance of this trust.

Vignette #r2

There was a parace revolt of sorts here last year. some of the
mavericks up and left ivhen the new Rossmere Junior High School was
established. r had mixed feelings about t.his. Some of rhose ro
leave had been Gord?s frÍends in the early days, r am led to
understand. rf that l.¡ere the case, then they were betrayíng a
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trust. That's what r think. rn some ways r was glad when they
left because a few of Lhem, especially the grade nine
teachersr acted as a 1ar¿ unto themselves. I.Ietd decide somethjns
like and the next thing

Vignetre //3 íllustrates the negatíve influence upon

innovaËion, not to neglect t.he learning innovation inplied that

result.ed when sone teachers perceived themselves to be victims of

closure tactics being practised by the more senior (in terms of tenure

aË Mossdale) members.

Vignerte #3

It didn't take me long to find r^¡here the power axj-s of Mossdale
Juníor is. rn the Pioneer lodge" perhaps itrs pure coincidence,
but I don't thínk so, that members of this "lodge" hold key
positions here. Take your Eeam leaders; most of then, I'11 wager,
rn¡ere here for the ribbon-cut.ting ceremony. rn poinË of fact, five
of the seven team leaders have been on Ehe staff of Ìlossdale Junior
High School since the schoolrs beginning in Septeuber, L969. T
noticed the same tendency toward rewarding loyal followers with
the plums of office in ray last school. perhaps this lcind of thing
is inevitable, but trrrhenever one of us nev/comers proposes
something Ëhat doesnrt. rneet with Lheir fancy, they like to hearken
to some nythical past rvhen the suggesËion that is made was t.ried
and rejected as a failure. Perhaps that, too, is inevitable.

Vígnette //4 illustrates how personality factors and

idiosyncratic learníng needs of a teacher influence the kinds of

relationships he establishes with significant others in l-ris perceptual

field.

Vignette //4

This year is a little dlfferent. r lost two of my former team
mâtes. They were the ones r arways r¡/ent to when r wanted to tïy
on for size some braj.n \,rave, or . . Gord is the only one I go to
now when I want to discuss a ne\¡7 idea or plan. Itve gone to the
principal once or tvri.ce, but we1l, he gave me a sympathetic
hearing, I must admiË, but somehow . Oh yes, I do consult
with my present team members. For example, we spent some time
not tÌro weeks ago planning our annual fíeld trip. I was one of
the prime movers of the field trip idea. And, yes, I enjoy
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chat.ting !üith some of the others on staff . yourve met Francis
Enthluhistle and Alberto, what.'s his name? They're such good.
listeners and trIhat else r like about them is that they have
their heart in the righË place--in the kids. Alberto was asked to
head up a team, buË of course he declined.

vignette ll5 and vignett,e /16 illustrate, first, the importance

of first-hand experiences as a vehícle by which novice Eeachers can

gain a profound appreciation of complexity of the teaching act and the

professional learning goals (beyond Faculty) that the job of teachi-ng

dem¡nds. These vignette illustraËe, second, the importance of

administratíve arrangements (teams, departments) in helping teachers

to cope v¡ith emergent job-relaLed learning issues.

Vignette //5

Being nevr to the profession, r naturally needed (still need) a
lot of hel=p, At first r rhoughr chat rhe insrrucri.ng r had d.onejin Bio Lab in my Honours year at the universíty would be an asset..
rt turned out Èo be more of a liabílity. r wasn't. communícatíng
with the students very well for t.he first month and it started Ëo
get to xoe. Then I remembered what Mr. palardy said at. the
oríentation meeting prior to the schoolts opening: "your team
may well be your best source of he1p, if you 1et it. " ThaË was
some of the best advice I have received in my . I was going
to say career, but does one year at i-t entitle me to say "career"?
To make a long story short, r mentioned my problem--corununicating
to students at their level--to my t.eam. To the one, they
volunteered pracEical suggestions. Dwight showed me how Lo break
a Lecture ínto smaller, and more digestible, uniÈs. christine
showed me hor¿ Ëo re-write uy test items by using a graded
vocabulary list. Michael Karabelas, a science teacher from Team
72, introduced ue to STAM (This stands for Science Teachers
Association of Mani.toba.) and Henry, anot.her fellow science
teacher r feel pretty good about being part of this staff
nor,ü. Just the sane, rrm hankering to teach at the high school
level--now that rtve had my baptism. Ilr. I{usek, the superintendent
in charge of staff placement and transfers, Èo1d me there r¡/as a
high probabilíty of such an opening at Concordj_a.

Vignetre #6

It boggles your mind ho¡¿ much there is to learn when yourre
ne\,r to the game--how to write behavioural objectives, how to
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deternine per pupil allotments of cons'mables, how to te11
parenÈs that their "pride and joy" does not have an aptitude for
graphic arts, and how to actually üany, úany hor¿ to's. The
t\,ro other fellows in the shop took me under wing and, like nother
hens, they I suÞpose it would be "clucked" me int.o shape.
Super guys. Always ready to he1p. Super teachers, too. I
learned so much just from casual observations. trJe're in Lhe same
general a::ea) as you can see.

vignetLe i/7 shows that concrete knorvledge gained in leisure-

time pursuit.s (that the life of an artist is not always Ëhe proverbial

"bed of roses" can have practical classroom application (to serve as

a graphic illustration to teach starry-eyed adolescents that

appearance and reality are not always the one and same thing).

Vignetre //7

us artsy types (Thatrs rrrhat they call the music , art and drama
teachers around here.) get together a lot. during lunch breaks
especlally Don and r. Peter joins us when he doesn't have music
practice. Other people sometimes join our group. Jan Lyons likes
to sit in--Iiterally sit in--on our togetherings" I don't
remember her saying "boo" more than half a dozen Eimes since
Even Mr. Palardy, our principal, has graced our company on
occasion. One day we kidded him about his credentials for joining

. such a celebrated bunch as us. "r li-sten to Red Alix's Beefs and
Bouquets on CJOB and r have season tickets to M.T.c. (Ìfanitoba
Theatre Center); these should get me in, don't you Lhink?" he
kidded. Most times we talked about anything, but shop. Remember
a fev¡ weeks ago? A1 Purdy was "front and center" for a few days.
It all started with Don. He'd been Lo this party where purd,y
happened Ëo be at. (Says his wife, who is an English "majoï,"
dragged híu there.) The very next day r,re got the "goods', on the
life and Limes of one of canadats latter day saints. purdy's Ehe
i,Iriter in Residence at. the U. of M., as you probably know. The
pittance of a stipend he lPurdy] gets for this honour barely keeps
him going. Don says he [rurdy] lives Ín a furniËureless apartment
room. PretËy pathetic figure. The next time one of my students
gets the idea that being an artist. is the proverbial "bed of
roses," Itlt sic Don at this sLudent. Thatrs what. Itll do.

Vignette #8 shows how develoDments beyond the irnmediate control

of the individual teacher (declíning enrollments) can be an indirect

spur to learning goals not previously apprecíat.ed by a teacher.
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Vignette ü8

tr^Ihat do we t.alk about during t.he "other business" portion of
our meetings? About nany things, Like who will represent our
school at the AGM (Annual General l'{eeting of the }Ianitoba Teachers
Society) . Like gri-evances that one of us, oï a group of us, might
have. A good example of this v¡ould be (By the way, you attend.ed
this particular meetÍng. ) when adninistration gave us t.he word
that the superinËendent.s department had ordered staff cuts and
thaÈ a Home Ec or rA (industrial arts) teacher would be likely to
get a pink s1ip, come June. Actually, iË was to be a transfer.
i^Ie heard via the grapevine that Dennis Stanavage would be the one
to go. According to Mark \,/il1iams, our l(ildonan North Teachers
Assocj.at.íon Rep, "a11 t.hings being equal , last person in, first
person out." Dennis--and I?m sure you have noticed this--is very
popular with studenËs and staff, alike, so But this was
not t.he only reason why we stiffened our collecËive backs up. I
know that the rnajs¡ity of us viewed thj-s as "the thin edge of the
wedge"--considerj.ng the decline in enrollments and goings-on in
oËher parts of l(ildonan North, such as This year \^¡e rá/ere
down approximately 100 pupils--down to a more workable student-
teacher ratio, I night add. Besc overall ratio in my five years
at Mossdale Junior High; whÍch is why many of us veteran
campaigners would rate 1975-76 as the banner year--until this
fiasco, ÈhaE is. Now the po\¡/ers that be are projecting a
further drop in our enrollment--owing to the redravm boundaries
in order to accotmodate the new Rossmere Junior High. This turn
of events is a dÍsquieting one for the teaching profession, don't
you think? Last year they let a teacher at Concordia go, tenure
or no tenure. The official reason gíven \^ras thaË the subject this
teacher was teaching (I believe it was industrial maths.) was no
longer needed at. the school. The real reason, my spÍes at
Concordia te1l rne, r,ras that administration \¡/as not satisfied with
the job this teacher was doing in the classroom. Yet, this same
adminisËration loaded this poor chap with the responsibility for
the schoolts driver educaÈion progran (True, there was addítional
pay for this responsibility, but the point is they couldn't get
anyone else to do it.), besides his regular teaching duties. I
doubt that this kind of thing rvould have happened if r,¡e didn't
have a teacher surplus situation. But noT¡l . and given t.he
fact t.hat v¡e have a pro tem adminj-strator

VignetËe #9 illustrates the potent.ial of even rouLine tasks

(reportl-ng to a parent) t.o spur job-related learning on the part of

teachers. This vignette also illustTates the potentíal of fellow

staff members to act as resources in helping a teacher to resolve a

pressíng job-related learning problem.
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Vignette //9

rf you \^Jere to monitor our informal talk the yeaï around,you'd find a paËtern somer¿hat as follows: Early fall you'd hear
such things as "'[.Ihat kinds of kids did you get this year? rrm
sure most of ruy vrr'ls are social passes, but my ." Late fa11,you're as like1y as not to hear rumblÍngs and. grurnblings aboutreport cards and parent-teacher interviews and Around
christmas, whaË else but "I^Ihat to do vzhen the holidays come"
t,heme? The last little vrhile, as r'm sure you have witnessed,
r,ue've been on the ecology theme. This means it must be springl
Yes sir, every year at thÍs time Mark (Mark tr.iillians is our
resident outdoor educaÈj-on expert. I^Ie seem to have a resident
everything at Mossdale Junior. --that's who the kids fondly
call "Mother"--is our parliamentari-an par excellence. Jean
Vincent and Donna Sools are running neck and Gãaor the honourof "gram'ar gÍ.r1." r¡Iilliam Halpern is the local samuel Johnson;if iL's in the dictionary, Bill ivill knor¿ about Ít. i¿Jant someadvice on a carpentry project? victoï Kroemer's as good as theycome.) Getting back to Mark, every year at this tirnã he gives
us this tspiels: "There are sermons in stones," yorr1l hãar
hiin pigeon-hole shirley Tuska. "The r,¡indf s your origlnal Aeolianharp (whatever that is)," he joshes peter Koiesnick, our musie
specialist. "ff you come on the now annual student and. teacher
carnping trip r'11 cook you a pot of delícious rose hip Lea(whatever that is)," he teases the Home Ec t.rio. rf you get oneof the inseparables, you get them all, so before you tnolv it, he'sgot the entire school thinking camping.

Finally, vignette //10 illustrates hov¡ a Ëeacherrs perceptions

abouÈ an institution in which he works (that it tends to verbalize

to excess) can iuuobilize him from meeting some of hís personalÍ.ty

needs (in this cae, the need for explicitness, and Ehe need for
decj-síve action) .

Vignetre #10

They verbaLize to the point of excess here. I would
to bu;z a selectric typewriter if r could get a clollar for
tine r heard the excla¡nation, "oh, not another neetingl"
Look ne a month to separate rhetoric fron reality in Lhis

be abfe
every
IÈ
p1ace.

IIÏ. AI\ALYTIC COT,{MENTARY

up to this point in chapter rv major correlates of continuing
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education of t.eachers \ùas discerned ín the sub_iect popglation, The

next task kras to anaryze the dàÈa thus gener¡-ted in the light of the

heuristic model and other relevant Lheorv.

The Press for Learning at llossdale
JunÍor High School

Press referred to both the forces inhering in the v¡ider

society (or, "environment") and to forces d.eriving directly or

indirectly from the circumstances surrounding a teacherrs day-to-day

work (or, "siLuation"). Analysis of the findings presented

irmediately above indicated that each of these kinds of forces

impinged on the efforts of Mossdale Junior High School teachers to

cope with recurrent and ernergent. job-related learning problerns.

Environmental Press. The rnost pervasive environmental press.

thaË teachers at Mossdale Junior liigh school perceived. as iurpínging

on their learning r¡ras accountability. rn Getzel's role theory

(HalpÍn, L957) this press for learning was described. as an amalgam of

the expectations that the school, a mlcrocosm of society, has for its

role incumbents. As this was documented in the chronology (pp. 75-g2)

teachers and administrators perceived expectat.ions on a contínuum

beËween a mandate for change to a v/aïrant for stabilizatíon. The

mandate for change, which was in the ascendancy ín the schoolts early

history, expressed itself in such innovative (for that time and. place)

ideas and pracËices as open area, team teaching, interdisciprínary

teaching, child-centered curriculum, and shared decision making. The

countervailíng force of stabilization, whích began to gain momentun

Ín the later years of the schoolts history, expressed itself in the
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re-emphasis on subject-cenEered teaching, financial restraints, and

the accorupanyÍng cutbacks in support materÍal and services, and the

back-to-the basics movement. rn their own unique r^ray, each of these

environmental forces could be construed as motives for job-related

learning.

Teacher surplus and declining enrollments were other examples

of environmental press which t,eachers perceived as cues for learning.

As this was depicted in vignette //8, these twin factors oblíged

teachers to sharpen exibtent tools or to acquire ner¡r orres. At the

same time these forces spavmed a movenent Lor¡/ards pov/er equali-za¡ion

(teacher nilitancy); this movement, too, T¡ras felt as a press for

learning new roles by some teachers.

Sit.uat,ional Press, This rubric subsumed major dÍmensions of

the learnj-ng environment in which the teacher works" rn particular,

this kind of press for learning includes factors inhering in the

formal and informal ttcharacter" of a school. some of the more

prominent manifesLat.ions of this type of press are discussed be1ow.

clearly the uost prominent press for learning stermtring from

the formal side of Mossdale Junior High school was embodj.ed in the

person of Gordon Sigrnon. Reference to vari.ous parts of the ethnography

reveals that Mr. sigmon has played many different roles in promoting

the continuing education of individuals and groups in the school.

To illustrate, as an early proponent of open education, Mr. Sigmon

helped to spearhead rhe developnent of the Dand system and. shared

decision making. rn his assigned role as curriculum lead.er, IÍr.

siguon came to be widely acknow-ledged as the school's prÍmary
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knowledge broker- His other position, that of vice. principal, mâde

him a mediator between the self-actualizing tend.encies of the school

and the coupeting expecËations of the schoolrs vari.ous publics, on

the one hand, and betr,reen the "progressivet', "developmental", and
t'conservativett factions in the school, on the other hand..

The same secËion of ethnography makes it clear that the pro

tem principal, Mr. palardy, had endorsed in both word and deed the

historíca11y pr escrÍbed--and norua ti-ve--pro f essional d.evelopmen t
aspirations of Mossdale Junior lligh school. "Except that," in the

words of one of the charter members, "the new boy is more d.irect in
his approaeh (toward conËinuing education) and somewhat nore finicky
about the way that our p.D. plans are carried out.r'

several Eheories helped to explain the kinds of actions that

røere taken by the administrators at Mossdale Junior l{igh school.

classic learning theories suggested that goal clarÍty is a prerequisÍEe,

albeit not a suffici.ent one, for organizing a learning activity
(Dewey, 1963). Adrninistrative theory suggested Ëhat administrative

intervention, for example, thrust, (Halpin, 1959) is an important

factor in group productivÍty. The various dissonance theories

suggested that the t.ension between an ideal (Ín the present case, this
could be the respective divisional and local goals) and the real (the

degree to which the goals are being implernented) is a spur to learning.

Another aspect of a school that was found to have implications

for the job-related learning of teachers was the informal group

culture. selznick (1948) explained that such culrures represent

sporrtaneous efforts of individuals and subgroups to cope with the
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demnn¿5 of the formal struct.ure and/ox to forces tangentially related

to the formal stl:ucture. trrrhere regularized, these self-ciefense

mechanisms may give rise to a homogenity of outlook or action

orientation, and. ultirnately, to a structural Ëransformation of an

organization. rndeed, as it has been noted earlier in thís chapter

(p" il), Mossd.ale Junj.or High school may be said to have experíenced

just such a transformation in Year rr of its history. For the most

part, however, these kinds of self defense mechanisms have an ad hoc

exisËence and an amorphous character.

Organizational and adult educatj.on literature, helped to make

sense of i]lustrative aspects of inforrnal culture press for learning Lhat

\¡Ias exeutplified in the vÍgnetËes (pp. 92-97). I'or example, the concept

of "group needs disposit.ion'? (Getzels in l{alpin, 1958) serves to

characterize a cultural force that. \,las born of the rather inauspicious

beginnings of Mossdale Juni.or liigh School; namely, the desÍre to prove

to unbelievers that this school is a "basics" school, just 1i-ke the

other schools in the division. (See the vice principalrs

characterízations, (pp.97-92 ) and Vignette //1.)

The concept of "sur1k cost.s" Abbott (owens, r97o) gives meaning

to the contesË (whích is illustrated ín vignette //3) between Lhe

would-be innovator and those who "1ike to hearken back to some

nythical past. . "

Lortie's (1975) not.ion of "psychic benefits" helps to explain,

in part, sThy the subject in vígnette ll4 r.ay have chosen the particular

Persoos as his confídants and work associates--because these teachers

get their major satisfactíons not from status factors but from factors

associated with neetíng the needs of sLudenÈs "
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VigneËtes 5 and 6 substantiate a recurrent theme in the

literature of contÍnuing professional education; that professional

training institutíons, cannot under normal circumstances, equip

novice Leachers with all the required eompetencies to cope with

eBergent probleus on the job (Nattress, 1970). Other literature

(Fair, Lgl4) suggested that practice t.eaching has only linited utility

as a "coping stone." The problem Ímpli-ed here is further exacerbated

by the fact that teaching is, in the vj_ew of Lorrie (1975), an

t'unstaged career." As a consequence of this, a novice may be compelled

to perform at a level expect,ed of his more seasoned counterpart.s. i,Io

wonder that the novice teachers depicted in these t',7o vignet.tes

exhibited such a strong need for help frou Eheir respective Eeam

members.

The concepts of "psyche group" (Rubin, L?TL) and "enclave"

(Mcleish, r976) helped to explain why Ëhe 'artsy t.ypes" described in

VigneËte i/7 tended to band together inforraally; such groups offer

voluntary partl-cipants a non-threatening vehicle for meeting personal,

as r,¡e11 as professional , learning needs.

Rout.ine and semi-regular goings-on may, likewíse, be occasions

for job-related learning: this is particularly 1ikely when a teacher

perceives an otherwise taken-for-granted reality as problematic

(Psathas, 1975). This proposiríon is evj-denced in vignette !19. To

explain, the passage in the vignette, ttltn sure my sevents are all

social passes, but my eightrs . "may be construed as proof that

the teacher in question had perceived that teaching a "social pass"

student requires a different set of skills than those required to

Ëeach the "ei-ghtsrr--whaEever the precise characlerÍstícs of this group
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may be.

The Learning Needs of Mossdale Junior
High School Teachers

A need, as it was defined earlier in this study (p" I ), is

an organic potentj-ality or readiness to respond in a certain way

(such as deciding to learn) under a certaín condition (for example,

at the urging of a peer or a spouse). Psychoanalytical research, for

example that of Rogers (1959), suggesteci that needs are functions of

antecedenË. factors in an individual's or group's background. The

dÍscussion which follows identifies and describes analytically major

antecedents, predíspositíons, or "needs" factors which were found Eo

inhere in the hísËory, culLure, and personnel of Mossdale Junior

High School.

One of the Ðost. transparent needs of Leachers of Mossdale

Junior lligh School was the need t.o justify, or oËher\^/ise rationalize,

Ëhe school t s uniqueness. This uniqueness can be traced to several

historical factors, namely, the decision by the Joint Planning

Comnittee to build a plant thaE $rould permit team teaching and foster

open inquiry; the first principal's resolve to give these innovative

ideas "every chance;" the successor principalts determination to avoid

doing violence to the school's philosophical moorings; and the school's

early setbacks in trying to live up to its innovative school irnage.

These hj-storical accidents, coupled with the constant criticism--

whether justífiable or not--from teachers ín the Kildonan North

School Division and other parts of the behavioral system contributed

to the need by many of Ehe school's t.eachers to expand theír repertory

of professional skills. The joining of Provincial and 1oca1 curriculum
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development conmittees and, more recently, the decision to instiËute

a Developmental Reading Program are but tr,ro exanples of efforts to

satisfy this kind of normatively prescribed need.

But Ehese same kinds of antecedents also spawned some

counter-productive (in terms of job-related learning) behaviour

patt.erns. For example, in-dept.h inËerviews unveileC pockets of

dj.senchantment and anxiety. Not. surprisingly, this tendency was

strongest al0ong novice and untenured teachers. Consistent with Fairfs

study (1975), orle beginning Ëeacher gave loneliness and fear of being

judged incompetent as the major reasons for her anxiety. "And ít

didnrt help to be reminded practj.cally everywhere you turned that the

school you're at is something special, bi¡ it meant in a positive or

negative tnlay.tt

Moreover, the j-ntervie¡n¡s and casual observatíon revealed

instances of resignation and an inclinaLion torararCs instiEutional

introversj.on. The attj-tude of resignati.on carr be inferred from

repeated declarations, "i\ie'11 never [underliníng mine] live dovm the

bad press we received--perhaps deservedly so--the first few years."

The inr¿ard-looking tendency could be inferred from

observations of several new, but experienced, members of the 1975-76

staff. Observed one teacher, "They like to hearken back to some

mythÍcal past (Vígnette il3)." Mr. Palardy judged Ehar "rhe sraff,

as a whole has a tready stancet (so far as the undertaking of novel

learning ventures goes)." Later in the same interview, l,Ir. Palardy

qualified his inítial response. He confided that "perhaps the

pendulum had swung to the stand pat positj-on." Accordingly, he

planned to bear this situation in mind w-hen recruiting replacements.
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A third observer offered an analysis of the composite stand pat and

rest-on-your laurels syndrome: ttThey have a tendency to substitute

rhet.oric for realj-Ëy, neetings for actíonr' (CF. Vignette //10).

Adult learning theory, which is revj-ewed in Chapter II of

this study, suggested that life aËLributes such as gender, 4Eè,

educational leve1, life style (including leisure actÍvities), and

orientations Eo learning predÍspose individuals to respond in certain

ways to stimuli in the environment. But, as Stebbins (1975) has

reninded us, learning responses are not entirely predictable from such

at.tríbut,es. Rather, Stebbins argued, learning responses are

conditioned by Ehe learner's objective and subjective eval-uations of

the situaËion in which he finds himself. Stebbinsr argument is

graphically borne out in the followíng finding regarding the

distribution of male and female teachers at Mossdale Juníor i{igh

School (Tab1e ITI, pp.83-84). Frou a srricrly nometherÍc srandpoinr,

the disproportj.onate ratio of m¡fss to females (approxírnately 3 to l)

nay not have any signíficant implications for continued learning.

Yet, as one feroale staff mernber saw it, this kind of ratio "whích is

the exact reverse of the situation in elementary schools (objective

evaluation), has the effect of saying that only some women are good

enough Ëo teach at Ehe secondary school level (subjective evaluation)."

Another T/üoITIan Ëeacher lamented that "in a male-dominated work world

(objective evaluaËion), only a few of us feeble creatures dare to

aspire Ëo the higher offices and we have to make our ovTn

breaks, you'd better believe it (subjective evaluation)." Still

another female teacher of approximately the same age, experience, and

educational qualifícations, rùas "frankly glad that this year we have
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a mân principal, someone \.,rho can bounce a kid off the wa1l, if the kid

gets too lippy She hastened to add, however, "0h, no, I have

never seen !lr. Falardy do that (objective evaluaÈion), but just the

threat of it m¡kes the kids mind. This allovTs me to concentrate on

t.eaching ( sub j ec tive evaluaËion) . "

The following random list gathered through recollections,

casual conversatíons, and protocols illustrates further the

subjective and perhaps concomiLantly, highly idiocyncratic, nature of

the l.earning needs of }fossciale Junior Fiígh School teachers¡

This Ís rny first year of teaching. I'n sure glad I have
friends and relatives in the business.

You may not believe iE, after all- these years (23) and all
these kudos I've receíved in all these arts festj.vals, and all
Ehese theatre experiences I've had, and . . that I still don'E
have a fornal degree, far from i-t. I suppose Itve been too busy
doing the things I like to do.

I half thought of going for my masters degree, but I couldn't
bear the thought of all LhaË red tape. Besides, I'm nearly
forty.

I returned Ëo teaching after I had raised my fanily. That
\,ras an eye opener.

Serving on the Division P.D. cormitt.ee gave me a 1ot of
insights about human beings. Now I no longer brag about being
human.

I really look forward to my Thursday evening classes at Èhe
Faculty this year. The prof, the whole class . it's a
sLimulating break from the hum drum of the classroom. I must
admit though thaË I'm looking fonuard to the higher pay I'11
receive after I get ny second degree.

AddÍtional learning-related needs of Mossdale Junior High

School teachers nay be discerned by examining Table IV. It is note-

worthy that all but two of the thirty-five teachers who responded to

the questionnaire on attítudes to\^rards selected dimensions of

contínuing educat.ion strongly believed that they had sufficient
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TABLE IV

Frequency Distribution of Teachers of Mossdale
Junior l{igh School by Disposítion Toward

Selected Statements Pertinent to Job-
Related Learning

Dimension
Dísposition
(-) (-/+¡ (+)

(a) Do you mnke a special effort to become informed
about new ideas and practices in your field? 3 7 25

(b) Do you dísplay persistence in sticking r¿ith a
self-planned learning actívity even if persons
on whose support you have to count are t'cool"
to your plan? 1 II L7

(c) Do you feel that you have sufficient freedom to
inítiate j.nnovative prograrls in your class? - 2 33

(d) Do you feel that the superintendents department
encourages you to try new ideas and programs? 4 9 22

(e) Is your aËtiLude toward continuing education one
of open-uinded optimism? 1 7 27

(f) Are you willing to extend your present 1eve1 of
professional performance--even if this requires
an extra investment of time and effort on your
Parr? I 4 30

(g) Are you willing to undertake a novel contínuíng
educaÈion acËivíty--even if you feel there is a
50-50 chance it rnay fail? (Your response should
not apply co poorly planned programs. ) 4 LZ 19

(h) Does your selecÈ.ion of continuing education
activities reflect careful t.hought about the
overall needs and priorities of your situation?. | 4 30

(i) Do your coffee breaks and other informal
encounters in the school include conversations
about new developmenÈs in curricuh:m and
instruction? 5 L7 13
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TABLE IV (continued)

Dimension DisPosition
(-) Gl+) (+)

(j) Do you consult non-teaching, non-professional
sources Eo assist you in carrying out classroom
Ëasks ?

TOTA],S

(N=35)

L2194
8 92 220

Legend;

(-) refers to unfavourable disposition;

Gl+) refers to an ambivalent disposition; and

* refers to a favourable disposition tovrards a given statement
perÊinent to job-related learníng.

autonomy to initiate innovative programs in c1ass. This finding

squares with the findíngs from studies reviewed by Sergiovanni and

Carver (1973). This review singled out aut.onomy and recognition as

important needs of teachers, in particular, tenured teachers.

Tr,¡o other findings in Table IV (See //'s "f" and "h".) would

appear to corroborate classic participation studies revíewed by

Tough (L967). These studíes suggest that professj-onals are willing

to invest heavily in such cormtodlties as time, effort, and money if

they perceive that such investment will lead to Íncreased professional

competence, more specifíeally, to practjcal solutions for pressing

everyday problems.



CHAPTER V

HOI,I TEACHERS RESOLVE THEIR JOB-RELATED LEARNING
}IEEDS: AN A}IALYSIS OF ILLUSTRATTVE LEAR}.IING

EPERIENCES

In Chapter lV the major kinds of facËors that, impinged on the

job-related learning of t.eachers of Mossdale Junior High School were

ídentified and analytically described. Subsequently, reflections on

encounters v¡ith interviewees suggested that two addíti-onal kinds of

forces--random experi-ential , school, and parÈicipant E.rainj-ng, on the

one hand; and leisure-Eime activíties, on the oËher hand--would bear

on the process by which teachers resolve their autonomous job-related

learning projects. Accordingly, the purpose of the first part of

this chapter Ís t.o examine the validity of these serendipitous

observations. The purpose of Ehe second part of this chapter is to

investigate the relationship between the various kinds of environmental-/

situatÍona1 and personal/background factors and Ehe process by which

teachers resolve their job-related learning needs.

RELATED LEAR]TI}IG EXPERÏENCES: TIìEIR INFLUENCE
UPON AUTONOMOUS LEAR-I{ING PROJECTS

The various kinds of learning experiences that were exenplified

in this study are sunmarízed in Figure 2 Inspection of this fígure

shows that tr.üo major criteria were used to classify these activities--

degree of aoparent conscious pianning--(whecher by the learner hímself

or by others) on the one hand, and degree of direct learner input

ínto the conscious planníng of learning, on the other hand. The

I.

110
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discussion lvhich follorvs inrmediately below defines these learning

experiences more explicítly and shows how they irnpinged on the type

of learning that was the focal point of thís study--autonouous

learning.

ConEinur¡m of learner input into t.he design of the learning activity

lligh
(unconsc j-ous )

IIigh
(conscious, ratíonal)

Lor¿

I. Random experienËial

II. Systeuratically Planned

A. Autonofnous

B. Participant Traíning

C. School

FIGLTR.E 2

TaxonouYrt of Learning

*This taxonomy was derived from the work of Bergevin (1967),
Tough (1971), and Dave (1975) .

Random ExperÍential Learning

This kind of learning may be identified by one or more of the

following features: absence of apparent plannÍng or purpose-setting,

absence of a professional educator (r,¡hether self or other) to guide

the learning activity, and most particularly, the lack of awareness orl

the part of the learner that learning is actually tak-ing place

(Bergevin, L967). Applied Eo teachers, it is the kind of learning
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that occurs while they are coping with daily problens, for example;

devising an assignment to meet a unique need, controllj-ng the noise

levef in a classroom, voicing a conËroversial opinion at a staff

neeting, and responding to constructíve críËicisrn by a peer.

Indj-recË evidence suggested that instances of random

e:<periential learning had significant Linkages with Lhe different

phases of more deliberately planned learning projects. In-depth

interviews revealed that in sone cases, this kind of learning served a

sensitizing function, pointing teachers to a need to resolve recurrÍng

concerns or problems, (for exarnple, how Èo handle class discussíons

involving controversial íssues). There was also evidence to suggest

that reflections on instances of opportunistic learning in teachersr

backgrounds influenced the design of their subsequent learning

projects. For example, in developing a unit on map reading for his

social studÍes class, orle teacher appropriated the techniques that he

found especially helpful (sinulation) in enabling him to "master the

nrysËeries of aería1 Perspective" in a pilot trainíng course he had

t.aken.

SysËenatically Planned Learníng

A second broad type of learning that \,ras exemplified in this

study tv-as systematically planned learning. As Ëhe naIne suggests, this

form of learning is more purposive than is random experiential

learning.

Systematically planned learning may take several forns. One

form, school learníng, is characLerized by a leader-follower

relationshíp. Applied to Ëeachers, this form of learning
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characteristically occurs at a university or coûmurlity college and is

norraally Eaken for credit tov/ards a degree or díplom¡.

Another form of systemat.ically planned learned is participant

training. A vital element in t.his fonn of learning is that every

individual in the program is ob1Íged to part.icipate actively in a

given learning experience and, in so doing' Eo assume some

responsíbility for iÈs success.

To unveil possible links between school and participant

training learning and another form of systematically planned learning

was the focus of this study, that is' autononous learning, a

number of post hoc evaluations were conducted. The cue for taking

this measure cane frou an analysis of responses to a request v¡hich

was made to intervíewees to specifiy their "most gratifying" and

their "most tryingrr learning experíence, respectively, during the

L975-76 school year. Findings relative Lo this analysis are

sugrrnarized Ín Table V.

Interestingly, it rvas found thaE fourteen of the nineteen

teachers who were intervie\../ed intensively reported autonomous

learning as the type of systemaEically planned learning that I'¡as most

gratifying to them; rneanwhile, an approximately equal number of

teachers ín Èhis group, fifteen, reported participant training type

of systematically planned learni-ng that. was the inost Erying to them.

These findings begged the question, wha¡ reasons or factors help Eo

accounL for the nature of the satisfactions afforded by the various

kinds of systematieally planned learning? Analysis of

available evidence yielded some plausible explanat.ions.
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TABLE V

Frequency Distribution of Subjects' Satisfactions
Towards Different Forms of Systemati-cal1y Planned

Learníng

NaËure of
Satísfaction

Afforded

Systematically Planned Learning

School Participant
Type Training Autonomous 0ther Total

I'Most Gratífying
Experiencett L4 019

"Most Trying
Experiencet' l5 4L9

The reasons why intervievrees named their autonomous learning

experience as nost gratifying experience are explored 1aÈer in this

chapter. For present purposes, and at the risk of stating a

t.autology, suffice it to note that underlying each instance of

autonomous learning l,¡as the goal to solve a self-selected, job-related

learning problem.

Self-directed goals vrere also the bases for gratification in

one ínstance of school learning and three Ínstances of participant

training learning experiences. The teacher who had enrolled in the

school-type coufse (Education 43.522--Special Learning Disabilities)

explaíned her notivation to do so in the fo1lowíng verbatim account:

i^Ihen I face a class, I see three kinds of groups (in terrns
of ability and achievement orientation)--fast, average, and slow.
The first two I've been able to handle without too much trouble.
But as far as the lower group goesr I have to rely on someone
else's services. So I studied the calendar and came up with this
course. . It lthe course] gave me, sha11 r¡/e say a clothesline
on which Ëo hang my ideas. The professor did such a good job'
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that. everything fell into place. She has an elementary teaching
background. So she \,rant inLo the process of learning and.
This kind of informatíon enabled me E.o tailor my instruction in
line wlth their Is]-oru learners'] needs.

The reason(s) why several of the interviewees named a

participant training experience, specifically the workshop on First

Aid, as their most gratifying experience \¡zere, Likewise, traced to

unresolved individual problems. In the words of one of the sponsors

of the First Aid VJorkshop, "IL was one of the most useful things our

Professional Developuent Cor¡mittee has planned in my three years at

Mossdale." Further probing revealed three kinds of presses that

spurred the motíve to learn the rudimenEs of first aid: at the system

level, a menorandum from the Kildonan NorËh School Division that

outdoor education programs would not be approved unless sponsors

could deuonstrate conpetence in First Aid; at the school level, the

desire for protection in the event of mishaps during annual field

trips; and, most innediately, a case where "this student almost died

in a freak classroom accident because Ëhe teacher involved did not

know simple A.R. [Artificial RespiraËion] procedures."

As already noted, fifteen of the interviertees named a

participant Ëraining type of learning as their mosË trying learning

experience in the L975-76 school year. Both 1ogíc and related

research (Douglah, 1970; Mcloughlin, l-971) pointed to the lack of

learner identification with a given problem as a probable reason for

Lhe observed disaffection. Indeed, Ehere was evidence to support the

lack of goal identification hypothesis insofar as learning goals

conne.cted to team building r¡/ere concerned. I^litness, as proof , this

sample of unsolicited conÌments overheard irmediately before or during
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their priority, notÈhe March" L976, tean buílding session: "It

ours."; "ìIot another t.ouchy, feely session.";

VTAS

and

is a grassroots happening you are witnessing here

dontt, know our administration."

"If you think this

, then you obviously

0n the other hand, there was evidence which suggested that

where t.eachers quarreled wiËh partici.pant training learning experiences

connected wiEh the Development Reading Prograu, they did so in the

m¡in for reasons other than disagreement with general Program goals.

A reconstruct,ion of the orÍgin of the Reading thrusË revealed chat a

variety of environrnental and situational presses (these t¿ere det.ailed

in Chapter IV) predisposed Ëeachers to acknowledge at least tactily

that Ehe Program v/as a good thing for Ëeachers as well as for studenLs.

The reconstruction further revealed that "good thing" had

dífferent meanings for indíviduals or groups on the staff. In the

eyes of one t.eacher, "good" meant obtaÍning needed services without

financial or psyehic cost to t.he benefici-ary:

Several of us (naively, it now appears) saw j-t as a gift.
InIe were to get another body, with the school division pÍcking up
the tab. Gord had done it again, \^/e thought so $te didn't
consider the iroplications any too closely. I'Ihatts Lhis saying
about never looking a gift horse in the mouth?

The "gifttt in this instance \¡tas a reading consultant.

According to the proposal for funding that was submitted t.o the

superintendent of the Kildonan North School Division in Apri1, L975,

the primary function of Lhe consult.ant was "to r¿ork with content area

staff members to assist Ëhem in organizing and developing

developmental reading strategies within subject areas." A secondary

function of the consultant. \,,/as also specified: "diagnosing studenËs,

workíng with complex readers in a tuÈ.orial program and providing
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liason $rith feeder schools. "

Previous experience by the researcher in piloE testing a

similar reading program at a hígh school in the same school division

pointed to the likelihood t.hat teachers would be more receptive of the

consultant if he \üere to perform Ëhe secondary rather than the primary

funct.ion. The evidence supported the predicted behaviour. To be

sure, constraints of time, not Lo neglect the consultantts bias* have

contributed to soue degree to the observed deflection frou Lhe primary

goal of the Development Reading Program, as this goal was espoused in

the proposal for funding mentioned earlier' I^rhatever the reasons for

this, the finding in this study is consistent with Lortie's study

(1975). He found that where t.eachers are compelled to choose between

supposed long-run gains (in this case, self-suffici-ency in handling

all but the most severe reading problens) and inunediate gratification

(in this case, being relieved frorn performing unaccustomed roles),

teachers would invaríably opt for payoffs they perceived as iuninent.

The followíng retrospective coutrent demonstrates even more

graphically than did the first two illustrat.ions that the Developmental

Reading Program had individual and covert, in addition to concensual

and overt, meaníng for some teachers:

*By his o\.¡'n admission, the consulLant was placed in Mossdale
Junior lligh School under "false preLenses":

I came here lfron New Brunswick] expecting the ChÍ1d Guidance
Clinic Eo put me in ari elemeritary school; my graduate work having
been done in this level. Can you imagine the shock I recej-ved
on arriving here a short bit before school opening and being
advised (a) Lhat. I was being placed in a junior hígh school and
(b) that I would be expected to do staff development rvork?
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lühen we negotiaËed our role (I don't like group guídance;
it's obsolete) I felt we lthe two guidance teachers] could each
becone somervhat of a resource teacher answering the personal and
social development needs of children. In other words, it was a

trade-off Itaking orr an expanded. ro1e, thereby jusËifying the
retention of a second counsellor].

As roay be inferred from t.he corunent below, the hoped-for

benefits failed to Eat.erialíze. To their chagrin, the more avidlY

Ehe counsellors pursued their private aims, the rnore t.hey allowed

teachers to temporíze on or displace--perhaps unwittingly--che

fornally specified goals of the school.

i,Ie made vffong assumptions about the s.taff ts commíEment to the
program" Gradually we began to realize that v/e vTere doing othe1'
than supervisory work. The staff, by and large, 1eL us do the
lionts share of the tuËorial work. Under t.hese circumstances,
the tutorial began to lose credíbílity. I,Ie realized that r¡/e \^tere

being used a lot. But I'm noÈ bitter because I made the decision
to get fully ínvolved.

There are tr¿ro quesEi-ons here which cannot be answered from

available evidence: first, to what extenL could ihe observed negative

attítude tovTaTds the DevelopmenËa1 Reading Program be attributed

the inplementation process; and, second' to \.,/hat extent could this

at,titude be Eraced to goal fragmentation. The literature suggested

that dissatÍsfaction with a learning experierlce can be explai-ned by

either or both of these factors. I^Iacaster (Charters and others, L973)

identifíed several typical, albeit often unanticipated, coflsequences

of the failure to reconcile competíng goals--dísenchanËment,

assimilation to the familiar, and even out.right disengagement

Kritek (L976) traced similar kinds of negaËive concomitants to

ÍmplemenËation style.

The renaining four respondents (see Table V) named corrnittee

and staff meeËings as thej-r most Ërying learning experi-ences. A
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ne\,rcomer to the school gave lack of comtitment as a partial reasorl

why she dreaded cornnittee meetings:

You must have noted the lack of involvement. Not like
last year. Iiletd have to order supper. But here everyone is
afraid to hurt anybody efse. I dreaded those meetings. I used
to get headaches. I"d get so relieved v¡hen I came home to tuy

apartBent. At least, Itd hear noise there.

Typical reasons that were given for regarding staff meetings

as unproductive affairs, i.nsofar as conËinuing education PurPoses are

concerned, include late publication of agenda, "hidden agendas,"

insufficient time for debating issues, and "stacked cards." Constant

comparative analyses, hovrever, belied some of these reasons as no more

than symptomn¡is of other priorities, as the blunt response given by

one respondent indicat.es: "Youtve got to be joking. For me a staff

meeting is not a place for p.d., but time to mark papers."

Leisure-time Activities

Indirect evidence from research (Denton, L974 and Bevis, 7975

and Bergstern, L977) suggested that. there is an organic bond between

job-related learning and leisure-time actj-vitíes. To substantiate or

otherl/ise qualify the nature of the hypothesized bond, insofar as the

subjects of this study úIere corlcerned, several kinds of data were

collected and analyzed.

Usíng the Leisure Activity Index (Appendix C', P. 201), teachers'

leisure-time activíties r4rere ascertained. These activities were then

grouped into four categories, namely; entertainment., hobby, PlaY, and

fulfillment. Entertainment embraces leisure-time activiÈies in which

the role of the partícipant is essentially passive. Leisure activities

belonging to this category that were exemplified in the present study
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included dining out, attending uovÍes, and attending spectator sports.

Flobby activities are those which a person undertakes not only

because he enjoys the activiLy but also because this activity usually

results in a tangible product. The Eeachers of l{ossdale Juníor High

School used their leisure time for a varieËy of hobbies, for example;

phot,ography, Se'$/ing, crafts, raising animals, and restoring anËique

cars.

Play activities involve action against forces, whether these

be forces of nature or the moves of an opponent. Play activity,

unlike hobby activíty, yíe1ds no lDaterial results; its chief

satisfaction derives from the challenge it provides and for the sense

of accomplishment it may bring. Teachers of Mossdale Junior liigh

participaLed in a nunber of popular play activities. Bowling, bridge,

and curling qrere examples of indoor play activities; mean\vhile'

canoeing, hiking, and hunting vrere exaaples of ouLdoors type play

activítíes. Flying T^7as one of the more exotic play activities noted.

Fulfillnent actÍvi-Lies are distinguishable from other leisure-

time activitíes in one major respecEi they normally require the

individual to give mo1e of hin/herself (whether in creatíve input,

or degree of dedication) than vould be the case for entertainment,

hobby, and play activities. Moreover, whether they are pursued for

selfish or altruístic reasons, fulfillment activities normally engender

sone form of growth; for example, in Ehe depth of understanding of

human nature, in iuproved ability to appreciate a difficult piece

of music, or in a greater facÍlity in w-ritt.en discourse. Some of the

fulfi]luen¡ activities carried on by teachers of Mossdale Junior High

School during the 1975-76 school year v/eIe actíng, oTgarLízíng a social
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action group, and reading science fiction literature.

Further analysis revealed that Mossdale Junior High School-

teachers who completed the Leisure Activity Index tended to shun

leisure-time activities of the spect.ator, or low personal input,

variety in favor of leisure-time activit.ies requiring high physical

andfor mental input. As shown in Table VI, only approximately one

out, of five teachers preferred the more passive kind of leisure-tíme

activities. Conversely, approxinately four ouË of five teachers

preferred leisure-time activitÍes which perrnitted varying degrees of

active participatíon. The kind of leísure-time activity chat afforded

satisfaction to the largest proportion of teachers was fu1fillment.

T.ABLE VI

Relat.ionship Between Teaching Experience and Kinds
of Leisure Time Actívities Preferred by Mossdale

Junior Éiigh School Teachers

Type of leisure-time
activity

Frequency of Ëeachers
preferring each type

ñ - aa
I\ - J.J

Mean years of
teaching experience
(rounded off to the

nearest whole number)

Entertainment

Hobby

Play

Fulfillnent

6

Õ

7

L2

J

10

10

The serendipitous finding that. the rnajority of teachers who

named fulfillment activities as their most satisfying type of leisure-

Ë.ime activity happened to be "seniors" either in age or status
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(l^zhecher assigned or earned) led to the speculation thaË, among ot.her

demographic variables, age would explai-n the distribution given in

Table VI. On the other hand, enrollment data from a continuing

education program seemed, on first glance, to invalidate this

hyp.othesis.* Hov¡ever, insights from the 1Íterature suggested a r,7ay to

reconcile the apparently contradictory data. Int.erpersonal theory

(sullivan, 1953; Lippet and Fox, L97L) suggested that learníng may be

víewed as the search for relief fron tensions brought on by the

expectations of society. From this theory, it could be deduced that

novice teachers would be more susceptible to frustrations resultÍng

from inability to cope adequately with the expectatíons of society

Èhan would their more seasoned counterparËs. Personality theory was,

liker¡ise helpful in uraking sense of the observed differential

preferences for major kinds of participation in leisure-time

activities. According to this school of thought, human beings develop

from a stat.e of passivity in early age to an increasing state of

ac¡ívíEy with advancing experience [emphasis rnine]. This is what

Erikson (1950) referred to as self-inítiative and Brofenbrenner Q976)

and (Dave, L975) as self-determinaLion.

The compeË,ence motive theory pointed to yet another variable

that may explain differenËial preferences by t.eachers in the use of

*In direct contrast to the findings of this study, enËertain-
nent brand courses, for example, travelogue and illustrated lectures,
tended. Eo appeal most to seníor cítizens. I{obby activities had a more

notable Sex thafi age bias, insofar as enrollments vTere concerned.
Play activities tended to be the preserve of persons beEvreen t\.,/enty-
five and thirty-five years of age. Enrollment in fulfillment tyPes of
courses r¡/as too negligible to permit the discerning of age biases.
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their leisure time. Llhite's research (Sergiovanni and Carver, L9l4)

led hirn to conclude that fhe desire for masterY over widening job

demends (rnlhite rightly observed Lhat the appreciation of such demands

is influenced t.o some extenË by years of experíence.) motivated

professonals to seek ouL opportuniËies for continuíng education.

A synthesis of insights from these theories, Ëogether vTith

recenË research by Boshiet (L974), to the effect that age rnay be

viewed as an inËervening (or conditioníng), rather than an explanatory

(or, independent) variabl-e, suggested a relaËionship between years of

experíence in teaching and leisure-Ëime preferences. Reference to

Table VI (right hand colunn) shor,Ts that the expected linear

relationship (from outer-directedness ¡o inner directedness) was

generally substantiated.

The findings that teachers who ranged widely in years of

experience named each of the maín types of leisure-time activities as

their "favorite" suggested that they perceived these activitÍes to

have attïibutes that could satísfy personal andlor vocational needs'

To Eest this hypothesis of inherent qualities, two kinds of analyses

\Á/ere performed. FÍrst, dimensions of satisfaction (see Leisure

satisfactions check List in Appendix c) were related to each of the

different tyDes of leisure-Ei¡le activities descríbed earlier in thj-s

sectiofi. For the purposes of this analysis, the dimensíons of each

of the eight major attributes $7ere dichotomized. The results of this

crosstabulatíon are sunutrarized in Table VII. Inspection indicates

.general Support for the conmon sense hypothesis that teachers t^¡ill

choose leisure-time activities that they perceive to have inherent

in them the potential to resolve their job-related problems' Closer
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inspectíon helped to specify t.he nature of Lhe observed relationship '

Comparison within attïibutes r.Tarranted the following omnibus, and

tentative, conclusion: Eeachers of Mossdale Junior Hígh School chose

leisure-time activities which individually or severally afforded them

mental relaxat,ion, solace (or privacy), release from job concerns, a

sLimulatíng challenge, a vehícle for self-expression, scope for active

païticipation, a source for satisfying hedonístic apPetites, and an

outlet. for personal needs.

Observational evidence corroborated or further specified some

of the úore interesÈing inferences about t.eachers t reasons for

electing certaín leisure-time activitíes in preference to others. It

vras observed that three of the six teachers who listed an entertainment

type of activity as their favoríte leisure-time activity in tlne L975-76

school year also happened Eo be members of the same interdiscíplinary

team. Earlier, in the non-participant stage of the study, one member

of this team offered this pertinent information:

I^Ie meet socíally quite often at one of our hornes. I'/Je like
each other's company and this helps to smooth out rough
spots in school trle try not to talk "shop" at these
gatheïings, but one $iay or anoÈher we alr.úays manage to get into
it Italkíng "shop"].

Even a cursory analysis of the quoLed response indicates EhaE at least

tT¡/o motives influenced teacherst election of entertainrnent type

leisure activities; namely, to escape from pressures of work, and to

solve problems arising at work.

It was further observed that five of the eight teachers r,zho

listed a hobby as their favoríte leisure-t.ime activity taught either

home economics or industrial arts. Although no direct evidence was

found to this effect, it seems reasonable to assume thaË "shops"
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teachers \^rould be virtue of theír vocational orientation be partial

t.o leisure-time activities which result in a tangible product.

t¡Ihether or not these teachers also appreciated hobby acËivities for

job-related reasons could noË be ascertained from available evidence.

Interestingly, however, tl,ro of the ttnon-shops" teachers who favored

hobby over other types of leisure activit,ies did so for job-related

reasons" A music teacher decided to learn hov¡ to repaj-r insLTuments

because he "frankly got Lired of postponing important lessons because

of downed instruuenËs. ." Meanwhile, another ceacher decided to

t,ake a serious interest in maki-ng planL hangers when she found this

hobby to be lnst.rumental in building a trusting relationship vrith her

c1ass.

Judging from inferenËial evidence (see Table VII), it would

appear that play acËivíties r.rould not have inplications for on-the-

job problems insofar as teachers of Mossdale Junior High School were

concerned" There v¡as, however, .öiiéct evi<lence that belies this

conclusÍon" The teacher who participated in flying initiall-y took

thís activity up for int.rinsic reasons. Somewhat later, he found

that flying provided hirn with insight (in this case aerial perspective)

relative to his job as a geography teaeher.

IË is perhaps si.gniflcant that nine of the tivel-ve teachers who

preferred fulfillnent over other forms of leisure activíties had also

recently taken on ner¡7 professional roles; for example, principalship

of a junior high school, tutorial program coordinator, and team

leader. Noteruorthy, too, in this connection r^ras evidence gathered

for other purposes in this study; specifically, four of the twelve

teachers who showed their strongest preference for fulfil1ment. forms
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of leisure volunteered verbaLizaLíons Ëhat can be sununarized in the

slogan, "New cusEoms breed new de*=nds.tt

II AUTONOMOUS LEARNING PROJECTS

The crucial feature which distinguishes autonouous ' or

independent, sËudy type of learning from other forms of systematically

planned learning is the degree of learner ínput. involved" In this

forn of learning, the learner assulDes the major responsibility for

planning and implemenËing a seríes of act.ivities that are designed to

meeÈ self-perceived needs.

Related literature (Johnstone and Rivera, L966; Tough, L97L;

and Dickinsor!, L975) índicates t.hat autonomous learning is a phenomenon

of growing ínterest among the various professions. I'Ihíle no attempt

was made to gauge precisely its occurence vis-a-vis random experiential,

leísure-tíme, and other forms of systematically planned learni-ng,

auËonomous learning v/as found t,o be the most. popular form of learning

insofar as thís study \^/as concerned. Each of the nineleen interviewees

recalled having participated in at least four (and an average of five)

learning projects that occupied a minimum time of seven hours and that

\,rere intended to meet a clearly identified job-related learning goal.

There were indicat.ions, moreover, that the number of autonomous

learning projects itemized rníght have been greater had it been

practical to give intervíewees more time and prompLing to recall such

acËivities. Indeed, the urajority of the interviewees \^/ere surprised

aÈ the extent of their autonomous learning activities durj-ng the

1975-76 school year. Several of the teachers indicated by their

ínitial reaction that only those learning activities that bore credit
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qualified as instances of continuing education. One t.eacher remarked,

"I finíshed roy B.Ed. a few years ago, so I don't know if I'm the right

person for your study." Another asked whether or not reading

professional literature would be considered a bona fide form of

conËinuj-ng education. Still another teacher was worried that he could

not contribute to thj.s study "in vier¿ of the fact that we [i.e., the

school] had only two p.d. fprofessional developnent] days. ."

FurÈher, this same Leacher "happened to be sick duri-ng the S.A.G.

lSpecial Area Group] conference." The kinds of limited concepri-ons

of conËinuing education found in this study were congruent with

research by others who recently studied the participation phenomenon

in professional coritinuing education (Tough " L97L; Fair , I973; IfcCatty,

1974; and Kowalchuk, L974).

Autonomous learning projects undertaken by teachers of Mossdale

Junior lligh School in the 1975-76 school year varied extensively in

such dimensions as goals (or intended outcomes), and modes of

resolving job-related learníng needs. These dímensions are illust.rated

and discussed belov¡.

Goals (Intended Outcomes)

Inforrnation abouË job-related learning goals of teachers r¡ras

secured, in the maÍn, through indepth interviews. Specifically,

teachers were asked to recall autonomous, job-related learning projects

they had undertaken during the 1975-76 school year. T¡Ihere rrecessary,

probing questi-ons were used t.o ascertain as precÍsely as possible the

íntended behavioural outcomes of each learning project named.

Analysís of the data revealed that the learning projects of teachers
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could be placed on a coritinuu¡r from those intended to have imnediate

classroom application to those inÈended to gratify perceived future

needs. Illustrative examples of these projecLs, classified according

to intended outcome, are given in Figure 4.

A cursory comparíson of the approximately eighty

self-initiated learning projects reported (Íncluding the nj.neteen

TePresentative types of projects detailed in Table VIII)indicated that

Ehe proportion of projects having i.rmediate implications for good role

performance rüas significantly higher than that for the other two

classes of projects combined. An estimated four out of five projects

recalled by the interviewees could be classed as "having irnmediate

applícation t,o the job." Not surprisingly, the direction, if not the

magnitude, of the observed relaËionship was consisËent \,rith recent

empirical research. Tough (f971) and McCarry (1975) found that

approxlm:Eely two out of Lhree subjects in Ëheir study undertook

autonomous learning projects Ehat vrere occupaËionally oriented.

Several researchers (Brin and Tollet, L964: Adams , I97L; Devore, L97L;

Kozol, L972; Fair, L973, Kowalchuk, l-975) provided corroborative

evidence Ín support of the conclusion thaË teachers tended to prefer

in-service learning opportunities that were r,¡ork oriented.

A furËher comparison revealed that projects having

applicability to Ehe job at hand were distributed more or less

proportionately anong inËerviewees varyÍng in years of experience. In

the light of direct experience and relat.ed literature, this finding was

not surprising. It could be expected, as Fair's research (1973)

revealed, that neophyte teachers would spend much of their time,

perhaps the major portion of it, in learning content they had to teach
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to their class; for example, a unit on Canadian Anerican relaLions

for a social studíes c1ass. Moreover, as Rubin (1971) has reminded us,

pre-service training cannot equíp neophyËe teachers to cope wit.h the

myriads of methodological problems that confront them when Ehey first

step into the classroom. In fact, Rubin was adamant that teachers

cannot learn how to teach until they begÍn to hTork with children who

are learning: ". it is in Lhese first interactions that a

fundamental sense of purpose and method is born." It r,7as just such an

"interaction" that prompted one of Lhe neophytes interviewed in this

study to undertake the project on handling chronic absenteeisur.

Several theories helped to explain why the more experienced

teachers undertook project.s which they perceived to have important

but not pressing inplicatíons for classroom pracLice. 't'Ia11en (Devore,

L97L) and Finch (1969) hypothesized that the need for continuíng

professional educat,ion would be heightened in instances where changes

íntroduced Ínto curriculum, organizationaL structure, and instructíonal

methods are so far-reaching or novel thaË teachers cannot cope wiEh

them by using exlsting eompetencies. Lowenthal and others (1975) chose

to study adults who were in the process of changing their careers.

They based chis decision on the premise that anticÍpatlon of an

irnpending transition ofÈen serves as a sti-mulus to exarnine and

possibly to re-orient goals and aspirations, and to reassess personal

resources and inpedimenÈs in light of the probabílity of theÍr

attainment.

Through probing questions, it was discovered that the first-

menlioned example of a learning project., addíng an affective dimension
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to science teachj-ng, r^ras a response to the Kildonan North School

Divisj-on Goals SEatement. As pointed out earlier in this study

(See p. 87), the Goals StatemenË mandated a complement of fÍve broad

goa1s, including the goal of personal and social developlnent. Mean-

whíle, the decision to learn hov¡ to deal with noncompliance \¡ras

traced to the Leam leaderrs frustrations in meeting frank, i.f

unwarranted, criticisus of previously established Team policy by an

experienced teacher nev¡ to Mossdale Junior Iligh School. Similarly,

the numerous project.s designed to learn how t.o teach vocabulary

associaËed vrith each major discl-pline were found to be responses t.o

the school's thrust to improve pupils' overall reading competencies.

Further analysis of the learning projects numbered 3 to 7

(See Table VIII) revealed that they r¡rere reactions--some perhaps

reflexi-ve--to forces external to the learner.

A similar analysis of, projecLs numbered 8 to 11, which

teachers perceived as important, but not of pressing significance,

revealed that they were motivated approximately equally by personal

needs and forces deriving from the environment/situation. Teachers

who undertook "important, but not pressing" types of projects did so

to solve idíocyncrati.c personal needs as much as t.hey did to solve

emergenË job-related problems. For example, t.he teacher who undertook

to learn how Eo evaluate library services rationalized his decision in

t,hese terms:

I kner¿ I was ín it tough; for I had heard mutterings.
Thís was my first go at running a library and I didn't want the
same kinds of stories circulated about me when I leave. If I go
dovm, it won't be for lack of knowing what a good library should
do for a school.

The teacher who volunÈeered to re-design the industrial arts facility
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did so both as a test of his ingenuity and as a \Ãay to remedy what he

believed was an intolerable teaching situation.

I thought we should be able to build a room within a room'
a place to corral students so that Í7e can chit chat and
hear each other, which is not, now possible because of increased
enrollnent.

The Ëeacher who undertook to learn how to teach voy.ageur songs \,7as

responding not. only to the call of professional duty but also to a

quickened sense of nostalgia:

How I remembeï the good times we had when I was their [ttt.
students I ] age. inle'd sing pracËically all the time ' Inle'd

sing as we paddled dov¡n the Roseau River. There have been hints
like "maybe the French teacher could teach them voyageur songs for
the canoe trip." And even though I haven't been asked directly
yet, I decided to get ready, just. in case.

Teachers of Mossdale Junior HÍgh School also pursued learning

goals that \^rere only tangenÈially related to their day-to-day classroom

performance. As reference to Table VIII reveals (p. f34) included in

this broad type of goals vlere several sub-types; those having long-run

methodological or curriculum implications (projects numbered 12, 13, and

l4), those related to teacher welfare (project number 15), and those

that could be construed as meeting highly indíviduaTized self-

acËualizarÍon needs (projects 16 , L7, 16 and 19). Presthus (L962)

uight have referred to Ëhese goals as latent goa1s. As distíncË from

manifest goa1s, whích are directly related Lo the productivity of an

organizatíon, lat.ent goals are directly related to the needs

disposítions of individual members and only incÍdentally to the aims of

an organizatíorL.

Comparíng the relative dist.ribution of teachers according to

their major learning goals, it was found that "important but not

pressing" goa1s, and even more so goals "of eventual significance"
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tended to be the prerogative of the more experienced t.eachers. In one

notable exception of this Lendency (See project 18), a neophyte teacher

adroitted to pursuing an interest sternming from her experience in

student governrDent at boËh hígh school and universíty: I have always

been of the opinion Ehat people spend too much time getting dovm to

ttbrass Eacks. "

The observed tendencies are consistent with the literature.

Gould (1975) showed that soue adults feel psychologically different

about themselves at. various stages of their life. Boshier (L977),

hypothesized that adults have two major kinds of needs--deficiency

needs and growth needs. IE was, therefore only logical to expect that

teachers would seek to resolve growth-related problems only after they

had met deficiency, or coping-related problems. Sinilar reasonino

explains why the resolution of growth needs was in almost every

instance related to exËensive experience. Liveright (1968) stated

that inherenL in adult education are several classes of goa1s,

íncluding the goals of professional competence and self-fulfillment.

Ile further specified an over-riding goal of adul-t learning--the mature

personality. By this Liveright neant a person vrho is able to live

creatively with

. persistent paradoxes of hum¡n existence: stability and
flexibility; balance and activity; conviction and uncertainty;
steadfastness and tolerance (p. 65).

InvestigaÈors of teacher contj-nuing learning behaviour offered

para11el explanations. Stillwell (Devore, 1971) asserted that there

are many 1eve1s of professionals, with each leve1 írnplying fairly

specific learning needs. Sergiovanni and Carver (1975) cited

empirical evidence that corroborates Stíllwell's contention. They
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TABLE VIII

IllustraËive Autonomous Learning Projects on
Teachers by Intended Outcomes/¡

A. Goals perceÍved to have iunediaLe applications:

1. To develop a unit on Canadian-American relations.
2. To handle a case of chronic absenteeism.
3. To update knowledge on textiles.
4. To manage a case of non-compliance with a Team policy.
5. To graft a theatre orient.ation onto a creative drama course.
6. To teach content-based vocabulary.
7. To incorporaËe affectíve goals into science teaching.

B. Goals perceived as important, but not of pressing sÍgnifícance:

B. To derive criteria for evaluating library services.
9" To re-design an industrial arts faeilíty.

10. To construeE an annoËated bibliography.
11. To teach voyageur songs suited for a planned canoeing

field trip.

C. Goals perceived to have eventual sígni-ficance:

12. To determine kÍnds of teacher behaviors which induce
t'smart alec" responses to students.

13" To desígn a Junior High School nathematics course for
the Department of Educat.ion.

L4. To devise strategies for implementing broad curriculum
goals.

15. To produce a working paper on teacher transfer.
16. To prepare an oral presentation for a seminar in reality

therapy.
L7, To collect a list of fantastic words.
18. To develop mechanisms for expediting business at staff

meeti-ngs.
L9. To establish a set of críteria for judging entries in a

science fair.

xFor styllistic and ethical reasons, nany of the ori-ginal
statements regardíng intended outcomes llrere edited.
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found that t.he need for recogniËion vlas significantly stronger anong

the úore experi-enced than among novice Ëeachers.

Learníng Modes

Mode may be defined in a number of analogous terns. In its

dictionary sense, J-t refers t.o a nanner oT $lay or method in which a

thing is done. In its statistical sense node refers to the most

frequent set of rneasurements. For the purPoses of fhís discussion,

mode combines elements of each of these meanings; it signifies an

inclination on the part of a teacher Lo uËilize different human and/or

non-human resources to acquire job-related skills, knowledge, or

attitudes.

Analysis of interview data indicated that teachers of

Junior High School who planned their own learning projects in

L975-76 school year used three main modes of learning--human,

human, and mixed. A teacher was deemed to be inclined tor¡iards

mode of learning if he relied to an arbitrarily set mínimum of

one or another kind of human resource to meet his perceived

Mossdale

the

non-

a human

66% on

professional needs. Meanwhile, a teacher r.¡as deemed to be inclined

toÞ/ards a non-hum¡n mode of learning if he relied to an arbitrarily

set mínimum of 667" on non-human resources Eo meet his/her professional

needs. Finally, a teacher was deemed to be inclined towards a mixed

mode of Eeeting his/her professional needs if he made approximaLely

equal use of human and non-huûìan resources. Representative examples

of each of Ëhese modes of learning are discussed below.

The teacher who undertook to learn hovr to evaluate líbrary

services (see learning project 8, (Table VIII) exemplified the "human"
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mode of learning. Follor.¡ing consultations r,¡ith hís princípal and

dívisj.on library supervisor, this teacher arranged a series of meetings

that took place on a rotation basis at the schools of fellow librarians.

By uuÈual agreeruent, the host librarian was obliged to coordinate the

group's learning activities; for example, to set the agenda, direct

Èhe kinds of preparatory reading each participant was required to do,

arrange for appropriate resource personnel, and conduct an informal

evaluatj-on. "The Ëhinking behind this scheme v¡as baffingly simple"

explained the librarian"

I,Ie knew each of us had not only insights but. important
contacts that could contribute to solving our mutual problem
lderiving relevant yardsticks for evaluaLing local school library
services], so we decided Ëo pick each other's brains.

A clearcut example of a learning project in which a teacher

made extensj-ve use of non-huuan resources was learning project. 16

(Table VTII, p.134 ) t.o prepare an oral presentation for a seminar in

reality therapy. The following excerpt from an interview r¿ith the

teacher who undertook thÍs learnÍng project both demonstrates and

justifies her reliance on the non-human mode of learning:

I had read around this subject [reality therapy] in some of
my university courses. AfËer I had completed rny B.Ed. I tried to
keep au current by systematically reading Psychological Review,
Educational , Journal of Behavíora1

nffi
justice to this request [to conduct a seminar at a Special Area
Group Conference]. . I'm Lhe kind of person who believes
in doing a task well or not at a1l. f started asking around for
other sources of informatÍon. Then, quíte by accídent at our
SCA-M ISchool Counsellors AssociaEion of Manitoba] meeting, someone
mentioned the Glassier Tapes on Reality Therapy. Needless to say,
I laid my hands on these tapes. I devoted four beauLiful evenings
listening Eo Ehem. They were just what I needed.

In coritrast, the teacher who sought to incorporate affective

goals into his teaching of science (illustrative project number 7),
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exemplifíed the "ûLixed" mode of learning. That is, he relied

approximately equally on such human resources as fellow Participants

in the Creativity Workshop and such non-hutnen resources as the reading

materíal he was required to digest in preparatÍon for and as follow-up

to the trIorkshop.

At various st.ages of this study j-t r,Ias observed that some

teachers seeoed to rely to a greater degree on one mode of learning

than on another. To hazard an estimate, nearly Lwo of three teachers

preferred the human, approximately one in five preferred the míxed, and

the remaining proportion preferred the non-human mode of learning. If

this estÍnaLe is reasonably aecuraEe, tlro related questions nay be

raised; Ìtrhy, on the one hand, did such a clear majoriËy of teachers

favor the human mode of learning? i{hy, on the other hand, did such a

comparatÍvely smal1 proportíon opt for non-huûtan resources to üeet

their job-related learning needs? Analysis of available evidence

yielded several plausible ansvTers to these questions; logic and

deductÍons from relevant theory provided further explanations.

The propensity of Mossdale teachers for the human rqode of

learning can be attributed, in large measure, to institutionalized

cultural factors. As the hisËory presented in Chapter IV of this study

showed, right from the outset Mossdale Junior High School embraced the

child-centered philosophy. The Band System, comprised of two inter-

disciplinary teams for each of grades seven, eight, and nine r¿as

i.nEroduced on Lhe belief that it would be a better vehicle than would

the more traditional departmentalized approach in enabling the school

to implernent this philosophy. I^Ihether or not this belief has been
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justifíed, must remaj-n a moot poínt here. I^Ihat is not debatable,

ho¡,¡ever, is Ëhe conclusion that the Band System accounts for perhaps

the largest port.ion of professional learning-related interact.ions

between team rneubers. This segnent from an interviewee in hís second

year at Mossdale specified the influence thaL collective responsibility

for a gïoup of pupils (that is inplied in the Band System) has on

teachers' learning behavior:

Prior to coming to Mossdale, I worked in isolatj.on. Contacts
wit.h colleagues T,rere restricted Lo the occasional department
meetíng. Now and Lhen wetd exchange pleasantries you know,
during coffee breaks, hall duty, and" . But seldom díd we

share insights abouË kids. Not like here. It's easy to see why
this is so--team approach. Each kid is not so much my kid as our
kid.

Observational evidence generally corroborated the noted bond

between Èhe Band System and relÍance of Mossdale teachers on t.he

human mode of learning. However, analysís of the rather frequent

in-class interacËions and regular noon hour rneetings betv¡een team

members revealed that t.his relationship held only insofar as questions

of discipline, pupil welfare, and extracurricular activities r¡lere

concerned. 0n1y on rare occasions \¡rere teaE menbers found to discuss

matters other than "housekeeping" concerns. The following evaluations

by the Actíng Principal serves both to confirm the limited problem-

solvíng scope of the team structure, and to point out some unintended

consequences that Î¡/ere traced Lo teaming.

Irve noted only a few sporadic efforts [of learning related
interactions about other than housekeeping duties among members
of a partícular tearn]. Gord fthe vice-principal] tra¿ a hand
in a fairly successful cross-teaming effort. Donnats Band
used a team approach in learning hol¡/ to teach library research
skills. I noticed it not in standard cases but in special areas
of the curriculum; for example, extended field studies. But
usual day-to-day contacts T¡lere intended to keep a handle on
sËudents. There \¡/as a very definite benefit because teachers heard
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r¡hat kinds of problems other t.eam members were having and how they
\^rere handling them.

The base is there for more interdisciplinary work, more
cooperatíve planning, nore spilling over to other problem areas;
so far this potenÈial has not been reached. lJhat we have in many
cases is a tightly knit ball that's hard to r¡Iork with in terms of
professional development. The loyalty and prot.ecEiveness that
teans develop could have, have had lsic], a detrimentai- effect upon
efforts to get teams to Ínterface* with other Parts of the school.
East Lansing handled this problem lof insularity] through a

deliberate policy of swítching members from time to time--whi.ch
also raises a feel problems.

Qther, less obvious, though no Less pervasive, factors deriving

from the school's culture further helped to account for the lnclination

of l,{ossdale teachers tor^rards the human mode of learníng. As noted

earlier in this study (pp. 78-79), accompanying the structural change

from a department,al to a Band system, rnzere t!¡o functional changes that

ü/ere conducive to peer learning. The influence of one of these

adaptations, the creation of a curriculum consultant role for the vice

principal has already ín part been documented: some perceived him as

an initiator ("Mr. Sigmon put the idea into our head"); others

appreclated his acumerr for group dynamics ("t¡Iith Mr. Sigmon at Ehe

throttle, thíngs began to Perk he always has a game p1an. ") ;

still other teachers generally valued hís breadth of learning ("I'11

bet therets no one in this school who reads as widely as Gord does")

and counted on his Lechnical expertise ("Hets still the one person I

*Where the Acting Principal seemed Lo point the finger at team
structure for the lack of interface with other parts of the school.
Schein (L972; 39) aÈtributed this to flights into narror¡/er
specialization: ". greater differentiation leads to sets of
attitudes, concePÈs . that are not easy to share-"
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0bservational data

confirmed Mr. Sigmonrs m¡nifold influence upon the continuing learning

behaviour of teachers. While at times they begrudged the amourlt of

energy and time that they felt obliged to expend on "their goals"

(meaning administrator's, nosË particularly, Mr. Sigmon's goals),

rrnot ours," t.eachers acknovrledgedMr. Sígroon t.o be the major sÈimulus

to thej.r professional and personal growth. During the observation

period, he was invariably one of the first persons to be consulted on

a variety of learnj.ng problems; for exarnple, Leam functioning, teacher-

parent int.eïactions, evaluaËion procedures, and. curriculum design.

The followíng self-analysis by Mr. Siguon reveals addítional

reasons (besides his possessing híerarchical and sapiential aut.hority)

why his counsel T¡ras so frequently sought:

I try Ëo give them honest crj-ticism, constructive feedback.
BuË, Irm careful not to be too harsh. Tf. they feel badly about
say, not being able to make as rapid progress as they (or we)
expected, I Ee11 Èhern "I1ey, man, Rome wasnrt built in a day, vras
it?r' They know (aÈ least the older staff do) that I usually don't
stop with a "hand on the shoulder"; I try to províde suggestions,
and concrete help.

The search for support (iqhich Ís implied in Mr. Sigmon's self

analysis) and the relat.ed need for affiliatíon ríere found to be

further reasons underlying teacherst apparent preference for the

human mode of learning. This need for affect insofar as team

functíoning is concerned was íllustrated in Vignette //5 and in other

parts of the ethnography. Hot¡ever, consistent with previous research,

there was evidence which shoq¡ed that this kínd of need also manifested

itself in interactions other than those between team members. The

psyche group phenomeaon described earlier in thís study (p. 95) is
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orre case in point; the informal confrontation Ëhat prevaÍled between

teachers and other persons both wíthin and outside the behavioural

systeu is another.

According to Synonds (1961) ". the moÈives for most human

learning reside in the interpersonal relationship; for it is

âcceptance and approval Ëhat human beings most crave. " Schr,¡artz and

others (1969) cited empirical studies which demonstrate t.he

universalíty of the hr¡nan need for affiliation.

Filip (1969) suggested that confrontatiorl is linked to

learning in that confronËation with others helps teachers to become

ar¡/are of the discrepancy between what they lTant to do and what t.hey

actually do. Stated in Festinger's terminology (1957), confrontation

creates cognitive dÍssonance, which rr,ay, in turn, spur learning. Ïn

Ëhe view of Zalesnik and Moment (7964), Ínterpersonal relationships

serve as foci for reality testing.

Dave (1975) developed a related concept (inter-learning) that

helped to explain the observed popularity of the human over other

modes of learning. IIe defined inter-learning* as

a process of group learning whereby tv¡o or more persons learn
from one another through exchanging frequently their roles as
teachers and learners without feelj-ng the heavy weight of the
teacher-learner hierchy (p. 19).

Dave explained that in thís process, every individual is both a

teacher and a learner. The individual can be an iniLlator, moderator,

^"Flechsig (Dave, L975) proposed
"instructional socialization. " By thÍs
processes which are mediated through the
the experience of model behaviour rather
teaching (p. 19)."

an analagous term,
he roeant ttLhose learning
imi"Lation of examples and
than through formal
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cont.ributor, and receiver of educative experiences. Such a unique

position of the learner in the settiog of this learning st.y1e results

in eliciting relatively higher motivation for learning. Another

attraction of this kind of learning is that it. is often effortless and

spontaneous. Indeed, in certain siËuations the processes of inter-

learning and 1íving are totally integrated; Ëhat is, Iearning accrues

as a by-producÈ of a particular 1ífe activity.

Efforts to ansvrer the question why non-human modes of learning

r¡/ere not exploited to the same extent as v¡ere human modes for meeting

professional learning needs yielded interesting, apParently contra-

díctory, findings. Logic and prevíous experÍence suggested that

situational factors such as accessibility and relevance to job-related

learning goals, to nane Ëhe uost obvíous factors, would explain

teachers t using non-hr:man modes to meet some of their professional

learning needs. To a lin:ited degree, observational evidence supported

this common sense thesis. It ¡¿as found that teachers had access Lo a

wide assortmerit of tthard" and ttsoft" v/are materials. These materials

were available in the schoolts maËeria1 resources center or in the

staff lounge. Other m¡terials could be readily obtained through

inter-library loans or similar expedients. Nevertheless, in spite of

the obvious effort by adninistratj-on (via the librarian) to make

naterials readíly available to teachers for their supposed professional

learning needs, the rnajority of the teachers neglected to take

advantage of Ëhese opportuníties. A random check of the Material

Resources Center circulation cards for the Ig75-76 school year

revealed that only ¿ sm¡l1 proportion of teachers had regularly
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borrowed items r¿hích had been prejudged to have re.l-evance to job

learning in this tiue span. This findÍng was confirmed, with

interesting elaboration, in an interview with the lj-brarian:

Mr. Glass is always on hand ruhen The Arithmetic Teachel
arrives. Ile likes it because iË has exercises for students. The
guídance folk sign out Psychology Today quite faithfully. There
are no other regular borrowers as far as I . excePt naybe
Donna Solls. She's been picking up Reading Journal and other such
sËuff 1ate1y, but. We have maybe tr¡/o or three steady
borrowers" Itts inÈeresting because t.heytre the younger and
specíalÍ-st (1ike music and art) types. You rnight put Ray and
Peter into this caËegory, I suppose. Maybe not, because they have
no speci-fic item in mind when they come here. They seen to be
interested in a mess of things related to their disciplines--art
and music, respectively. It may be a coincidence, but most of my

regulars are younger, and specialist, types.

Probing revealed

conmon perspective; they

journals, in particular,

coping purposes available

of specÍalist subj ects confessed

They aËtributed this dependence

that the "regulars" did, i-n fact, share a

viewed the library, in general, and trade

as one of the most effective resources for

to t.hem. More specifically, the teachers

a dependence on non-human resources.

eÍther to the esoterÍc nature of their

dÍscipline or to their neophyte

tenured core subject teachers;

status. The other "regulars" were

however, they had taken on or had had

foisted upon them unfaud-liar (or esoteric) roles. For exauple, the

matheaatics teacher referred to above felt he needed additional

reSouICeS to enable him to cope withtttodayts students, LIho are so

ill-prepared in the 3 R's." By the sane token, the other tenured

teacher (Donna) gave this plausible reason for her regular trips to

the lÍbrary: "Even though I'm an English teacher, there is nothing

in my background that prepared me for this new challenge lthat is, as

the tacitly acknowledged resident authority on Developmental Reading] . "

Besides the regulars, there was anoËher ídentifiable group of
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non-human resources for professional learnl-ng:

the more salient characteristics of thís group

nay be inferred from the following depiction that was construed from

informal conversaËions with Mr Bzovy, the librarian:

They come here from time to tj.me and while away perhaps a half
hour. Seldom do they actually sign out a book. hlhen I offer to
help them to locate an item that they uay be interested in, they
usually spurn this help \,rith a curt, "Just browsing." I did
noÈice, however, that each tends to browse in a different area of
the library. Les, when he comes here, generally heads for the
botany section. He claims that he is responsible for suggestj.ng
most of the t,itles in thj-s and in the astronomy collection in our
library. !trhich is kind of interesËing, since he's a math teacher.
Christine's thick into existentialist lit.' I know she's read in
other arease too. Kevin seems to have dropped ouL of the habit
fof browsing]. I underst.and he's involved in some heavy actíng in
an ethnic theatre group.

The browserst reading activities $rere not, however, confined to

an occasional visit to the school library. 0bservational evidence

revealed that they made relatively more frequent visits to t.he lounge

book stand than did other members of the staff. Furthermore, analysÍs

of their responses on the LeÍsure Activity Index confir¡ned the

hypothesis that browsers would be resourceful, even ingenious, in

securing desired reading uraterials. Some habitually patronized book

stores and newstands. Many had during the 1975-76 school year made

use of several libraries; namely, Henderson Regional, Department of

Education, and University of

It will be recalled

l4ani toba.

that the so-named regulars attribuËed their

reliance on non-hunrrn resources in meeting job-related learning needs

Eo situational facËors. The browsers, while acknowledging the

influence of similar sÍtuational factors, tended to give more weÍght

to disposiEional factors as reasorts

modes of conÈinuing education. One

for their reliance on non-human

interviewee, Christine, rationafized
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this kind of reliance as follov¡s:

It's in my blood. I can sti1l hear Mr. Lowden (He was my grade
school teacher. Gosh, thatls a whÍ1e baclcl) reciting, "There's no

frigate like a book to carry you leagues ar¡lay nor any courser
like a page . ." Then in hígh school, I was shy. (Now I'rn
reserved.) To get to the point, we had so many marks for class
discussion. I just loathed those occasions. (You know something?
I sti1l don't relísh them, except on a one-to-one basis.) To

compensate (l believe I'm using the right jargon from psychology)
I tried to excel in uy i¿ritt.en work. To do that, I had to read
a loË more, so.

Other browsers cited analagous background factors in explaining their

tendency, when given a choi.ce, to opt for non-human modes of learning.

In the search for reasons about t,eacherst pref erences f or t.he

different modes of learning, it was discovered that many of them felt

deficient in general reading and library reference skills. Several of

these teachers adnitted with sorne embarrassment that they "hadntt

cracked a book" for professional purposes (other than classroom texts)

since they had graduated. True, t.he belief, quite prevalent in

orthodox educational thinking, that education is preparation for work,

uray have account.ed for some of this apparent foreclosure on the use of

non-huuan resources for professional education. But, as further

probing revealed, this foreclosure may al-so be attribuËed to a cluster

of related factors. The following indicaÈe some of t.he more cortrnon

and representative reasorrs r./hy teachers preferred human over non-human

modes for resolving their job-related learning needs.

until the readíng fellow came along and pointed out that you
should gauge your readÍng rate according to the purpose for whích
you are reading. I read everything at a uniform rate--slow.

Itd sit Ehere and practically re-copy the whole reference
book. That's why I'm so grateful to Xerox.
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is'The library r,fas always an intimidating place
I dontt quite know my vray around and I feel like
have to ask for he1p.

for rae. Sti1l
a fool when I



CI{APTER VI

THE PROCESS BY i^]HICH TEACHERS RESOLVE THEÏR JOB-
RELATED LEARN]NG NEEDS: TOI4IARDS A

PHENOMENOLOGTCAL MODEL

Related lit.erature and reflectiorrs on direct experience guided

a three-stage inquiry ínto the proeess by which teachers resolve Ëheir

job-related learning needs. Specific insights generated by the first

tr^/o stages of the inquiry have already been discussed contextually

in Chapters IV and V. The purposes of this chapter are to s¡rnthesize

the more critical propositions substant.iated in this study, to examine

these propositions in tiie light of theuretícal evidence from cognate

disciplines, and then to use the resulting ínsights to advance a

phenomenological model of the process by which teachers resolve

their job-related learning needs.

SYNTHESIS OF MAJOR FINDINGS

Job-related Learning: Major
Factors in the Process

The perceptions of teachers regarding the kinds of variables

involved in the process by which they resolved their learníng needs

generally paralleled variables suggested in the j-nitial conceptual-

iza:uion. As graphically presented in Figure 3, teachers perceived

learning to be an end product of an interplay among three broad

categories of variables. Component A in Fígure 3 represents

variables deriving from the environment/situation in which the

r47
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teacher lives, works and plays. The majority of the variables

belonging to this category were substantiated in the non-participant

observat.ion stage of the present study. rmport.antly, however,

ethnographic methods helped to unveil additional variat.ions of this

category of variables which teachers perceived as influences in the

way they identified or resolved their professional learning needs.

Teachers perceived leisure-time activities and insËances of randomly

experienced learning as influences in the design of nany of their

subsequent autonomous learning projects.

component B in Figure 3 represents a second broad category of

variables which teachers perceived as correlates of their autonomous

job-related learning. Here, again, many varíations of this category

of varíables have been noted in the initiá1 conceptuali-zation. But

t.he inquiry brought Lo light addit,ional manifestatÍons of the

influence of personal, background factors on job-related learníng.

ft was observed that some teachers perceived deficiency needs (for

example, job securlty), while other teachers perceived growth need.s

(for example, subject m:tt.er masLery) as more compelling motlves for

init.iating a learning activity. sírnilar1y, teachers differed in

their perceptions regarding which previous learning experiences in

their background would be the most appropriate means to resolve an

emergent learning issue. rn this connection, some teachers tended to

see traditional modes of learnÍng (for example, enrolling in an

evening class at the universÍty) as the only ü/ay to accomplish their

professional learning goals. MeanwhÍle, other teachers savT fit to

exploit a variety of peripherally relaEed. experiences in their

background as deËerminants of their preferred. mode of learning.
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Component C in Figure 3 represents a variable v¡hose functj-on

it is to inEerpret (or, evaluate) the meaning which a particular

force or constellati.on of forces has for a learner" For want of a

nore exact designation, this variable may be referred to as

"Interpret,ive Intervening Variable." The justifj-cation for using

the te:m "interpretive" in referring to this componenÈ (Cornponent C)

is inplícj-t ín its function. The justification for using the

adjective "int.ervening" in describing Lhis third major variable,

which Eeachers perceived as having a crucial bearing on their job-

related learning decísions, is that. Lhis variable interverles, as it

erere, between the independent variables (that is, variables deriving

from the learner's environrnent and/or background) and the dependent

variable (that is, learning). The designation of "variable" is

appropriate inasmuch as Ehis componenE is, unlike a catalyst in a

chemical reaction, Ítse1f eapable of undergoing a change in its

characËer. As this is illustraËed in Figure 3, teachers gave central

importance to the "Lnterpretive Intervening Varíable.'* In so doing,

teachers affirmed a generalízatíon that is only implicit in much of

the literature on professional conEinuing e<lucati,on: that job-

relaËed learning is invariably an expression of the particular

meaníns the individual learner ascribes to the sum total of forces

which impinge upon hin in a given time frame.

Job-related Learning: Dynamics

The analysis of teachers' percepLions

resolved their autononous job-related learning

about the way they

needs also helped EO
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substantíate and build upon Ínitial conceptualizations about the

dynamícs involvecl. fn the learníng process. The mr¡re critical

generalizations regarding these dynamics nay be inferred from a

close inspection of Table IX, which is a mercator-like projection of

Figure 3. In inspecting Table IX, lt should be apprecíated that

while t.he entries occupy specific cel1s in Ehe matrix, this should

not be taken Lo inply a necessary li-nearity of relationships. It

should also be appreciated that the events themselves and the

responses Eo these events are presented in an arbíErarily decided

order" This order is intended only Lo approxÍmåte how one particular

indívidual construed selected forces irnpinging upon him as a need to

undertake a specific job-related learning project. In actuality,

the dynamics represent.ed in Table IX were not. nearly so logical as a

cursory perusal would suggest. Evidence from indepth interviews

indicated that the process was a complex and j.diosyncratic one,

involving false starts, unanticÍpated delays, quanLum leaps and other

tangentÍal behaviours on the part of the learner in question.

Perhaps the mosË prominenL generalization regarding the

dynamics of job-related learning is that it involves a series of

phases. Refererice to Table IX shows t.haE at least three major

phases were evidenced in this study: at the arousal phase a

decision to get involved in some learning endeavour (e); at tlie

goal-seLting phase, a decisíon to meet a personal need for growth

and recognition by way of producing a bíbliography on conËent area

reading sËrategies (1); and, at the resolution stage, a decision to

exploit resources (s) for meeting this particular need.
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Content analysis of che decisions recorded in Table IX

revealed another generalizat.ion regarding the dynamics behind the

process of job-related learning--that learni-ng decisions invariably

involve choices between alternatives. For example, at the arousal

phase a clearcut alternative roight have been the decision not to get

involved ín learning at all, or to postpone learning, pending more

favourable circumstances. However, as this may be inferred from a

close analysis of the array of forces which iurpinged on Ëhe learner

(more particularly, those forces which the learner construed as

neaningful), the learner had no other alternative but to get

involved. For, clearly, this particular learner was predísposed to

(or, had a need--whether innate or socialízed) for, say, self-

actualization. The critical questions ín this learner's decision-

uaking calculus vrere not "whether Lo participate" but t'whenrtt

ttin what.,tt and tthov/.tt

The representatÍve ansvrers to these cluestions serve to bríng

t.o t.he fore another important genetalízation about the dynamics

involved in job-related learning. For example, the qualifier, "time

permitting," may at first glance appear to be a gratuitous remark.

But, as an analysis of the array of forces which impinged on the

teacher represented in Table IX reveals, time r¿as literally of the

essence for him. This teacherts interest in sports and his

obligations to his farnily could sap precious time that would be

required if he were to rleeE his self-pereeived learning goa1. It

was only after the teacher had reconciled the innpelling forces (in

this case, not only the self-actualizíng Eendency, but also the

prompting effects of an assortment of i-mpingements (in this case,
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the announcement about the grant for innovative projeets), and the

restraini-ng or courrtervailing forces (in thís case, to pursue leisure

interests and to meet fami-ly responsibilities) thaË the learner

could nake a concrete decision. Judging by the final resolution,t'

to spend the sunrmer constructing a bibliography, rather than book-

shelves, Ëhe sum total of the irnpellíng forces was Ín the estj.maLion

of this parËicular learner greater than the sr¡m total of the

restTaining forces. Thus, selected portions of Table IX illustraËe

the generalizaËj-on that forces bearing on learning decision have

both direction and magnitude. More critically, the analysis of Ehese

portions substantiated the phenomenological assumption ruhich

underlies this study. Thj-s analysis illustrated thaE the val-ences

of the forces irnpinging upon a learner are determined, in part, by

what the beholder construes them to be.

Further analysis of the learning project represented in

Table IX brought to light another insight about the dynamics involved

in job-related learning. This analysis yielded evidence which

supports the thesis of selection percept.ion. This conclusion can be

inferred from Ehe fact t.hat, while an assortment of forces bombarded

the learner (for example, a, b, c, g, h, R, û, o, and p), he

responded only to those bombardments which had particular saliency

for him. Given his apparent needs dísposition (se1f-actuaLízation),

the learner tuned i-n only to Ehose bombardments (a, g, and m) rvhich

*The balance in favour of this resolutj on seems
achieved by some rationalizíng:, ("use the award money
carpenter for those shelves") . The award noney \^Ias not
prospect, and there was evidence from an int.erview that
in question appreciated thi.s.

to have been
Lo hire a
an assured
the teacher
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he evaluated as potential instruments for meeting this need.

Fina11y, the analysis of enpirical evidence brought to líght

the existence of three classes of motivation--basic, need, and

dynamic (these designatíons have been borrowed from Berry, L97l).

Basic motivation refers to the basic drives of an indívidual. The

literature, in particular, the work of Maslow, (1968) informed us that

these can be traced to inst.inct, imprinting, and a multitude of

environmental forces that converge on the i-ndividual. This class

of motivation is exernplified j-n Table IX by the learnerrs self-

actualizing tendency (c).

Need motj-vaËion emerges frorn job-related activities.

Cognit,ive fíeld theory, as this has been interpreted by Bigge (1964),

suggested thaL a person's needs cause a psychological tension which

leads to a psychological movement of a person in the directÍon of

the force or to change his cognitive structure if he is noË able to

move in the predisposed directj-on. This class of raotivatÍon was

exernplified in Table IX by the teacher's apparent recognition of a

gap between what he knew about the reading needs of sÈudents and

what he believed to be a necessary kind of action to meet these

needs (j ) .

The third class of motivation, dynamic moEivation, is so

named because it changes accordíng to the way the teacher perceíves

the various forces whích impinge upon him. Reference to Table IX

reveals reÐresentatíve examples of this class of motivation. The

family's prodding of the Ëeacher to complete the shelf building

projecÈ (i) raay be considered an example of a negative dynamic

notivation. The arrival of the university calendar (n) and the
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presence of. aír conditioning in the Elizabeth Dafoe li-brary (s) may

be seen as an example of positive dynamic motivation.

Surnmary and Conclusions

In Ehe foregoing section critical empirical findings relat.íng

to Ëhe process by which teachers resolve their professional learning

needs r^rere synthesized. These findings warranted the conclusion

that job-related learning involves three categories of variables--

environmental/situational; personalíty/background; and, üost

crit,ica11y, âD interÞretive intervening variable.

In addition, these findings warranted several fresh

generali-zations regarding the dynamics of job-related learning:

that Lhis process ínvolves a series of decisions about alt.ernatives;

that learners perceive alternatives in terms of dÍrection and

magnitude: that learners are moËivated not only by basic drives,

but also by exístenËial factors such as lj_fe work, and dynamic

factors such as the prompting of a spouse or negalive feedback by a

peer.

Most crucially, the findings gave strong supporË for the

conclusion that job-re1ated. learning is an idiosyncratic,

phenomenological enterprise. Efforts to understand the learning

behaviour of an individual learner must, therefore, be based on a

couprehensive knowledge of the meanÍng that the individual attaches to

basic human drives, emergent job needs, and adventi_tious evefit.s.

II. PERSPECTIVES FROM COGNATE DISCIPLINES

Proponents of grounded theory research methods (Bruyn, 1966;
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Glaser and Strauss, L967; and Pelto, 1970) have stressed the

i-nportance of maÍntaining a dialectical tension between generaLízatíots

obtained from analysis of observations from the field and relevant

theoretical Ínsights that could be inferred from cognate disciplines.

These proponents claim that Ínsights gained from gerIuane literat.ure

can serve t\^¡o related objectives of scientific inquiry: to test the

construct validity of an aspect. of the phenomenon being ínvesÈigated,

and (inasuuch as t.hese insights are congruent v¡ith Ehose obtained in

the field) to increase Ëhe degree of generalizability of conclusions

reached in a sÈudy.

The reviev¡ which follows is organized into two sections. The

purpose of the first section is to test the tenability of the

proposition that learning is, in essence, a process of constructing

personal neaníng. The purpose of the second section is to explain

(that is, províde a theoretical basis for) empíríca1 findings

regarding the dynamícs behind the process of job-relaced learning.

Learning as Construction of Personal Meaning

This study brought to light convincing empirica1 evidence

which suggests that job-related learning is essentially a process of

const.ructing personal meaning. A revieru of representative cognate

disciplines provided theoretical support for this thesis.

From the perspective of adult education, Knox and Videbeck

(1963), investigated the relatíonship betr,reen life cycle and

learning. Their data suggested that the adult's psychologÍcal

orientations <ìetermine Ehe degree to v¡hich they r¿il| participate in

learning. Boshíer (L977:112) studied the relationship between adult
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participation in learning and two genres of motívation, v¡hich he

labe1led as deficiency motivation and growth motivation. His

evidence warrant.ed the conclusion that orientations are "more than

just superfÍcial clusters of reasons for enrollrnent. They seen to

be manifestations of a psychological state. ."

The literature from perceptual psychology likewise argues

the case for viewing adult learning as a process of constructing

personal ueaning. Combs (1965 227) viewed learning as "a highly

personal mat.ter involving the way a teacher sees hÍmself and his

experience"t' Reviewing ti-re writings of major proponents of

perceÞtua1 psychology, Thornton (1973:171) elaborated on the critj_cal

connection beËween meaning and learning:

Until the ideas that are floating around mean something to
a persorr, they do not affect hin. This way of looking at
learning is especially applicable to the adult. His experience
makes him ready to discover his own personal rp.eaning in many
subjects if they are approached in a fashj_on that rnakes this
possible. tlis own philosophy, no mat.ter how 1itt1e he may have
formulated it in his or.¡n mÍnd, gives him a framework into !/hÍch
the pieces of the puzzle can be tied.

Barker (1965) a prominent interpreter of ecological

psychology stressed t.he power of a learnerrs socÍocul-tural milíeux

in governing his learning behaviour. llevertheless, he acknowledged

Ëhe potential of the personal dinension to explain non-normative

learning behaviour:

The individual persons r¡/iËhin a bounded unj.t of Ehe
ecologícal environmenL díffer in psychological attributes; their
behaviour in the same environment wi11, therefore, differ
(p. 10).

The phenornenological literature also offered support to the

thesis Lhat learning is a reflection of the meaning a learner

attaches to his range of experiences. Chamberlaín (Denton, l-974)
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asserted Ëhat thís range includes a teacherrs int.erpretation of each

aspect of his dírect participation in educational act.ivitÍes, both

forrnal and informal, what he has read about, ideas and attitudes he

has heard expressed by others and the problems educators face.

This brief revíew of the literature provided theoretical

support for the ad hoc explanation that was gi-ven for the observed

idiosyncracies in the process by which teachers resolved their job-

related learning needs--that such idÍosyncracies are expressions of

the meaning Eeachers gave to Ehe arrays of int.ernal and external

factors which Ímpinged upon them.

Const.ruction of Personal Meaníng:
Dynanics tsehind the Process

This study brought. to light evidence which contradicted the

notion that learning is simply "caused" by pervasive social,

psychological, and líke forces. Rather, Lhe evidence, which is

synthesized in the first section of this chapter, suggested that

learning is a complex process, involving phases, choices between

perceived directions and magnitudes of a r¿ide array of forces, and

different classes of motivation. The literature which is reviewed

below provided theoretícal evidence which was, by and large corigruent

with the evidence generated in this study. To facilitate reading,

these "findings" fron the literature are synthesj-zed into three

broad categorj.es: dual factor theories, definition of situation

theories, and force field theories.

Proponents of the dual factor theory have suggested that the

process of specifyj-ng and meeting a need is a complex one involving

at least two kinds of evaluatíons--evaluatíons about ends, and
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evaluations about means. Vroom (I974) argued that performance is a

result of perceptions about. Eotivation and ability. House (Kelly,

L974) ex.oanded on Vroomrs path-goal hypothesis. He suggested that

productÍvity is related to onets motivation to perform at a gi-ven

level. In turn, the level of motivation depends upon the particular

needs of the participant, as these are reflected in the goals towards

which he is moving, on the one hand, and on hi-s perceptions regardíng

the relatÍve usefulness of the product.ivity behaviour as an

instrument or path to the attainment of his goals, on the other hand.

Ingram and l^lest (1971), proposed a raodel which also suggested

that Lr.¡o sets of eval-uaLions are involved in specifying and resolving

learning problens. One set of evaluations takes into account life

chances or opportunities that come into the learnerts purview.

Another set of evaluations enËai-ls the learnerts assessment of the

accessibility of Ehe means (including his ov¿n ability to overcome

barríers and constraints thwarting their attainment) required to

achieve desired ends.

The dual factor theorles, served to pinpoint the major kinds

of evaluations that are involved in specifylng and resolving

learnÍng needs. The defínition of siEuation theories, meanwhile,

served to shed light on the process by which learners construe/define

and order percepts into learning behaviour.

Kel1y (Banniser and Fransella, L97L) developed an elaboraEe

theory which describes the processes by whích persons construct

their reality. Particularly gennane to the present discussj.on Ís

Kellyts noËion about the way thaÈ construct systelqs move and flow.

As interpreted by Bannister and Fransella (p. 39) , the process
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follows a cycle. In the first phase of the cycle we circumspect the

fíe1d, that, is, we dream, imagine, speculate. In the next phase,

Ëhe pre-eupt.ion phase, we begin Ëo select ouL certain issues as

crucial and decide the kind of situation we are in. In the final

phase, \.{e move to conËrol: aL this poínË vre måke acËj.ve choices,

deciding not only what construct will cover the sit,uation but also

which pole of the construct will provide a suitable antícipatory

base of action (or goal).

Based ín part on previous research and in part on his

ethnographic study of the way teachers. construe conuton sense

situatÍons in schools, St.ebbins (1975) advanced a theory that is

rich in possibilities for explaining idíosyncratic learning. The

operative word in his definition of situation theory is the word,

incident. According to Stebbíns, an Íncíd'ent is a dynamic concePt

comprísed of E.hree essential phases--perception, definition of

situation, and action (or inaction, as the case nay be).

Each phase, it can be inferred from a synt.hesís of Stebbins'

writing, affords Ehe actor an opportunity for an idiosyncratic

response. The response may vary with the perceptions Eo rqhj.ch the

action has been sensitized by virtue of the meaning a given set of

perceptions had for hím prevíously. Nor, Stebbins pointed out, is

an acËor limited Eo the perception of those elements of the

environment that are of ir¡mediate interest to him, or that he

habitually recognizes (predisposition): The aclor may also select

other eleuents in his environment,.for example, those which strike

him as exaggerated, or those infused with values that seem important

to him.
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The response t.o autonomous learning 'ay also vary with the

way the actor construes the acËivaËed predispositíons and elements

which have the potential for assocj-ated meanl-ng. Such constructions

or definitions of percepËions may be classÍfied into one of three

typical classes. I,rhen an acÈor def ines an event in such a vTay that it

can be concensually shared with a given culture or sub-part of it, he

is said to have arrived at a cultural definition. Idhen an actor

defínes a sj"tuation in roughly Ehe same \^ray as dÍd other members of

a behavíoural systern, but neither he nor any of Ehe other members of

the systen $ras a\¡/are of the similarity of definition, he is said. to

have arri.ved at an habiLual definitÍon. Fínally, when an actor

interprets events Ehat he rarely or never encounters in eíther the

larger cormrunity or in a sub-cult.ure, he is saÍd to have arrived at a

unique definÍtion.

But regardless of the degree to which a definition of

situation can be shared, thís definition guides subsequent goal-

directed action ín that situation until such ti-me that neT,r evidence

r,Tarrants a reinterpreEation.

Thus, as Stebbins has argued, idi_osyncratíc goal-setting

behaviour can be understood ín terns of two integrally related

processes: selective perception, and selective construcEion of

events. But cannot the same "logic" be used to explain variations j-n

the means acEors choose to resolve self-selected goals? Reflections

on the findings of this study suggested that learning modes could,

more often than not, indeed, be viewed as concrete expïessions of the

meaning (i.e., evaluation as to Ëheir potential in meeting d.esired

ends) actors have given to alternative ways of responding to needs.
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In his force field theory, LewÍn (1951) suggested thaË human

actíon, for example, intentíon to learn is a product of tt¡o broad

classes of forces--inhibiting forces and facilitating forces inpinging

on arr act.orts fÍeld. Both direct and vicarious experience, however,

suggested that the mathem¡Lica1 equation implied in this conmon sense

generalization is perhaps too nj.ce. For, consistent vrÍth

phenomenological theory, so much depends on the meaning a would-be

actor places on each force that irnpinges on hiur within a certain time

framework. At the broadest level, an actor may construe a force as

favourable or unfavourable with respect to hj-s intentions. At a more

specific level, an actor nay evaluate some forces (whether positive

or negative) as having greater meaning, that is, saliency or value

for hím Lhan other forces "

There are, in the literature, formulations luhich explain

behaviour in terms of valenees of forces irnpinging on arr actor.

Echoing the thinking of Lewin (1951), Ifiller (L967) proposed an

analytical tool with which to measure the likelihood of particípation

in continuing education. Miller argued that the fact that

participation in adult educatj.on actívities represents a personts

cormitcment of Eime and energy, autonaËical1y puts the person in

coupetition with his desire Ëo participate in a number of other

acËivities. The questíon of which activit.ies the actor will choose to

participate in cannot be determined unless rnre know, first, the

direction and the uagnÍtude of the forces which impinge on the actor,

and, second, Ëhe forces whích the actor evaluates as salíent.

The seminal work of Fishbein (Groteleuschen and Cau1ley,

I977) result.ed in a theoretical model, the expectancy value mode1,
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whieh, líkewise, explains learning choices in terms of valences, in

this case, favourableness or unfavourableness tov¡ards some stimulus

object. The adapted framework consists of three components. One

conponenE is the professional's attítude towards partícipating in

conË.j-nuíng education. This attitude is dependent upon tv/o factors:

what the professional believes will be the consequences of

particípating, and what. value the professional places on these

consequences. Anot,her component is the subjective social norm, that.

is, Ëhe professional's perception of the kind of significance others

attribute to his participaËion. As we1l, Ehis component includes the

importance the professional himself places on these perceived

expectatÍons. Sti1l another componenE is the subjectl_ve personal

norm. Thís norm corrprises of the professional's personal be1íef

regardíng participation, along wÍth Ehe strength of his motivation

to comply v/ith these personal beliefs.

Inplicit in the force field theories is the assumptÍon that

actors are able to vie\,/ learning, a qualiËative entity, in quantitative

terms. Blunt (I977) acknowledged rhe difficulty of quanrifying

learni-ng, even when Lhe outcomes of learning are specífied in

behavioural terms. Nevertheless, he believed t.here is a way around

this problem. He argued thar, while it may not be possible to

quantify learning directly at this time, it ís possibly by using

existíng procedures, for example, psychometrj_c methods, to study

subjective estímaËes of learníng. Indeed, Blunt demonst.rated
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empirically that the psycho-physieal techniquei of rnagnitude

esti-rnation is capable of producing ratio scales of respondentst

subjective estimate of various adult learning activities.

II] " HOIü TEACIIERS RESOLVE THEIR JOB-RET,ATED
LEARNING NEEDS: A PHENO},IENOLOGICAI MODEL

OF TI{E PROCESS

This study generated empirical evídence bearing on t.he

phenomenon by which teachers resolve theír job-related learníng needs.

The more critj-cal of these findíngs \^rere examined through che "eyes"

of researchers in cognate disciplines. The insights derived from

these two complenenEary seËs of analyses were used as building blocks

for constructing a phenornenological model of the process by which

teachers identify and resolve their job-related learnÍng needs. This

rnodel ís presented in Figure 4/c¡tand discussed in the ensuring parË of

this chapter.

One important generalizatíon exemplífied in the phenomerro-

logical mod.el is that job-relaËed learning is the end product of the

interpretations a learner places on various direct and indírect

influences irnpinging upon hirn in a given time frame. Reference to

Figure 4 indicates that the factors deriving from a learner's

biological makeup and background experience (box A) as well as the

r.According to Blunt,(p. 39), thís. technÍ,que is predicated on the
assumption that humans are capable of matching numbers to stimuli and
stimuli t.o numbers in such a \../ay as to estímaËe accurately the ratios
bet$reen stinuli and also to adjust stimuli tomatch prescribed ratios.

**IË $7i11 be appreciated that Figure 4 contains elements
previously illustrat.ed in both Figure 3 (the major variables involved
in job-related learníng) and Table IX (the dynamics involved in job-
related learning).
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factors stemming from t.he environment/situation (box B), have, for

the most part, only an indirect influence upon learning decl-sions. To

explain, the sum total of a learnerts attitudes towards specific

attribut.es in his biological makeup and background experienees

determine his needs disposition (box Cl). By che same token, Lhe

sum total of a learner's attitudes towards specifÍc roles defined by

the sociocult.ural milieu determine the predilection he will have for

certain kinds of learnÍng outcomes (social role definition, box C2).

A learner's needs disposition and social role definj-tion have a more

direct bearing (than do the forces represented in boxes A and B). As

this is depicted in Figure 4, these Ewo variables (Cl an¿ C2) serve

as interpretive screens through which a learner responds to fortuitous

promptings for learning. An example of such a prompting stemming

from a learner's background would be the receipt of a prestigious

scholarshíp, while an example of a fortuitous proupting sterruing

from a learnerrs environment/situation would be a direcËive by the

superintendentts department requiríng all teachers to demonstrate

competency in speed w-riting by a specified date. These kinds of

dynamic pronptings are represented by lines 1, 2, and 3 in the ruodel.

But the composite influence which bears mosË dírectly and

profoundly on the question whether or how a learner will resolve hi-s

autonomous job-related learning need stems from a learnerts

exístential situation (C). As this ruay be inferred from inspection

of Figure 4, the concept of existential situation embraces the sum

total of the unique meaníngs a learner has ascribed to the array of

forces inpingíng upon hím, whether directly (Cl and C2) ot indirectly

(A and B), ín a given time frame. If a learner interprets the sum
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total of these meanings as indicating a high probabiliry that he will

be able to resolve a problellat,ic professional learning issue by way

of a certain learning goal, he will have a positive attitude

(expectancy, box C3) towards chat goal. Si-mi1arly, if a learner

inËerprets the sun total of perceptions inpinging on him as poinËing

Eo the likelihood t.hat, participatj-on in a given learníng endeavour

will enable hin to resolve an existential need, he wilt have a

positive attitude (valence, box C4) tov/ards that learning goal.

It was seen with the aid of Figure 4 that job-related

learning is a pervasively subjective process. rrnplicit in this

are several corollaríes. Inspection of Figure 4 shows that job-

related learnÍng is, by and large, an a historical process. 'To

sure, event.s which have occurred in a learnerts past could, and

do enter (1ínes 1 and 2) ínto a learner?s decision Eo pursue a

certain learning goal . Iloi¿ever, such decisions could al-so stem

events arising from the current environment (1ine 3) or from

anticÍpated eonsequences of a specifíc learning project planned

the future (line 9).

model

be

often

from

for

Anot.her corollary which is exemplified in Figure 4 is that

learni.ng is a highly idiosyncratic enterprise. This idiosyncricity

derives first from the fact that a learner iras opportunit.ies to make

evaluative ínterpretations of aspects ín his perceptual fierd at

several junctures in the t'history" of each learning project. Quite

clearly, a learner who has a favourable attitude towards say,

attributes a, c and j in his experiential baekground, will deTnonstrate

a qualitatively differenË needs dispositíon than would a learner who

has an overall negative aËtitude to\"/ards this same configuration of
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attribuLes. This ídiosyncricity could derive, second, frou an

accident of birth, or from forËuitous circumstances. could is used

advisedly, inasmuch as one learner may derive a different set. of

learning inplicatÍons from a particular event or accídent than would

another learner.

A final corollary Lhat may be inferred from the model

presented in Figure ¿r is that evaluations a learner attaches to a

job-related learning project he has completed, may be used as input

(line 9) for reachÍng decisions whether and how to resolve an

emergent professional learning issue in the fuËure.



CHAPTER VII

IMPI,TCATTONS FOR PRACT]CE AND RECOI',Í}IENDATIONS FoR FURTHER RESEARCH

I. IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

The literature reviewed at the outset of this study attributed

pervasive teacher dj.saffection Eov¡ards currenr cont.inuing education

practice to a dearth of basj-c insights ínto the process by which

teachers resolve their job-related learning needs. ThÍs study has

generated insights which show promise in helping to correct this

sítuation. Several of the more critical insight.s are discussed brÍefly

below.

The evidence confirmed, first of all, the fûndamenËal

postulate of perceptual psychology, that learning is essentially a

subjectíve process. Put in other words, much of the evidence

collected in this study conËradícted the popularly held vievr that

learning is caused by the psychological and social forces impinging

upon the learner. It was found that while such forces could, indeed,

"cause" learning, these forces generally assumed potential power only

until such a tíme that a learner evalirated them as instrumenËs for

achieving self-selected learning goa1s. Inasmuch as this fínding is

valid, it would imply the following kinds rof undertakings: the

development of process straLegies designed to help teachers to become

betËer ar¡are of their professional learning needs i the development

of tools and procedures that \"/ou1d enable supervisors of in-servíce.
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programs t.o understand the inner life of the learner; the management

of the work place in such a Tray as to help teachers to identífy

incongruities in Eheir taken-for-granted actions; nost basically,

rveaníng a!/ay teachers from organic relationships (that is, those

relationships condítioned by precedent and habit) and helping them to

evolve contractual relationships (that is, those relationships

resulting from a conscious definÍtion of one's existential situation

and one's role in that situation).

Another finding of this study that has important implications

for practice is that job-related learning generally proceeds

episodically and segmentally in response to changing evaluaËíons by

the learner of cÍrcrsrstances ín hís perceptual fie1d. Arnong other

thi.ngs, this finding implies the need in plans for in-service programs

of opportun-ities for continuous re-evaluations of learning príorities

in the face of possible changes in a given situation. Further, Lhis

finding justífies the legítimation of random experientj-al learnÍng as

a useful complement to more formal modes of learning. This study

showed Èhat random experiential learning can serve E\.ro important

purposes: to meet. emergent learning needs, and to d.evelop Ín.teachers

j-ncreasing autonomy 'and ski1l in d.irecting their future j,ob-related

learning needs.

Slill another finding in this study,.that has Ímplicaríons for

those guiding job-related learning is that decisions to learn involve

aË least Et^/o sets of evaluatÍons--evaluatÍons about ends, and evalua-

tions about means. Persons who conduct assessments intended to

esËímate the level of commiËment there might be. tor¡ards a specific
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professional development opportunity should ensure that the respond.ents

are aÞrare of probable psychic costs of getting involved.

The findings of Ehis study also have implicaÈions beyond

those related to the facilitating of learning at the individual or

school 1evel. Almost self-evident is the need for faculties of
education to have a workíng knowledge of important characteri-stics of,
adult learning; in particular, the characteristic of self-directed

learning. The adoptÍon of this aÍn will require faculties Ëo examine

Ëheír training goals. In some cases, faculties will need to supplement

the traditional course fare with learning expef{-ences desÍgned to help

teachers-to-be to confront professional problems through the prism of
their orrn exPeríence and to construct appropriate personal solutions.

The adoption of sound adult learning principles will further require

faculties of education to make their resources continuously available

to practioners. sueh profferings should respect, as much as this is
practical, Ehe psyehic schedules of those in the fid1d.

Finally, the finding that teachers see Ëhe various forms of
self-directed learning, including random experiential learning, as Èhe

most meaningful hlay to resolve their job-related learning goals

suggests a need to nodÍfy current approaches to in-service. rt would

appear, based on dj-rect observation and evidence from Kov¡alchukts

study (1975), that regularized, large-scale programs such as the

annual special Area Group conferences do not adequaÈely meet the

perceived needs of a large segment of the professíon.. one solution

to this situation is the development of a mechanÍsu which can assist

organizers of j.n-servíce days to elicit and synthesLze the concensual
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needs of the partícipants. A more bold and far-reaching soluti_on

would be to abandon progïams based on "booster shot" and "delivery

sysLem'r conceptions of in-service and Eo replace them r.¡íth a rnodel

t¡hich views job-related learning, indeed all learning, as a process

of constructing personal meaning.

I]. RECOM}IENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The recorrmendations for future research Ínto the phenomenon

of job-related learning are organized. into three major categories:

those bear:írng on design issues; those deri-ving from the inherent

linítations of the present study; and those suggested by an evaluation

of the results of the inquiry.

wax (1971) cited two criteria for evaluating the appropriate-

ness of designs chosen for exploratory studíes: Does it respecË the

essential nature of the phenomenon that is being investigated? and

Does it produce novel insights? A retrospecti-ve evaluation of the

paradigm which guided thls study revealed that it was an effective

approach for generatíng interesËing insíghts into a highly subjectíve

process--job-related learning. Moreover, the design permitÈed the

researcher to investigate promising leads dj-scovered serendipitously

during the course of the study. Many of these invesEigations yÍe1ded

furËher insights related to the stated aims of this study. The use of

Lhis paradigm is, therfore, recommended Lo persons who might \4¡ant to

replícate this study.

It will be recalled that this study was deIÍmíted to a focus

on autonomous, job-relaËed learning projects undertaken by a specific
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population in a specific behavioural group (the teachíng profession)

and in a specific time frame. persons interested ín studying the

phenomenon of job-related learni.ng might cio so by foeusing on another

population within Ëhe Èeaching profession, or alternately, on a

population from another behavioural system. Such replications could

serve to Ëest the universality of the process depicted. in the model

Ëhat was generated in this study.

Another recommendation for research derives from inherent

limitations of models. As Verdun (L967 ) has pointed out, the function

of a model is to identífy the variables that mediaÈe in a phenomenon

one ís studying and to place these variables in a coherent relationship

to one anoËher. This function the present study has performed (see

Figure'/í). Needed is followup research r¡hereby ínterested persons

v¡ould deduce and test hypotheses related to speeific dynarnics in-

volved in the process of job-related learning.

Becker (f970) poinËed out a related inherent weakness of most

models; they seldom achieve conceptual perfection" An evaluation of

Èhe concepts used in this study bore out Beckerrs -ciÍticlsm. lFor

example, so far as the concept of personality is concerned, we need

to know more about the relationship between a pêrsonls-6dôlogteá1

endov¡ment and the development of needs dispositions. By the same

token, we need to know how such variables as belief systêm, cognÍtive

style, and other facets of personality influence commitment (or, to

use Stebbins' terminology (1975), action orientatÍon) tovrards certain

learning goals but noE to others. so far as the concept of envíron-

rnent/situation is concerned, more expl0ratory work is needed to
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investigate the aspects of leÍsure which seem to nurture the habit of

lifelong learning. we need to know, too, hor,z enclaves, psyche groups,

and other informal subcultures pronoLe experiential learning. In this

connectÍon, v/e need to know how different organizalional patterns,

for example, interdisciplinary teams and leadership styles, influence

the development of learning-oriented individuals. At che broader

socíetal'level, r¿e need to know hor¿ schooling mediaÈes the development

of positive atÈitudes tor,¡ards self-dírected learning,
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120 l'lossda1e Avenue
Winnipeg, Manicoba
February 2, L916.

Dear Coll,e¿gue,

.\s t had mentioned at a recent prirrcipals seminar, I am cirafting
a propcsal lo do a ,jrtctoral s l-udy of the way te;rchers solve Eheir con-
EÍnriing education ¡rroblem.s . yore specif ically, r hope to learn hor¡

facEors inhering i¡r the school icseif and in t.he person of each Eeacher
ínfluence Eheir self-selected l.earning activities.

'\s prescrnElv envisirrred, rhe st.rdy wtir errtail my collecting ;:nd

¿nal.-vzitrg Le:lclters' perccpE lons about rheir job-relaEed learning decisions.
'l.his task ''¿il-l reqriire my spendinq approxi.nrate'l.y eight weeks in a school
et¡enLuo.ll.'r' sel.er:L¿¡tl Irrr tlle s ttrdy. This time will be divider] betr¡een
r-rorl-[-\arti.c.lparrt ohs,:rvatjon ancl inLervit:wing.

Ìiver:y effort i.¡.llI be macie to avoid interference wich the routtnes
ct rlre school selecLed for sEudy. ¡\-s well-, everJ/ care wÍl.I be glven
tcliuarcl s preserving Lhe anonymiry of the participanE.. The resuLts of the
study will be made availatr L,: to parEi(lipants upon request,

As f see it, the success of this undertaking wil1 hinge on the
cooperatioir of borh staff and adminisEration. Would you mind permÍEting me

to address the staf't et yo(r.school at you next scheduled staff meeting?

The purpose of my r,,isít will be to el¿rborate on Ehe airns of my study and

to explain Lite the lcinds of involvements it wíll imply for prospective
par t i.c i panEs .

Please Let nre know no Ìater Èh¿rn February 16 whether or noc you

cr.ên accomoda:e íny r€iques [, r may be reached ar 338 2f165 (irome) or
474 9O11 (Univer:si t,y o! ì'lani robg) .
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CONTÏNUING LE.ARNTNG ORÏENTATION INDEX*

Thinking back over iroui educetional actlviEies of Ehe L 975-7 6 school
year, what reasons Êor your participating seen co'oe the nosE meaningful
for you?

Using E,he code provided, indicat,e Ehe exË,ent, to q¡hich each of rhe

reasofts given below influenced your decisíons Eo participaEe in continuing
learning activit,ies.

5 VERY FREQUENTTY IMPORTAI\T FOR ME 2 SELDOM IìfORTANT FOR ùE

a rnnquruTlY IMPORTAòIT FOR ME

3 SOMETI}GS IMPORTANT FOR ME

I NEVER IMPORTANT FOR }G

To recrain ior vocational ciranges.

To be ç¡írh fríends and assoclates.

To satisfy an innate need Eor informauion and knowledge.

To fill an innate yearnin.g for knor,¡ledge.

To undert.ake group p¿rticipaÈions as a socially accepËable change
from isolated individual scudy.

To gain recognition among peers.

To seek relief from boredom.

To further expose an insatiably curious mind.

To understand communiË,y problems.

To make new ffiends.
To secure professional advancement.

To get ehe satisfaction of accomplishment.

To experience the pleasure of meecing ne$¡ people.

To desire enlightenment.

To satisfy a desire to be active.
To satisfy intellectual curiousity.
To clarify what I wish to be doing five to E.en years from now.

To satisfy an inquiring mind.

To become a more effective citizen.
To become acquainted wich congenial people.

To enjoy Ehe pleasure of discourse.

To enjoy individuall-y orienÈed activities.
To íncrease compeEence in employrnenc.
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To scudy f or its or¿n sake.

To overcome Ehe :rustrelj_on or day_Co-da1z llving"
To f ind inEellec Euar- enrichmenE anci mental stimur-aËion.
To learn betcer ways of doing rhings.
To engage in ehe discussion of ideas.
To believe EhaË the activiLy provides respectabiLiEy.
To seek Ëo contrj.bute Eo Ehe "common good."
To feeL a social need Eo be part of an accepced, group.
To satlsfy a deep curÍousiË.y abour life and ideas.
To develop undersranding.
To use learning siËuatioas for soclal purposes.
To desire co learn and E,o knor¿.

To prepare f or service to ehe commurr:!:"cy.

To feel a need co be accepted by ochers.

To undertake education as a neans co an end.

To participate j.n act,j.vities Ëhat, are complecely nel¡r Eo me.

To seek helpful insighcs abouc human relaEions.

To undertake an activiEy with a friend.
To feel aneed for more educaEion"

To enjoy socially oriented learning activiEies.
To enjoy seeking knowledge.

To enjoy educaEion as a means Eo higher status and prestige.

To enjoy Ehe association with oLher people.

To upgrade occupational compeEency.

To enjoy acquiring more knowledge.

To pursue a paËh of intellecEual curiousiEy.

To exchange ideas and informaEion.

To develop creative expression (art, music, dance, speaking ecc.).

To associaEe lriEh oÈhers of similar interests.
To enjoy Ehe saEisfacEion Ehat comes from learning,.

To fulfill- a need for personal associations and frien.ships.
To compensat.e for unfavorable acceptance by associ¿rEes.

To introduce ne E.o ner.r ideas which I can further explore on my
owTt.

To íiri an economic mocivation.
To participate in education as an end in itself.

PLEASE GO BACK À\D UNDERLINE THE FTVE ST¿\TE}ÍENTS THAT ARE Ti{E

MOST I}ÍPORTANT FOR YOU.
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L\G¡LAM STTJ'IfY ßISTRUIfENT

I EISURE SÀTISFA,CTIC}{S C:{EC;( S¡ïETT

l¡:stiuctions

Ycu a¡e asKeC to reacl ai.l. cf '*\e ståtements cÍt tne acconpany:.::g

Leisure ÀellvÍti'inde.x a¡¡d to selecl l¡os€ àc¡:.ïi:ies, i'lc ;:cre'Jla::l.ve,
ivhich 1'ou consi.Cer to be your fatqr!!,q ieisure activities- -\tì 12ã lctr.\4-
iies are io be ccnsidered as lei.sure ectrviries.

ìiorv iuin to 'Jre Leisurc Satlsfactlons Check Sbeet. uliile ii1 ihe

na¡::e oi 1,'our favorite leisure activlties in ihe spaces provideC ar $e top

of lhe Check Sheet. If you are'mable to Íind i"ou.r iavori:e Leisu¡'e actif i-
iies on úre iis¡ provided sirnply write the nas:e of Ljre apprcpr:a.te activÌ-
'.ies ;.n the s-Ðaces Provided.

Cn r,te Leisure S¿risfacLicn Check Sheet ycu'viLI fi;:d several s;ate-

ments 'vhrch r?present krnds of satisi¿ciions vhich pecpie might possi-

bi-v get froin their leisu¡e acut¡Íties. These st3!emenEs a¡e èrr"nged ì.n

gioups çí si-x si¿ienìen:s e¿ch. Ycu a¡e "skeC to re"d ai-i slx ståtenents

:n each greup and r-hen ic checi< ihat sraiernenE'vhich best describes ijle

kind oi_gei¡iieçltgn_legj9j! lrom ;;our ravcrite ieÍsu¡e actj.v:t:.es. Keep

i.a mr:rd Lhat you are beilg asked Èo check only those stårsments whrch

describe':he@yougeliiom7ouríavoriteleisureac¡iv:}.i9s'
Do not check a st¿lternent simply beca.use it describes one of the things

drat happens during, or as a resuìt of, the activity. For e:iample. 3- per-

son'n'ho partÍcipales ilr n!:ûaleur piays wili ccnstantly be with otier perr-

ple when he is engaging in thÍs lcrivity. ¡{owever, it may wel'I'ce that be-

irE with oLher people all of tàe time is noc one of the reasons why par'
ticípating in amateu¡ pìays is one of his favorite leisure acti'¡ities. You

Àre to check st¿ternent +6 in each group wirenever you are unrble ro find

among the preceding five starements in thèt group one which describes

one of the saiisfactions You derÍve from the leisure activity in question.

Place your check rra¡k (r') ¡n the space provided after each statement-

Do tåis ior each actirrity you list.
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LETSLTRE SATISFACTIONS CHECK SHEET

(If you have oniy one favorite leisure activity ignore rhe rernaining
spac e. )

}.{Y F.C,VOzuTE LEISURE AC- i. 2.
Ti!îTiES ARE; ÏÃ,ðTiiTTffi IArmfVi-TE=T)
(\urite 'rhe name of each activitv
Ín ilìe spaces to tìre right)

GROUP I
This is one of rny favorite leisu¡e
acrif ities l¡ecause:

i. it gives me conrpiete r:renr¿l
rela:ia¡ion

2. it gives me a good dea,L oi
mentai rei.a:ø.tion

3. it gives some mentel reì,a-ra-
tion

4. it gives a trace of rnenrai
¡eiaxation

5. it gtives no rnenlål relaxa¡ion:
provides stimulation. cr ten-
sion

ô. none of the aboi,e staten)en',s
ciescribes whv i Iike ti¡is ac-
tiYitv

GROLIP II
This is one of rny favorite .leisure
activiriés because:

f . ir gives rne a cirance to be
alone

2. ir gjves me a chance ¡o be
alone most oí lhe rime and
u'irh o*.her peopie only occa-
sionalll'

3. it gives me a chance to be
aìorre pa.rt of i-|te '.inre and
u'!tù pecpìe part of ú¡e rlnie

4. it gil'es me a chance to be
with clher peopìe most of the
time

5. it gives me a chance to be
wittt orher peopie aiL of the
time

6. none of t}te above sratemen¡s
describes why i like this ac-

. tiYity

GROUP itr
Tlris rs one of rnv favo¡ite Ìeisu¡'e
act:ì':Ses because:

f . it heìps me to be more sììc-
cessiui in m1' wo:'i;
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?

I

Þ.

a.

I

+.

5.

ll irei¡.rs inÈ io ile iT¡oFê S'rlC'
cessiui in m¡,' work ì:ut Lr ejso
gives a iiirie satrsf¿clron :n
:tselI
it gives me 3 chence io io lvhat
':rher people in ny cccuPar:on
io
t[ g1v9s me a cira¡ce tc do
somerhing rin¡ is a ii¡tle Cil-
ierenr ficm rny wo¡i< ¿nd is
sarisi;ring Ín itseu
:i _:ives ¡ne ¿ chance ic io
somerhing ¿ntÍreiy CiÍíereni
!'rorn ny ,voik

none ci råe above staremenis
describes rviry- I like chis ac-
tiïity

GF"OL]P i]/
îìirs is cne cf m'¡ iavorlre i.elsu¡e
r-ctivìties because:

!" ii gil'es me a ch¿nce ¿o Co
someùirry riret is l,'ery sirn-
oie ¿nci routine
it gives nce a chance co cio

somerhirg lrat rs iairiY sim-
pie anci rareiy requÍres inno-
'."atioo
it gives ¡ne ¿ chance io de-
velop or ncaintain a fairlir
compiex abiiiry in somerhing
which I do iairlY weil., and re-
quires some ln¡ovalion
it sives rne a chance to de-
veioo or mainain a iairlY
cõ*þiex abi.iitt in someching
at ',vhich I do verY well, and
requires some innovation; it
aÌso gives me a chance to
vary [he way I engage in lhe
scrivity
it giYes me a chance tc de-
veiop or mai¡Éin a comPle.t
ability and to Produce new and
interesting results ; eilher
material or non-materiaL

,none of [i¡e airove statements
descrÍbes why I Iike t}tis ac-
lÍvity

GP"OUP V
This is one of my favorite leis'.¡re
activitÍes beceuse:

f . it gives me a chance to nrake
or produce something, or
cairy on an :crivitir fcr a use-
íui purpcse or for Lhe Pleasure. Ðr rvel.Iale ot' ot.]rers
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t

J,

it gj./es me a chance io nlËin
sonre EoaI beyonci aie lctivitY.
bu¿ I aiso Eer ¡ lit¡Ie pieisure
out of che ectivitv iiseü
ii gi.,'es ¡:re a chance io attain
sonre goal 'revcnd. 

'.1e activìtii,
but i a.iso get some pleasule
irorn tiie actir-ity iæeiÍ
ii gives ne. e' chance to do
Someulrry lor rfly own Ðle3s-
ure. 'cut I aiso ¿-'n able io <1o

e iittie someLling t-la¡ is of
use cr pleasure to cthers

À

¡.

6.

it qi'/es ;c9 a cha$ce tc io
soi:rething fcr ue sheer
pleasu¡e of it
none oi 'ire above Stateloents
cescribes whç I-].!ke i.nis 3c-
tivitv

G^Þ.ouP 1rÏ
This is cne oi E1Y isv,Jrite leisu¡e
acrrri¡ies because:

Ìi qiTes rae ¿ ch¿ace '"o s'ûY
at hor¡¡e ,an'.i irariicipai.e ¿s a
spectato r
rt glves nile a cirance for a
iirtle ph-v-sicai ac¡ivity
it gi,.,es me a chance ior
sorne physical activi.tY

it gives me a chence íor con-
siderable physical a.c!if ilY

it, 3:ives me a che¡ce íor r¡a¡¡-
ixn'.rõ physicai activÍty
none of the above statements
describes why I like tàis ac-
tivity

2.

.t

4.

GROUP Vtr
This is one of mY favorite ieisure
activiti es 'oecause:

f . it gives me a cha¡ce to kiii
time
it gives me a cha¡ce to escape
from unpleasantness or ten-
sion
it gives me a chance to¡ a lil-
tle pleasure

it gives me some Pleesure
it gives me a great, ciea.l of
pleasure

none of t¡e àbove statements
descri'oes whY I li-lie ¡his ec-
ii vÍty

J.

q
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úitutir- v.il.i
This i.s cne of ml; í3voiile i¿Ìs,:re
activi¡ies because:

t. ii gives me a chance ¡': ic
'¡hat I thrnk wiii be best :or
ine

2. :r g:vgs nre ¿ chance to do
u¡iia.t I :eel iike Coing

3. i! g:.lves me a cha-'rce lo Co
whlt is ex^cecreci of r.e

+. it gives me a chance :o io
scmetJrir:g rviLhout having io
:^kô â ¡hnrno

5- it g:ves me a chance ¡o dr-¡

\'.'hag rny frienCs rvouìd like
:o do

6. none oÍ tJ:e above sta¡eÍlen¡s
describes whY I ì.iire ihls ac-
tivilY

LEISURE .¡-CII"'ITY INDEX

The following pages contern a number of brlei ståtemenls describing

many ciiff erent k¡nds of le:sure aclivities, or thirurs ycu rniglrt possiöi'v

do outside of your regular work- You wili iind 'jrai you en4ege in some oi
t-irese activitiés and nót in others. You are to indicate Lhe írequencv with

which you partici-Ð?-te in these actir.ities.

DirectÍons

Print Ure iollo,*'ing iruormalion in 'Jre appropriale SpaceS on the spe-

cial ans¡¡er sheet: your name, dre Cate, you¡ age' lnd sex' Go throug;h

the iisi of activities from beginning lo end, indicatÍng lhe e.xtent io rvhich

you participated !n each cne during Lhe past year. Your answers are lo

be [lede cn the special ans'\r/er sheet .Drcvidec. Piease ¡nake vour rnarks

heala and black bet'¡¡een rhe parellei iines providei [or ea.ch anslver as

f ollows:

trfarktheSpaceul1derCoiumnArfyouhavepartÍcipateciNoT.\T
ÀLL in Lhe acti','ity duri:rg Lhe past year'

}farkthespaceuncerColuginBiiyouhaveparticipatedoccAsloN-
.l-LLY in Úte âctlv:t¡; ciuring rhe past year-

l,lari¡ tire space under colu¡nn c if vou have participated FREQUE:\*T-

LY in t-he activitv during ihe pas¡ vear'

Please,rse J-our oçn besl jucgn:ent in deiining rhe ternrs "frequenti-'*"

and 'cccasionally." Slnce pa:ticipation cnqe in l¡¡o nronf-hs might be "f re-

quent" paiticipaiion icr sonre acti'/itles. but for ochers'¡¡oulci r¡nÌ:-'oe 'oc-

c¿sic;a:,";.r is in:possi'oÌi !c glve ¡:rec!se ceiinitions'.o rhese teriÌls.
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L- \,-.si.ted ouie¡'s l:: -.ilêÍr .:î!m= '¡a Lparlnlen!.

3" ]Í.ade a sysr¿i::ar:c e::c:: :r :::fiioi'e nrç'"oclbuig¡'i"

3. ?laveti brtc.:? :r ':tl::: ..lrci li3nle '.i'Ìlh cihers.

+. R=acl na-tazlnes sucir is The Saiuria;,' Revierv of Lile:'3iu:.c. ' 'Fcì.-
¡rno' r¡ 'r-JaF¡AFq

r¡*¡ yv- v I

;. Visi:ei ùn ¿ri'Iusel-:tenl park cr ca¡ni1'ai.

6. Srr¡cu.ei ii¡-anciel or ,''ùer r-ô?or:s ')i ôuslìlcs-s or cil:¡ lnstirulions'
'¡. Weni cancing.

8. C¡nsuj.led ¿n Enc-¡clopedia- û¿ee¡reer. wu:'id .\lmanac. or otj'Ier rel -
erence source e.Yciusive oi 3' Dicricna¡)-.

9. Went on a group Piclic.
10. Entered into a serious discussion at a social gÊtherlng'

11. PÞyed bingo.

12. Took a ccurse al a universtty or college.

13. Sampied opinion on a iocaì issue via personai tnterview'

l{. Yisited an ".å'uio Shorv," "Berter i{omes Show.'' ecc'
15. Played a nrusicll instrument at home.

1ô. Read a foreign language nev/spaper.

11. Iieiped orgS¡rize a group' club or or-qSnizalion, e'g' ciri Sccuts' po-
litiial action group, civic action commirtee.

18. Pur togerher ;ig-saw Puzzies.

l.'j. .\trendeC a ccnvenrion.

?0. Wacched va.riecy pr.ograrns on TV.

21. .\itended a lect'¡re gÍven by an e.Kpen.

22. Brorvseci ',irough a book store-

23. G¿ve a prepared ialk beÍore a gloup'

21. Psrti.cipateC in an ¿mateur pla-v'

25. årtended a faroil-v- rer¡¡riOn" COmmuniry old home da'¡. c¡' simi.lar
3f¡ôñl

25. ïisited a Ìocal. ûluseurn or art gaj.J'ery'

27. Reaci poer-v.

28. Led community or group slnging.

29. Re3.ci non-tic¡ion bocks on socia.l.. poliiical, or econornrc ionics.

30. F-eÍL4ishcd c¡ redeccr'¿led a piece of iurniiure'
31. iVent to a church suPper.

32. Heipeci solicit funds for a charÍtable cr civic cause'

33. PÞved chess cr checkers.

3,1. V/¿s a -oanei menber at a ioru¡n discussLon i:leetlng

35. Ð!d scne pa.i.nling cr oUrer ¿¡'t 'ior!:'
36. Plaved i:r a cend cr crchestra.

3i. Read ncn-iictional n-,aterial on reiigtcus I'oprcs'

38. Tcok 3. ccrresponcience cou¡se.

3-4. Per:orn'reg a leadershif.,funcilon in a grcup. e.g. offrc'-'r ln ¡ cjLlb.

chairnan of a ccmmitree. nlember i;i an executir'Ê conl¡ìll!Êe.

{0. Ileiped cg¡e i':i rnouhe¡ pe¡son.

{1. \ïsr,¡ to e ccu:1iy !)¡' state fxii.
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12. r isienei ic ci¿sstc¿i ::rusti.

i3. Lis¡eneC :c ñews ieg)rts on T'i' cr radio.

+4. F-ead ;ragezines suci: as 'i-:Íe." "Sarurday Everung Fcst." or
,.\t-^^l!f 

- 
.

.r¡gL¿U 5.

+5. 3ecane aioroughi.r- absorbed in a 1¡¡ork Ðí a¿-t ür rnusic.

4ô. i/rcre a poern, song" pÞy. or srory.
47. Wenr shopging fe.r serng¡ne else.
44. T:ave.l.ed out-of-rown (20 rnrj.bs cr arorej to vlsit relatives or i:':encs.
.i9. Ànencied a ccn:'erence or vorkshop.
50. Drar up pians for Þadscaping" remodelng, or building a house.

51. Took snãpshots or Photographs.
52. Read serious works thai dealt wi.t}t literarurg' e¡t' or inusic'

53. Tootc a course in a public school adult educecion program'

54. Made a lrip ouÈ-of-town to visit an a-rt ga.llery or rnuseum.

55. Chatted or !'tsited with one or more of i:ry neighbors.

56. Read books on history or phÍIosophy-

5?. P'¡¡chased'cooks from a book club-

58. Dined with friends at a hotei or resËru¡a¡r!.

59. Obtai¡ed books irom a public librari'.
60. Planned enci puisued a reacìing prograril íor nvseLf '

61. Took a pleasure t¡ip over-night or longer'

62. Read more ú¡an cne daiiy newspaper.

63. Actlveiy pursued some seriouS coilection such as antiques, pclnts,
caintings, stsmPs' erc-

64. Ccnducted personal exoerimenis (e.g. g=owing oÍ planrs. rearinq cf
iish. etc.) to Iea¡n dì.rect.ly abou¿ Cle eiÌect of r-a¡lous iectors'

ô5. Frocuced an al.ticle of crafr.¡¡ork (leamer. lliei¿i. crcchetinq. knlt'
i.i ¡cì\.-1¿.

66. Ta.iked socia-iJy over r-ie ielephone-

6?. Resd sericus boof:s that dealt with scientific lopics'

ô8. ÀCiively diScuSSed issues aS a nember cf a:c::n;r!tr.ee at- ¿;ÌìÊe!-
ino

69. Wrote a speech to be delivered or ¿n erticle:c'ce publisiled'

?0. Attended a high school or college reunicn or home-ccning'

71 . lVcrked on a scrap ìrook of clippirgs. srticles. :tc.
?2. .{sked questions as a m,e.tlber of an'audience foiiowing a lecture cr

oihel ol es ei:'.aü.c Íì.

?3. Rea.d biograpiues.
?+. LoOEeC SomethÌ¡l€: up in an origin¿I Sour-C9:c cietermrne wlr.at ac¡ual-

ìy hart been said rether tian accept srãterllenl-q ot otners'

i3. Lrpressea ny cprnion on an issue by writing r ietrer io tlb eCllo¡
or solTle other offici¿.1.

.i6. Learned a new craítwork technique.

??. .{rtended meetings of a hoÞby ciul¡ or grcup'

'¡8. Pla¡rneC an ¿uto trip by going over road maps'

19. Pa*icipared in a gym;:asium class.

S0. VisitÊd s person who c,?s sick or in Lre hosciia'l'
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31. F.ead magazues suc.it 3s "Trì-le Stor','," "ì¡Iociern Sc:een," or ''-{rqosy.''

¿2. Viewed serjous i15s Lhar porrreveci i'lisioricai r)r sociaj' ùeæes :r
1¡r:orins.

83. Designed an articìe of ciotiing, iu¡niture. etc'

84. )tade a¡d showed home movles-

85. Worked cross word or sirni.iar puzzj'es"

86. Ca¡ried a pe[ition ior some poiitÍcai or civic cause'

zi. Listened to prograrns that dealt wiLh the xnåIysis oi nationa.l or
world events on TV or radio.

88. Visited a nÃiional historicel ia¡rdn:ark.

89. Àttended culrent populas rnovies"

90. Did painring or cerpetrtry work around the home'

91. Repaired some rnech¡nical or eiectr:.cal device'

92. Worked cut v/a:rs to make hcuseiroici tasks less tedious'

93. Reaci c.¿rrent events pe:.iOdiCais sucir as "Tlrne, ' "ì'Iewsweek." cr
''U.S. News and vVoriC RePort'"

34. Enrered into dåScussiofì xt e reiativei'¡ smali grcup meecing such
as ¡ ciass cr locige-

95. Tooi< ¿ ccurse grven oy ¿ com¡nunic:,' ¿gency. e'g' Y'14'C"A", Red

Cross. etc.

36. Regr:lari.r ac:endec meeti.ngs cf a í¡aiernal. sociai., nobby. Ûr recre-
a¡ion¿¿ srcuD.

3'i. Ca¡¡ed or otherwise preserveci iruits or 1'eger-abl'es'

96. \¡oteci in ? prirna¡y cr iocel electicn'

99. Tcok a quiz" wcrci !est. etc.. in a n:agazirìe or newspaper'

100. Corresponded with a Ír'.end I had not seen !n scme tilrte'

lC1. Farricipated in sor:Ie i"ype of volunreer soc:'¿l servìce work'

i02. i{elped anorher gersoo ¡¡rrh his or her ce¡sonal prcblerns.

l03.Readlightpopula¡nove.lssuchlsivesterns'nrysieries.rdvenr,r¡e.
cr science flction.

104. Fead "heavier" nrcre sâricus t:.'pes ci fic!ìcli guc; :s "ì;laijcrie
Vórru"q!àt," "Dr. Zhivago." 'r¡ 

"Çt-rrÌÊ iVith The Wind"

1ù5. WaicheC spor:i¡:,Êl evelrts on TV'

106. Helped coach or Inanage an athi'etic leanr'

10?. Àitendeci meetÍngs oi a.'l organrzed úlscussion group' e'9" Gree'c

Books, åmerican Herite€:e. etc'

108. ActiveJ.y discussed an Íssue from ¡Ìre floo¡ et a !erge ¡aeetir¡g such

as a to\*-n hall or a disuict meeling'

109. Regrrlarly attended meetings ol a busi¡tess or prof ession.ri, civic,
pclit:câ.l, or labor group'

110. Took friends on a tcur of a city or sec'.icn cl. the cou¡,trv which was

new to tl'tem.

111. Eng4ed in winter sPons'

112. Tried out new recipes
113.TcolçacourseofÍerecbymyernployertomembersofhisorgant.

zation.

114. Regularly attended meetj'ngs of a Liierary' art' or music group'
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1i5. TraveleC out-oi-torvn (50 nrles or mo:'e) io see a piay' concert, or
opere..

lf 6. Thought about abs¿ruse subjecls such as the nature of reality, '-he
placdof nnan Ln u:e scilenre cf lhrngs, imrnorlalily of rhe soul, etc.

il1. Reed non-ilcrion books cn health :nd Cetary topics.

ll8. Attended locai. drama¡ic cr rnustcai preductions-

1i9. li.ade a nrocjei of a boat, plane. train' êtc.

1,20. lVas active Ln en crganizr.tion to Drornote the wel.lare cf droSe wiift
whom I rvork.

121. EngegeC in suxûraer sports-

122. .{ttenCeci athierrc contesis"

123. A¡tended horse racing neets.
L24- Listened to sporting evenis on radio-

125. Cerrled cn a conversaricn wirh à St¡anger cn a public conveyance.
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INTERV]EI^I SCHEDI]LE

ESTABLISH RAPPORT

E}PI,AIN PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

My research is about the process by which E.eachers conEi.nue

their educat.ion, i.ê., by Ëhe way Ehey acquire job-related know-

ledge, skills and attit,udes.

Previous researchers have noE been very successful in getEing

much-needed insights inË,o thÍs Learning process. Their lack of

success stems in part from Eheir reliance on Ehe questionnaÍre

and oLher indirect Eechniques t.o colrect information about, Ehis

complex and highly individualized process. By using depEh in¡,erviev¡s

and direct observaE.ion over a period of Eime, Ehis study will hope-

fully overcome E.he apparent. deficiencies in previous research; and

in so doing, iÈ will present a truer and more comprehensive picture

of the way Ëeachers cope wich latent or emergent job-relaEed

problems. This kind of information promises to be helpfur to an

increasing number of t,eachers who are engaged in self-initiat.ed

learning.

EXPLA]N SCOPE OF INTERVIEWEE INVOLVEMENT

r will require two main kinds of information from you. FirsE,

r will assist you to recaLl job-related learning activities you had

underEaken in Ehe L975-76 school year. Next, with your help, we will

anaLyze one or more of the acEivities you had recarled. rn this

connection, r will ask you such questions as what made you choose a
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particular learning package Eo meec such and such a goaL? The ques-

tions will be designed to help me reconstrucE Ehe process by which

you travelled from point A, (che point at r¡hich you first realized a job-

related learning problem) -to point Z (the point at which you believe you
resolved this particular problem).

AS SURE CONFTDENTTALITY

INVITE CTARIFICATION QUESTIONS

BEGIN PHASE T OF TITE INTERVIET^I

The first kind of information I would like you Eo give me is

a list of learning actÍviEies Ehat you can recall having undertaken

in your role as teacher in the period f¡e¡n September,.L975 to June' L976.

When I say "learnil I donrt jusL mean Ehe sorts of things you

learn in formal institutions, such as Ehe university. r mean any

sort of deliberaEe effort at all t.o learn someEhing or to learn abouE

somet.hing. The kinds of informal learning activities r am talking

about include faculEy meetíngs designed to give teachers skill in

using informar reading invenEories to diagnose studentsr content-

area reading problems, an ÍnEerdisciplinary meeLing called to examine

the meriEs of cross-age tutoring and a division-sponsored workshop

on how Lo conducE effective parent-teacher inEerviews. More particularly,

r would like you to recall and lisE any kind of continuing education

acEiviLy which had the following characEerisrics,

f) it must. have been a self-selected activiEy--self-selecLed

the sense that you either initiaEed che activiEy or you selected

from a number of available opportunit.ies

2) it \,ras aE least 51 per cent motivated by a desire to gain

and retain for aE least tv¡o days a clearly identifiable knowledge,

ln

ir
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.skill or attitude related Eo your roLe as a teacher;

Ref er to this Lis t of charact.eris tics as you E.ry to recall Ehe job-

related activiEies in which you parEicÍpaEed in the period from

September, L975 to June, L976.

GIVE SUBJECTS TIME TO RECALL SUITABLE ACTIVIT]ES" ANSI^IER QUER]ES

DIR.ECTION

Draw a single line at Ehe end of your list.

PROBE

My experience indicates Ehat teachers.,make far more attenpts

Ëo learn Lhan they reaLíze or are able Lo recall. Can you recall

any addiEional activities you had undertaken, wheEher aE, school, at

home, at an out-of-t,own conference, at a series of local professional

development lectures and so on? Anything at all can be included,

regardless of wheEher it \,las easy or hard, serious or fun, big or

little--as long as Ehe activities had the characEeristics given on

your form.

PAUSE BRIEFLY. ASSIST SUBJECTS TO R.ECALL ADDITIONAL LEARNING ACTIVI-

TIES

DIRECTION

Draw a squiggly line after any additional activities you night

have recalled.

PROBE

In the pÍlot interview I found Ehat teachers needed sorne help

in recalling job-related learning activities. Itts so easy Eo forget

over this span of Èime. In case you have forgotten some job-relaËed

learning activities which had che characteristics on yoLtr form, I

will show you a list of concerns expressed by oËher teachers. Please
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read the list through carefully. I,lrÍte down any further activiEies

this list may remind you.

D]RECTION

One more task before \¡7e wrap this session up. I would

appreciate your evaluat,ing the activit,ies you listed. Sirnply rate

your feeling toward each activÍty. Please use the scale provided

on your form. Place a rrlrr beside any act,ÍviËy Eo which you \^rere

negatively disposed, and a "2" besÍde any activity Lo which you

"tended t.o be negatively disposed". Place a rr3rr beside any activity

to which you "Èended t,o be positively disposed," and a r'4r' beside

any acËivity toward which you r\rere "positively disposed.I

Next, evaluate the activiEies Eo which you r¡iere posiEively

disposed. Select Ehe one activity which was the toually most

gratifying job-reraÊed learning experience for you in the period from

September , .Lg75 to June, 1976. Drar+ a bo1d. line unäer your ehoíce

Sinilarly, evaluat.e the activiEies to which you \"rere nega-

t.ively disposed. select, Èhe one act.ivity which you would least care

to repeat (assr-'míng t,he opportuniLy presenEed itself). Draw a dotted

line under this activity.

DIRECT]ON

Next time \^ie meet, we rvill anaLyze some of Ehe activities you

listed today. The purpose of chis will be to see if such an analysis

coupled with observaE,ion that I will be making will enable us Eo

discern a process by which Eeachers cont.inue Eheir educaEion.
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BEGIN PHASE II OF TT1E INTERV]EI,I

R-EITERATE PURPOSE OF STUDY AND SCOPE OF SUBJECTS INVOLVEMENT

DIRECTION

Letrs talk now abouL a specific learning project or episode in

which you participated during the_period from Sd,pternber I to the present.

Perhaps before we continue, iE nrighE be useful Eo check thaË our

meaning of learning is t,he same. Here is a definiËion of a learning

episode and a learning project. Read the definiL,ion Eo be sure you

understand it. That way we will be talking abouL the same happening.

GIVE SUBJECTS TIIE DEFINITION SHEET. Clear up any questions.

D]RECT]ON

Let's talk firsE about Ehe learning acEiviuy which you indica-

Led as yolrr rrtotally mosL gratifying learning experience."

GTVE 1TlE SUBJECT TITE LIST OF ACTIVITIES HE HAS HANDED IN IN A

PREVIOUS INTERVIEW

DIREClION

Does this activity qualify as a "learning episode project?

Does it have all the required characterist,ics, as these are outlined

in the definiEion sheet I supplied you? If it does, Ehen we are

ready to proceed. If not we will have Lo selecË, another project.

I. How was Ehe need to undertake this learning episode

aroused? Can you recall how Ehe idea Lo undertake this project came

to mind? Did it seer to follow logically from a particular seË of

classroom experiences? Can you tell me more abouL specifically how
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the learning experiences led you to \,7ant. Lo underEake this learning

project? Was the idea suggested by a colleague, reLative or friend?

Is this person often the source of similar ideas? tr^ihat were you

doing when the need Eo undertake Lhís projecE v¡as born? Daydreaur-ing?

Reading a newspaper? Talking "shop" at, a picníc wiEh a friend?

2. How did the idea take root? What \.,as your initial atri-

tude t,o the idea? If negative, what made you subsequently change

your mind? tr{as it further reflecLion, a parEicular incident at

a universÍty course, remarks made by a prÍncipal at a staff meet.íng,

or a particular iËem in the newspaper. board minutes?

Can you recall the circumscances when you decided Ëhe idea

may be a solution E.o a specific professional problem? Did you

consider alEernative solutions? Why were Ehey ruled out Ín favour

of the soluLion you eventually chose? DÍd such factors as the amounE

of time you had at your disposal, availabiLity of suitable resources

and the perceived urgency of che need which had Eo be meE have a

bearing on your decision? Did anticipaLed benefiEs influence Ehe

decision? Was recognition you mighE receíve from peers and studenEs

a factor? Which factor seemed to have Ehe most rrforcerr?

3. Ilow did you implement your goal?

tr^ihat kÍnds of resources and methods did you qse to resolve

this goal? What human resoLlrces did you call upon? Members of your

teaching team, the vice principal, a parent. of one of che students,

or soneone from the university? 0r several of these people? llow

specifically did each person you called upon figure in the implemen-

taEion process? Did any of the persons from whom you sought help
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adversely affect Ehe diffe¡ent stages of your learning effort?

trIhat material resources did you use in carrying or.it your

learning plan? rn what, special \^iays \^ras each item you used suited

to your purpose? Did you confront a siEuation where badly needed

resources, human or mat.erial were noE readÍly accessible? were

you at, t.imes discouraged by slow progress? i^Ihat fact,ors wit.hin

Ehe school milieu inhibiEed the speed and/or completeness wj_th whích

you T/rere able uo carry out your plan?- what facE.ors in Ehe extïa-

school context enhanced your ability to carry out your plans? i^Ihat

factors in your home siEuation bore on your ability to expediLe

your learning goal? IIov¡?

Did you accomplish what yoLr wanted to accourprish by under-

LakÍng che project in question? Can you specify some of these

accomplishments? i,Ihat knowledge did you gain ? LIhaË skills did

you acquire? llow was your attÍEude changed?

rf you did not achieve your objectives E.o rhe degree you had

hoped, what factors can you ciE.e for che lack of anticipated success?

triere compeËing inEerests a factor? I,Ihich ones? To what extent.?

If you achieved your objective to a greater degree t.han

you expect.éd, $rhat factors can you advance for chis success? Fort ui-

t.ous circumstance, for example a TV program on the topic you rÂrere

s tudying ?

DIRECTION

r am going t.o read back Eo you what r Ehink r heard in response

to each question r asked. rf r mistook some of your staEemencs,

please indícat.e the correction you think is in order. Furthermore
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as I am reading this additional pertinent information comes

your mind, please let me knov¡ as I want t.o make this account

the learning process as complete and accuraEe as possible.

DIRECTION

Nov¡ 1et's talk about tbe learning project you particiapated

Ín, whether initiated by yourself or by someone e1se, that you would

Least care to repeat (assuming such an opportunity presented itself).

REPEAT THE SAME SET OF QUESTTONS THAT IIERE ASKED IN CONNECTION

WITH THE PROJECT THAT I^IAS SEEN AS ''TIIE TOTALLY MOST GRATTFYING

LEARNTNG EXPERIENCE.''

DÏRECTION

Iam going to read back to you what I think I heard in response

Ëo each question I asked. If I mÍstook some of you staËements,

please indicaÈíthe correction you think ís ín order. Furthermore,

if as I am reading this, addiÈional pertinent informatíon comes

Ëo you mind, please 1et me know as I want to make this account

of the learning process as complete and accurate as possible.

DIRECTION

After I have had an opportunity to analyse the information you have

provided, along r¿ith other refevant data, I may need further help in

reconstruetíng a parËicular learning experience. Meanwhile, may I

thank you for your ínterest and cooperatíon todate.


